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(U) Summary of Review  
 

 

(U) During an audit of the Department of State’s (Department) aviation program, the Office of 
Inspector General (OIG) discovered that the Bureau of Medical Services (MED) awarded a sole-
source contract (SAQMMA16C0077) in April 2016, on the basis of one contractor’s unique 
capability to conduct aeromedical biocontainment evacuations. Although the contract did 
contain provisions relating to some peripheral services that were attendant to the specialized 
aeromedical biocontainment evacuations, the Department did not—at least until its response 
to a draft of this report—suggest that any of these services themselves justified a sole-source, 
non-competitive award. 
 
(U) OIG found that MED never used the unique capability for an actual aeromedical 
biocontainment evacuation. Instead, from the time the contract was awarded, the aircraft was 
used exclusively for other activities, such as evacuations not requiring biocontainment or for 
the deployment of hurricane response teams. On two occasions MED held training events 
related to aeromedical biocontainment evacuations. Except for these two events, MED 
provided no documentation evidencing the aircraft’s use for its unique and critical 
biocontainment capability.  
 
(U) In September 2017, the Contracting Officer modified the aeromedical biocontainment 
evacuation contract on the basis of a recommendation from MED to stipulate that the 
aeromedical aircraft based in Africa could be used as an air taxi to transport Department 
employees between Kenya and Somalia. OIG determined that since the modification, the 
Kenya to Somalia air transport service was the primary use of the aircraft. This use did not 
require the unique biocontainment evacuation capability upon which the justification for the 
sole-source procurement was based. To the contrary, this change in the purpose of the 
contract—from emergency, biocontainment evacuation services to providing essentially 
commercial air taxi services—constituted such a significant change in the scope of the 
contract that it required full and open competition under the Competition in Contracting Act. 
 
(U) OIG does not question at this time that a sole-source award for the biocontainment 
evacuation capability was warranted in 2016 or that at least some other services could be 
properly included as part of that contract. OIG also recognizes the need to develop and 
maintain this unique evacuation capability at the time of the original contract award, 
especially in the context of the 2014 Ebola outbreak in West Africa. However, on the basis of 
the actual missions assigned to these aircraft from the time of the 2016 award forward and 
the nature of the modification, OIG concludes that the 2017 modification was improper. That 
modification permitted the aircraft to be used almost exclusively for routine, non-emergency 
missions unrelated to the unique capability that had justified the sole-source award. As a 
result, the Department has used the sole-source contract for other services at higher costs to 
the taxpayer than would have been incurred using competed sources or the Department’s 
own aircraft. OIG also notes that, in the course of evaluating the Department’s response, it 
learned that the Department of Defense (DOD) has aircraft with biocontainment evacuation 
capability; this factor also casts doubt on the appropriateness of the modification.  
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(U) OIG determined that MED used the aircraft for a range of purposes beyond that justifying 
the sole-source procurement for two primary reasons. First, the critical need for aeromedical 
biocontainment evacuations subsided when the Ebola crisis ended in 2016.1 According to the 
Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR), rather than have the two aeromedical aircraft sit 
idle, the Department decided that the aircraft—one of which is based in the United States and 
the other in Africa—would be used for other purposes. Second, MED believed that using the 
aircraft for such other purposes would allow for cost savings and provide other value to the 
Department. However, MED’s cost analysis and value-added analysis do not support these 
conclusions. To the contrary, using other Department-owned aircraft would have saved 
money and provided more value to the Department.  
 
(U) As a result of the September 1, 2017, modification and attendant deviation from the 
original purpose and sole-source justification for the procurement, the Department has not 
taken advantage of aviation assets that the Department owns and that could have been used 
for air taxi services in Africa. Accordingly, MED expended funds imprudently. OIG estimates 
the Department can put approximately $24 million in taxpayer funds to better use by not 
exercising the next 2 option years of contract SAQMMA16C0077. 
 
(U) OIG also found that MED did not comply with Federal aviation regulations and 
Department aviation policies that govern use of Commercial Aviation Services (CAS). 
Specifically, relevant regulations require agencies to maintain oversight of various aspects of 
the flight program and to report on costs of these CAS.2 Although the services procured 
under SAQMMA16C0077 qualified as CAS, MED did not comply with the requirements for 
establishing Flight Program Standards and did not report the cost and use of CAS aircraft, as 
required. Furthermore, Department policies allow the use of CAS only when it is more cost 
effective than using Department-owned aircraft and require the Aviation Governing Board 
(AGB) to approve aviation contracts. OIG found that using MED’s aeromedical biocontainment 
evacuations contract for air taxi services was not more cost-effective than using Department-
owned aircraft and that the AGB, moreover, did not approve the contract. These deficiencies 
occurred, in part, because MED incorrectly believed that the aircraft it uses did not have to 

                                                 
1 (U) On January 14, 2016, the World Health Organization declared the end of the outbreak of Ebola virus disease in 
Liberia and stated that all known chains of transmission have been stopped in West Africa. Additionally, on March 29, 
2016, the World Health Organization issued the following statement: “[The] Ebola transmission in West Africa no 
longer constitutes an extraordinary event, that the risk of international spread is now low, and that countries currently 
have the capacity to respond rapidly to new virus emergences. Accordingly, in the Committee’s view the Ebola 
situation in West Africa no longer constitutes a Public Health Emergency of International Concern and the Temporary 
Recommendations adopted in response should now be terminated. The Committee emphasized that there should be 
no restrictions on travel and trade with Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone, and that any such measures should be lifted 
immediately.” The World Health Organization reiterated that flare-ups may occur but stated that, at that time, the 
disease no longer constituted an international emergency. Since then, according to the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention, three additional Ebola outbreaks have occurred, all within the Democratic Republic of the Congo.  
2 (U) Commercial Aviation Services include contracting for full services (i.e., aircraft and related aviation services for 
exclusive use). 
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comply with applicable Federal regulations or Department policy. Even MED acknowledges, 
however, that the General Services Administration (GSA) informally opined that the services 
provided under SAQMMA16C077 should be considered CAS and were therefore subject to 
relevant regulations and policies. Additionally, MED does not have sufficient contract 
oversight officials. The lack of oversight provided by an individual with technical aviation 
expertise poses safety risks to Department personnel.  
 
(U) OIG made seven recommendations to address the deficiencies identified in this report. On 
the basis of the Deputy Under Secretary for Management’s response to a draft of this report, 
who also responded on behalf of MED and the Bureau of Administration, OIG considers three 
recommendations resolved pending further action, three recommendations unresolved, and 
one recommendation closed. The Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement 
Affairs (INL) provided a separate response, in which they concurred with the coordinating 
actions required for the three recommendations made to INL. 
 
(U) A synopsis of the Deputy Under Secretary for Management’s and INL’s comments and 
OIG’s reply follow each recommendation in the Results section of this report. The Deputy 
Under Secretary for Management’s response to a draft of this report is reprinted in its entirety 
in Appendix C, which includes general and technical comments. INL’s response to a draft of 
this report is reprinted in its entirety in Appendix D. OIG’s reply to the Deputy Under Secretary 
for Management’s general comments concerning the audit findings is presented in Appendix 
E.  
 
(U) OIG concludes with a few preliminary comments regarding that response, much of which 
seems to misconstrue OIG’s position.  
 
(U) First, OIG does not, at this time, question the 2016 sole-source award for the 
biocontainment evacuation capability. OIG also does not, at this time, independently question 
the various other uses for which the contract was employed up until the time of the 
modification. OIG does, however, question the modification in light of those other uses—none 
of which related to biocontainment evacuation. This fact should have alerted the Department 
of the need to reconsider its use of this contract. Instead, the Department expanded the 
contract and thereby committed itself to a potentially long-term obligation for routine 
services at costs that were originally established through a contract that was procured as a 
non-competitive, sole-source procurement.   
 
(U) Second, although the Department has now asserted that the original sole-source contract 
was intended to be used broadly and encompassed a wide-range of services outside of 
biocontainment evacuation, the supporting documents do not substantiate this claim and, 
indeed, raise other concerns. The “Justification for Other than Full and Open Competition” 
(JOFOC) enabling the sole-source award generally declared a Department need for 
“multimission aircraft and aviation support services.” The substantive justification set forth in 
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that document, though, that explained why a sole source award was necessary, however, 
pertained only to an aeromedical biocontainment evacuation capability and related services 
necessary to sustain that capability. That is, all of these additional services related to 
emergency situations. The substantive justification contained no discussion or explanation for 
combining or “bundling”3 contract requirements into a “total package approach” to include 
services not a part of an aeromedical biocontainment evacuation system (ABCS) capability or 
related emergency evacuation services. Moreover, in assessing the Department’s response, 
OIG conducted additional analysis that raised other concerns. For example, contrary to the 
Department’s assertions, it failed in 2016 to consider other companies that could potentially 
provide the non-ABCS services, and, MED did not at that time fully evaluate whether other 
sources within the government, such as the DOD could meet the Department’s needs at lower 
cost. The possible availability of ABCS capability elsewhere in the government and the 
possible availability of suitable lower-cost sources for non-ABCS services were outside the 
scope of the audit. This information, however, reinforces OIG’s recommendations to take a 
different approach going forward, and we specifically advise the Department to consider other 
resources—governmental and non-governmental— that may have become available since the 
original contract was awarded.  
 
(U) Finally, even though much of the Department’s response invokes national security and 
policy concerns and argues that it is essential for the Department to have a means of 
evacuating personnel from its East Africa posts, OIG does not and never has suggested that 
the Department should forego any needed capabilities. OIG moreover does not purport to 
question the Department’s programmatic, policy decisions. OIG’s point is much more limited: 
modifying a sole source contract for biomedical evacuation services is not the appropriate 
way to obtain these other services that the Department now says are essential for its mission. 
Those services should be obtained through existing government resources or through an 
appropriate competitive contract.  

 

                                                 
3(U) The term “bundling” is most commonly used in Federal small business law. “Bundling of contract requirements” is 
defined in the Small Business Act (SBA) to mean “consolidating 2 or more procurement requirements for goods or 
services previously provided or performed under separate smaller contracts into a solicitation of offers for a single 
contract that is likely to be unsuitable for award to a small-business concern….” 15 U.S.C. § 632(o)(2). The term 
“bundling” is also used more loosely, however, as a synonym for the “total package approach”—that is, combining   
divisible components of an agency procurement requirement into one contract awarded to a single vendor able to 
provide every component, even though other vendors might be able to provide one (but not every) individual 
component if the procurement were divided into multiple contracts. Masstor Systems Corp., B-211240 (Comp. Gen. 
Dec. 27, 1983). The Department’s response appears to use “bundling” in the latter sense. In this report OIG uses 
“bundling” interchangeably with “total package approach” and not as the term is defined in the SBA.    
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(U) BACKGROUND  

(U) The Office of Foreign Programs within MED is responsible for authorizing and managing 
medical evacuations of Department employees and their eligible family members.1 According to 
a MED official, almost all Department medical evacuations are performed using commercial 
airlines. When non-commercial flight services are required, they are normally procured locally on 
an as-needed basis. However, as part of the Department’s 2014 response to the Ebola outbreak, 
MED determined that the Department lacked access to medical evacuation services that could 
properly transport patients who had or potentially had Ebola. Because of the highly contagious 
nature of the disease and the lack of available treatment, medical evacuations needed to be 
handled in a controlled manner. The lack of access to proper medical evacuation services was a 
barrier to providing emergency care to U.S. Government personnel serving in the countries most 
affected by the Ebola outbreak. Furthermore, the Department believed that the lack of sufficient 
medical transport could discourage medical professionals from responding to the health crisis 
because the Department would not be able to effectively evacuate the health care professionals 
for medical treatment in the United States, if needed.  
 
(U) In response to that determination, MED’s Office of Operational Medicine awarded Phoenix 
Air Group, Inc. (PAG) two aeromedical biocontainment evacuation contracts—both in 2014.2 
Each of these contracts was for an on-call aircraft charter service for the Department to perform 
emergency movement of personnel and retrieve critically ill or exposed personnel. PAG has the 
capability to outfit its aircraft with an ABCS that allows for the safe transport of evacuees with 
highly communicable pathogens, such as Ebola. An ABCS is a soft plastic tent that is set up 
inside a steel frame. It is used for single patient movement and designed specifically for the 
aircraft used by PAG. According to a MED official, because an ABCS was a requirement for the 
transport of Ebola patients and PAG was the only company with this capability, both contracts 
were awarded as sole-source contracts. Figure 1 presents a sequence of photographs depicting 
the ABCS and the aircraft, a Gulfstream Glll, used by PAG to transport personnel exposed to 
highly communicable pathogens, such as Ebola.  
 

                                                 
1 (U) 1 FAM 363.3a. “Office of Foreign Programs.” 
2 (U) Contract SAQMMA14C0155 was awarded to PAG in August 2014 and the period of performance ended 
February 6, 2015; a total of $6,806,572 was expended during this timeframe. Contract SAQMMA15C0022 was awarded 
in December 2014, the period of performance began February 7, 2015, and ended on May 7, 2016; a total of 
$14,173,347 was expended during this timeframe. 
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(U) Figure 1: ABCS and the aircraft, Gulfstream GIII, used by to transport personnel exposed to highly communicable 
pathogens such as Ebola. 
(U) Source: MED “White Paper 1 – Medical Evacuation of Patients with Highly Contagious Diseases - An Interagency 
Overview,” 2014, and “White Paper 2 - Update to Medical Evacuation of Patients with Highly Contagious Diseases,” 
2014.  
 
(U) In April 2016, the Bureau of Administration, on behalf of MED, entered into a new,  
$60 million contract with PAG for aviation support services.3 The contract states that “[t]he 
objective of this contract is to obtain on-call aircraft services for use by [the Department] to 
perform emergency deployment of personnel and equipment, and retrieval of eligible 
personnel, including personnel that are critically ill and may or may not be infected with unique 
and highly communicable pathogens.” The contract called for two chartered aircraft to be “on 
call” for the Department’s use—one aircraft is based in Cartersville, GA, and the other in Dakar, 
Senegal.4  
 
(U) The contract is comprised of 15 contract line item numbers which describe the different 
contract costs. Some of the costs remain fixed regardless of whether or not the aircraft is used; 
for example, monthly charges for a dedicated aircraft and flight crew (both domestically and 
abroad), and storage and maintenance of Government-furnished equipment. Other costs have a 
fixed unit price, but charges to the Department vary based on the number of missions flown, or 
other factors; for example, flight and labor hours, flight cancellations, and aircraft 

                                                 
3 (U) SAQMMA16C0077 was signed on April 4, 2016, and has a ceiling value of $60 million. The sole-source contract 
has a 2-year base period and 3 option years. The Contracting Officer is from the Bureau of Administration, Office of 
the Procurement Executive, Office of Acquisitions Management, and the COR is from MED. 
4 (U) SAQMMA16C0077 modification 11 changed the overseas contractor base from Dakar, Senegal, to Nairobi, 
Kenya.  
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reconfigurations. PAG bills the Department on a monthly basis for the fixed charges, and 
separately bills the Department for each mission based on the additional costs incurred. 

(U) Department’s Office of Aviation 

(U) The Department’s aviation program was created in 1976 to support narcotics interdiction 
and drug crop eradication programs and is managed by the Bureau of International Narcotics 
and Law Enforcement Affairs, Office of Aviation (INL/A).5 Since 1976, the aviation program has 
grown to include many different types of activities that are being performed using a large 
worldwide aircraft fleet extending from South America to Asia. The aircraft are generally used to 
conduct official Department business, for counter-narcotics or law enforcement operations, or 
other foreign assistance purposes.6 The mission of INL/A, also known as the Air Wing, is to 
provide aviation management, expertise, and resources to strengthen law enforcement, support 
counter-narcotics and counter-terrorism efforts, and provide safe and efficient aviation support 
to meet all Department aviation requirements. INL/A operates the Department’s aviation 
program using a worldwide aviation support services contract and is responsible for compliance 
with Federal and Department aviation requirements using a network of Government Technical 
Monitors (GTM)7 who serve as aviation advisors at every location where Department aircraft are 
operated. 

(U) Federal Aviation Regulations and Department Aviation Policies 

(U) Title 41 of the Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.), “Public Contracts and Property 
Management,” provides specific oversight and Federal reporting requirements on the 
management of Government aircraft.8 Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-126, 
“Improving the Management and Use of Government Aircraft,” prescribes policies to be 
followed by Executive Agencies in acquiring, managing, using, accounting for, and disposing of 
aircraft. The Department’s Foreign Affairs Manual (FAM) also provides guidance on managing 
aircraft. For example, the Department’s policy is to account for and report the various data 
pertaining to Department-owned or exclusively leased aircraft.9 

                                                 
5 (U) INL Aviation Program Policies and Procedures Handbook 2015, Section 1.2, “Background on INL Aviation 
Support Programs.”  
6 (U) Ibid. 
7 (U) According to 14 Foreign Affairs Handbook 2 H-124.1, “Definitions,” a GTM is an individual designated by the 
Contracting Officer to assist the COR in monitoring a contractor’s performance. 
8 (U) 41 C.F.R. §102-33, “Management of Government Aircraft.” 
9 (U) 2 FAM 811 (a), “Policy.” 
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(U) Federal Contracting Regulations for Competition  

(U) The Competition in Contracting Act and the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) require 
that all Federal Government contracts be awarded on the basis of full and open competition 
unless a statutory exception applies.10 The Competition in Contracting Act states in relevant part,  
 

[A]n executive agency in conducting a procurement for property or services shall—  
(1) obtain full and open competition through the use of competitive procedures in 
accordance with the requirements of this division and the [FAR]; and  
(2) use the competitive procedure or combination of competitive procedures that is 
best suited under the circumstances of the procurement.11  

 
(U) One statutory exception to the Competition in Contracting Act’s “full and open competition” 
requirement states,  
 

An executive agency may use procedures other than competitive procedures only 
when—  
(1) the property or services needed by the executive agency are available from only 
one responsible source and no other type of property or services will satisfy the needs 
of the executive agency.12  

 
(U) The FAR states that use of the full and open competition exception “may be appropriate . . . 
[w]hen there is a reasonable basis to conclude that the agency’s minimum needs can only be 
satisfied by (i) unique supplies or services available from only one source or only one supplier 
with unique capabilities.”13 
 
(U) The FAR further states that a Contracting Officer shall not enter into a sole-source contract 
without a written justification for other than full and open competition. The justification for 
other than full and open competition must include the following information: 
 

• Identification of the agency and the contracting activity and specific identification of the 
document as a “Justification for other than full and open competition.” 

• Nature or description of the action being approved. 
• A description of the supplies or services required to meet the agency’s needs (including 

the estimated value). 

                                                 
10 (U) 41 United States Code (U.S.C.) § 3301 (a), “Full and open competition.” In addition, FAR 6.101 and 13.104 
prescribe the policies and procedures that Federal agencies must follow in acquiring goods and services. 
11 (U) 41 U.S.C. § 3301 (a). 
12 (U) 41 U.S.C. § 3304 (a)(1), “Use of noncompetitive procedures” (formerly 41 U.S.C. § 253); see also FAR 6.302-1, 
“Only one responsible source and no other supplies or services will satisfy agency requirements” (citing 41 U.S.C. § 
3304(a)(1)). 
13 (U) FAR 6.302-1(b)(1)(i), “Only one responsible source and no other supplies or services will satisfy agency 
requirements,” and FAR 13.106-1(b), “Soliciting competition.” 
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• An identification of the statutory authority permitting other than full and open 
competition. 

• A demonstration that the proposed contractor’s unique qualifications or the nature of 
the acquisition requires use of the authority cited. 

• A description of efforts made to ensure that offers are solicited from as many potential 
sources as is practicable. 

• A determination by the Contracting Officer that the anticipated cost to the Government 
will be fair and reasonable. 

• A description of the market research conducted and the results or a statement of the 
reason market research was not conducted. 

• Any other facts supporting the use of other than full and open competition.14 

(U) U.S. Mission to Somalia 

(SBU) U.S. foreign policy objectives in Somalia are to promote political and economic stability; 
prevent the use of Somalia as a safe haven for international terrorism; and alleviate the 
humanitarian crisis caused by years of conflict, drought, flooding, and poor governance. On 
September 8, 2015, the Department formally launched the U.S. Mission to Somalia (Mission 
Somalia), which had been based at U.S. Embassy Nairobi, Kenya. In Somalia, U.S. Government 
personnel are permitted by the Under Secretary for Management to remain at the Mogadishu 
International Airport in an alternate residential compound. The U.S. Government’s diplomatic 
presence in Somalia has continued to grow. In 2017, the U.S. Government had 18 to 28 Foreign 
Service Officers and other Department personnel who regularly worked in Somalia, either under 
a temporary duty assignment or residing at the alternate residential compound. Travel to 
Somalia for most employees under a temporary duty assignment originates in Nairobi, Kenya. 

(U) Purposes of the Management Assistance Report and Related Audit  

(U) This Management Assistance Report is intended to communicate deficiencies that OIG 
identified during its audit of the Department’s administration of the aviation program.15 See 
Appendix A for additional details of the purpose, scope, and methodology. 
 

                                                 
14 (U) FAR 6.303, “Justifications.” 
15 (U) OIG, Audit of the Department of State’s Administration of its Aviation Program (AUD-SI-18-59, September 
2018). 

(b) (7)(F)
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(U) RESULTS  

(U) Finding A: The Bureau of Medical Services Inappropriately Modified a Sole-
Source Contract 

(U) OIG found that the Department awarded a sole-source contract (SAQMMA16C0077) in April 
2016 on the basis of a justification that the contractor had a unique capability to conduct 
aeromedical biocontainment evacuations. However, the contract was never used to conduct an 
aeromedical biocontainment evacuation. Instead, MED used the contract for other purposes 
unrelated to the justification for the sole-source award in 2016, such as aeromedical evacuations 
not requiring biocontainment and for the deployment of hurricane response teams.16 OIG does 
not question the original sole-source contract because the procurement and maintenance of 
this biocontainment evacuation capability may have been reasonable at the time, especially in 
the context of the 2014 Ebola outbreak in West Africa. However, on September 1, 2017, after it 
had become clear that the specialized capability that had served as the basis for the sole-source 
award was not needed, the Contracting Officer modified the aeromedical biocontainment 
evacuation contract on the basis of a recommendation from MED to stipulate that the 
aeromedical aircraft based in Africa could be used to transport Department employees between 
Kenya and Somalia. This modification of the contract was inconsistent with the unique capability 
upon which the justification for the sole-source procurement was based. OIG determined that, 
as of April 2018, the Kenya to Somalia air transport service remains the primary use of the 
aircraft and that it has still not been used for aeromedical biocontainment evacuation. 
 
(U) The Competition in Contracting Act and the FAR require that all Federal Government 
contracts be awarded on the basis of full and open competition, unless a statutory exemption 
applies. MED deviated from the Competition in Contracting Act and the FAR when it modified a 
sole-source contract, originally awarded on the basis of a unique capability for a specific service 
that the contractor could provide, after it was aware that this specific service was not needed. 
MED also deviated from the Competition in Contracting Act and the FAR by changing the 
primary use of the aircraft to a routine transportation service that is commercially available while 
paying more for a virtually unused capability. 
 
(U) OIG identified two primary reasons that MED used the aircraft for purposes other than that 
which justified a sole-source award and ultimately modified the contract. First, the immediate 
need for aeromedical biocontainment evacuations subsided when the Ebola crisis ended, which 
was approximately 3 months before the sole-source contract was awarded. According to the 
COR for the aeromedical biocontainment evacuation contract, rather than having the two 
aeromedical aircraft sit idle, the Department decided that the aircraft—one of which is based in 
the United States and the other in Africa—would be used for other purposes. Second, MED 
believed that using the aircraft for these purposes would allow for cost savings and provide 

                                                 
16 (U) MED provided information indicating it that held training events related to the aeromedical biocontainment 
capability on two occasions. 
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other value to the Department. However, OIG analyzed MED’s cost analysis and value-added 
analysis and identified significant flaws. On the basis of its analysis, OIG concludes that using 
Department-owned aircraft would have saved money and provided more value. OIG also notes 
that MED did not perform a documented cost analysis until after the contract was modified. 
 
(U) Overall, the services performed after the 2017 modification were available from other 
sources. Accordingly, the sole-source contract should not have been modified to expand its 
scope to non-unique services; instead, these services should have been awarded competitively. 
Because the first option year of the contract will end in May 2019, OIG recommends that the 
Department elect to not exercise option years 2 and 3, thereby putting $24 million in taxpayer 
funds to better use. 

(U) Contracting for Aeromedical Biocontainment Evacuation Services  

(U) SAQMMA16C0077 is a sole-source contract. The justification for this sole-source contract 
stated that the aeromedical biocontainment evacuation contract was a sole-source procurement 
using the statutory authority permitting other than full and open competition according to the 
statement in Chapter 41 of the U.S.C., § 3304(a)(1), and FAR 6.302.1 that “[o]nly one responsible 
source and no other supplies or services will satisfy agency requirements.” The justification 
represented that PAG was the only source because: 
 

The movement of patients infected with highly contagious pathogens, as with the 
current Ebola Virus epidemic, requires the use of an air-transportable biocontainment 
[ABCS] unit. A unit was designed and built by the [Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention] in 2006 in collaboration with the PAG in Cartersville, GA. The [ABCS] is the 
only contagious patient airborne transportation system in the world which allows 
attending medical personnel to enter the containment vessel in-flight to attend to the 
patient, thus allowing emergency medical intervention such as new [intravenous] 
lines, intubation, etc.17 PAG owns the intellectual property rights to the ABCS system, 
and is the only firm currently equipped and [Federal Aviation Administration] 
approved to perform missions using that system. At the direction of the National 
Security Staff, the Federal Aviation Administration conducted a search of their 
Supplemental Type Certification database in November, 2014, and found no 
comparable capability in other vendors. 

 
(U) The statement of work more broadly states:  

 
The contractor will be responsible for providing on-call aircraft services for use by [the 
Department] to perform emergency deployment of personnel and equipment, and 
retrieval of eligible personnel, including personnel that are critically ill and may or may 
not be infected with unique and highly communicable pathogens. 

                                                 
17 (U) OIG found that the ABCS is not the only contagious patient airborne transportation system in the world that 
allows attending medical personnel to enter the containment vessel in-flight. In fact, the DOD’s Transportation 
Isolation System has this capability and according to the DOD, “allows for much more robust in-flight medical care.”  
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(U) On the basis of information in the statement of work and the justification, OIG concludes 
that the unique capability procured by SAQMMA16C0077 was to provide aeromedical 
biocontainment evacuation capabilities that would be reliably available on short notice under 
various contingencies and in various aircraft configurations. The sole-source contract was 
awarded to PAG on the basis of a determination that it was the only supplier with a unique 
aeromedical biocontainment capability. Medical evacuations and deployment of crisis response 
personnel were authorized as necessary to support that primary purpose. Under the contract, 
the aircraft could be used for other missions, such as transporting critically ill personnel, whether 
or not they needed aeromedical biocontainment. The contract, however, described these other 
permitted missions as evacuations involving patients who may have been exposed to highly 
contagious pathogens and required medical evacuation whether or not they had yet exhibited 
clinical symptoms of infection and therefore may or may not have required biocontainment in 
each case. Such missions required a flight crew and medical crew with the same training and 
capabilities as a biocontainment evacuation. In short, the various lines of activity described 
under the scope sections of the contract could all be understood as reasonably related to the 
unique aeromedical biocontainment evacuation capability for which the Department determined 
that it had a need. Viewed in that light, the original contract in itself was a reasonable exercise of 
the Department’s sole-source authority.  
 
(U) However, some of the services procured under the original contract, would have been proper 
for a full and open competition, which is ordinarily less expensive than sole sourcing, had they 
not been tethered to the unique aeromedical biocontainment mission on which the contract was 
based. Aeromedical evacuation not involving exposure to highly contagious pathogens, for 
example, is not a unique capability. Procurement of such capabilities standing alone would have 
required full and open competition. (Indeed, OIG conducted a limited search that identified 
seven companies offering international air medical evacuation services.) 
 
(U) Initially, MED told OIG that the aircraft provided by contract SAQMMA16C0077 had, at most, 
been used for two training events related to the ABCS functionality and had never been used for 
an actual aeromedical biocontainment evacuation, even though this was the justification for the 
sole-source contract. However, in April 2018, MED officials modified their response and stated 
that the ABCS had been used on several occasions, including to conduct training events and to 
move Ebola laboratory samples. OIG analyzed supporting documentation to verify MED’s 
statements. Regarding the training events, OIG reviewed the relevant invoices and found that 
the ABCS functionality was used for only two training events. OIG could not verify that the ABCS 
functionality was used to transport Ebola laboratory samples, because the relevant invoices did 
not provide evidence that the use of the ABCS functionality had occurred.18 

                                                 
18 (U) The Ebola samples were moved from Liberia to the National Institutes of Health at Fort Detrick, MD, in October 
2016. According to the COR, the PAG aircraft was used because it has a special ventilation system, which is a 
component of the ABCS functionality but is not a part of the ABCS that needs to be installed or destroyed after its 
use. 
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(U) Use of Aeromedical Biocontainment Evacuation Services  

(U) Prior to modification 11, between April 2016 and September 2017, OIG found that  
24 percent of the missions flown under the contract related to medical evacuations, none of 
which was for transporting patients with highly contagious pathogens. Specifically, according to 
documents obtained from the Department, during FY 2016 and FY 2017, of the 45 missions PAG 
flew for the Department, only 11 were medical evacuation missions. Approximately  
29 percent of the FY 2016 and FY 2017 missions flown using SAQMMA16C0077 related to 
authorized or ordered post evacuations. For example, PAG flew 16 missions to evacuate 
individuals or deploy crisis response personnel from or to the Caribbean region because of 
Hurricanes Irma and Maria in September 2017.19 Other uses of contract SAQMMA16C0077 
included deploying Department employees to various locations. For example, one of the PAG 
aircraft was used to transport Bureau of Diplomatic Security agents from Washington, DC, to Las 
Vegas, NV, to perform a training exercise, at a cost of $91,453.20 According to GSA, the 
Government fare for a commercial flight from Washington, DC, to Las Vegas, NV, during this 
time period was approximately $300 round trip. Accordingly, the round trip cost for the 10 
agents would have totaled $3,000. Had commercial flights been used instead of the PAG aircraft, 
a savings of $88,453 would have been realized. In another example, three Washington, DC-
based Department personnel were transported to Kuwait City, Kuwait, at a cost of $283,840.21 
Many commercial flights for this route are under $1,000; had the Department personnel flown 
commercial, a savings of $280,840 would have been realized. In a third example, nine 
Washington, DC-based Department personnel were transported from Washington, DC, to 
Catania, Italy, at a cost of $93,595. Many commercial flights for this route are under $1,000; had 
the Department personnel flown commercial, a savings of $84,895 would have been realized. 
Figure 2 provides information on the types of missions performed using aircraft from contract 
SAQMMA16C0077, both before and after the modification. 
 
  

                                                 
19 (U) Evacuees included U.S. Government personnel, U.S. citizens that did not work for the U.S. Government, and 
citizens from other countries.  
20 (U) From September 24 to 27, 2017, MED and the Bureau of Diplomatic Security executed a training exercise during 
which DS replicated the crisis deployment of a security team to a mock embassy at a training center in Las Vegas, NV.  
21 (U) OIG notes that MED initially stated that the purpose of this mission was a medical evacuation. On the basis of an 
invoice review, OIG determined that the aircraft was not in an air ambulance configuration, as would be necessary for 
a medical evacuation, and that no medical staff were aboard the flight. Additionally, the aircraft flew the passengers 
from Washington, DC, to Kuwait City, Kuwait, making it unlikely that this was a medical evacuation.  
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(U) Figure 2: Types of Missions Performed Under Contract SAQMMA16C0077 Before 
and After Modification 
 

 

(U) * Other uses of the aircraft include deployment of crisis personnel, non-medical evacuation of American and non-
American citizens, cargo shipments, and repositioning flights with no passengers. 
(U) Source: Prepared by OIG from information obtained from MED and the Integrated Logistics Management System. 
 
(U) The unique biocontainment capability was the basis for the non-competitive award in the 
first place. On the basis of information received to date, OIG does not conclude at this time that 
any particular use of the contract aircraft from the time of the award up until the modification 
addressed subsequently was an improper exercise of the contract or a violation of relevant law 
or regulations. However, OIG found that, over the course of almost 18 months, the Department 
did not use this non-competitive contract even once to evacuate a patient with a highly 
contagious pathogen. This course of conduct is relevant in assessing the propriety of the 
modification discussed subsequently. That is, the Department’s failure to use the contract for its 
intended purpose did not justify a modification but rather should have led to a more 
fundamental reassessment of the contract and its utility.  

(U) Modification 11 to SAQMM16C0077 

(U) In September 2017, the Contracting Officer issued modification 11, which stated: 
 

[The Department] has a requirement for a rapidly deployable aviation capability 
transporting response personnel and retrieving eligible persons and critically ill 
patients safely, swiftly, and securely to and from locations in Somalia, while continuing 
to support medical evacuation and biocontainment requirements on the African 
continent. With the move from Dakar to Nairobi, the Department would maximize the 
efficiency of aviation operations in Africa by leveraging spare capacity within the 
existing multi-mission aviation support services contract to support Mission Somalia 
from a base in Nairobi, Kenya.  

 

* 
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(U) By this time, however, biocontainment capability could not be used to justify going forward 
with a sole-source contract, and all the other services could have been performed by other 
contractors. PAG is not uniquely qualified to perform routine air taxi services. 
 
(SBU) Initially, in November 2016,

 In an email dated March 6, 
2017, the COR for the PAG contract stated to the Contracting Officer that the PAG aircraft based 
in Africa could be relocated to provide the air transport service.23 According to MED, taking this 
approach would allow the Department to maximize the efficiency of aviation operations in Africa 
by leveraging spare capacity within the existing multi-mission aviation support services contract 
to support Mission Somalia from a base in Nairobi, Kenya. This aircraft service was considered a 
“multi-mission aircraft and aviation support” and would satisfy the Department’s requirement 
for movement of diplomatic personnel involved in high-threat diplomatic engagement in 
Somalia from Nairobi, Kenya, to Mogadishu, Somalia. Nothing suggested that the unique ABCS 
capabilities would be relevant for this expanded contract scope. 
 
(U) On May 8, 2017, INL/A provided a cost-benefit analysis that demonstrated using 
Department-owned assets and the worldwide aviation support services contract would provide 
greater benefit to the Department than would using the aeromedical biocontainment aircraft 
under the PAG contract (SAQMMA16C0077). The analysis demonstrated the additional benefits 
of using Department-owned aircraft for the air shuttle service. However, no documentation 
indicates that the Contracting Officer ever received or considered the INL/A-prepared cost-
benefit analysis.24  
 
(U) On September 1, 2017, the Contracting Officer executed the modification to the PAG 
contract (SAQMMA160077), thereby approving the rebasing of the aeromedical biocontainment 
aircraft from Dakar, Senegal, to Nairobi, Kenya, for the primary purpose of transporting 
Department employees between Kenya and Somalia. On October 4, 2017, the aeromedical 
aircraft began to provide air shuttle service between Kenya and Somalia. As subsequently noted 
in more detail, however, MED’s own cost analysis justifying this approach was not dated until 
October 6, 2017.  
 

                                                 
22 (U) U.S. Mission to Mogadishu – Emergency Action Plan, H-758 Decision Points and Consolidated Actions to 
Consider. 
23 (U) According to the MED Memorandum, “DRAFT Quality Concerns, re: Draft Management Assistance Report Titled 
‘Out of Scope Use of the Bureau of Medical Services’ Sole Source Contract for Aeromedical Biocontainment 
Evacuations,” page 47, the MED COR was directed to develop a cost model via a phone call from the Executive 
Assistant to the Deputy Under Secretary for Management on March 3, 2017. 
24 (U) FAR 7.102(a)(4), “Policy,” states that agencies shall perform acquisition planning and conduct market research 
(see part 10) for all acquisitions to promote and provide for: appropriate consideration of the use of pre-existing 
contracts, including interagency and intra-agency contracts, to fulfill the requirement, before awarding new contracts. 
The Contracting Officer is required to consider contractor vs. government performance with consideration of OMB 
Circular A-76 as part of the acquisition plan required by FAR 7.105(b)(9). 

(b) (7)(F)

(b) (7)(F)
(b) (7)(F)
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(U) OIG found that, since the modification, the Kenya to Somalia routine transport has become 
the primary use of the PAG aircraft. Specifically, between the dates of October 4, 2017, and 
March 31, 2018, the aircraft was used 72 times (96 percent) for routine transport and 3 times (4 
percent) for other purposes. Figure 3 presents the 3,800-mile change in base of the PAG aircraft 
as a result of modification 11 to contract SAQMMA16C0077.  
 
(U) Figure 3: Change in Base as a Result of Modification 11 
 

 
 
(U) Source: Generated by OIG from data provided by the Department. 

(U) Causes of the Inappropriate Modification 

(U) The inappropriate use of the PAG aircraft, which culminated in the unwarranted modification, 
occurred, in part, because the immediate need for aeromedical biocontainment evacuations 
subsided when the Ebola crisis ended. The evacuation of Ebola patients was an inarguably 
critical priority. However, as noted previously, the World Health Organization announced the 
official end of the Ebola crisis on January 14, 2016, which is approximately 3 months prior to 
when contract SAQMMA16C0077 was awarded. Additionally, on March 29, 2016, the World 
Health Organization issued the following statement:  
 

[The] Ebola transmission in West Africa no longer constitutes an extraordinary event, 
that the risk of international spread is now low, and that countries currently have the 
capacity to respond rapidly to new virus emergences. Accordingly, in the Committee’s 
view the Ebola situation in West Africa no longer constitutes a Public Health 
Emergency of International Concern and the Temporary Recommendations adopted 
in response should now be terminated. The Committee emphasized that there should 
be no restrictions on travel and trade with Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone, and that 
any such measures should be lifted immediately.  
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(U) The World Health Organization reiterated that flare-ups might occur but stated that the 
disease no longer constituted an international emergency. Therefore, the Department’s need for 
two on-call aircraft to perform aeromedical biocontainment evacuations had diminished 
substantially. According to the COR, rather than having the two aeromedical planes sit idle, MED 
decided that the planes would be used for other purposes.  

(U) MED’s Cost Analysis versus INL/A’s Cost Analysis 

(U) The deficiencies identified also occurred because MED justified modifying the contract on 
the basis of the assertion that the new mission of using the aeromedical biocontainment 
evacuation aircraft for performing the routine Kenya to Somalia air transport would be “highly 
cost effective.” This assertion, however, was incorrect, and MED moreover made this statement 
before the date of the cost-benefit analysis it provided to OIG. On the basis of information 
presented to OIG, MED was not able to conclude that the air taxi service would be “highly cost 
effective.”  
 
(U) The cost-benefit analysis that MED provided to OIG was dated October 6, 2017, which was 
almost 1 month after the decision was made to modify the contract.25 On the basis of an 
analysis of the document, OIG concluded that MED’s cost analysis was flawed and 
underestimated the costs associated with the Somalia to Kenya air shuttle service for the first 
year of service by $3.6 million. This deficiency was due, in part, to the fact that MED did not 
include all relevant costs. For example, MED only included 10 percent of fixed contract costs in 
its analysis, which was an erroneous assumption. Moreover, OIG compared historical usage data 
to projected air shuttle usage data under SAQMMA160077 and found that, conservatively, the 
aircraft would be used more than 50 percent of the time for the air shuttle service, meaning at 
least 50 percent of fixed costs should be attributed to the service. Furthermore, OIG found that 
MED charged the Bureau of African Affairs $6 million for the first year of air shuttle service, 
which is much greater then MED’s representation within the cost-benefit analysis that the 
service would cost $3.9 million for the first year. 
 
                                                 
25 (U) On April 10, 2018, MED provided OIG with an email dated March 17, 2017, between the COR and the Office of 
the Deputy Under Secretary for Management. On June 5, 2018, the COR stated that this email was the cost analysis 
regarding the use of SAQMMA16C0077 to perform the air shuttle service. The Department’s response also makes this 
point. However, OIG reviewed the email and found that the information in the email did not appear to be a detailed, 
accurate, or supportable cost analysis. The email lays out eight assertions regarding the existing contract and the 
planned modification, all of which are factually incorrect. For example, the email states that the aircraft is the U.S. 
Government’s only standing all-hazard biocontainment capability.  As noted previously, this is not the case.  The email 
also includes incorrect information regarding the cost to base an aircraft in Africa and uses assumptions that are 
inconsistent with the stated requirements of the modification. Finally, the cost forecasts are miscalculated. For 
example, the email states that “fixed overhead costs would increase $500,000 per year”; in fact, the modification 
included increased fixed overhead costs of over $1 million. The email also underestimates the direct costs for each 
flight by over 20 percent and fails to mention the associated overhead costs. Finally, the estimated overall increased 
cost was stated as $3.5 million; OIG, however, found that for the first year of service, the approximate increased cost 
will be $6 million.  
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(U) OIG also reviewed the cost analysis prepared by INL/A to support its proposal to provide air 
shuttle services from Kenya to Somalia. OIG found that INL/A’s cost analysis was developed 
using cost data based on other INL/A services, such as flights to and from Iraq. OIG determined 
that the cost data and assumption used were adequate to make a determination, at the time it 
was prepared, of the projected cost associated with the Kenya to Somalia air shuttle service.  
 
(U) OIG performed its own cost analysis and concluded that using the INL/A option to provide 
transportation services from Kenya to Somalia, rather than the MED option, would save the 
Department approximately $5.9 million for the first 2 years of service, as shown in Table 1.26 
 
(U) Table 1: OIG Analysis of Air Shuttle Service Options 

Service Provider 
10/01/2017–
09/30/2018 

10/01/2018 –
09/30/2019 Total 

MEDa $7,525,623 $8,220,666 $15,746,289 
INL/Ab $4,729,570 $5,116,192 $9,845,762 
Total Savings Using INL/A Option $2,796,053 $3,104,474 $5,900,527 
(U) a OIG calculated the Year 1 and Year 2 amounts using the modified base year and option year 1 
cost data from SAQMMA16007 for fixed contract line items; the flight hours obtained from the 
interagency agreement and added MED’s estimate of 312 medical labor hours and MED’s 
calculation of three canceled flights each year.  
(U) b OIG used cost data based on INL/A Embassy Air flight operations and the assumption of two 
trips per week, including a variety of reoccurring and non-reoccurring costs. For example, materials, 
fuel, hangar lease, labor costs, and materials transport. 
(U) Source: Prepared by OIG using data provided by INL/A and MED. 

(U) Value-Added Analysis 

(U) MED also provided OIG with a value-added analysis it prepared to support the decision to 
use contract SAQMMA160077 (a Gulfstream III aircraft—referred to as the “MED Model”) for the 
air shuttle service, rather than using INL/A’s worldwide aviation support services contract and a 
Department-owned asset (a Beechcraft 1900D—referred to as the “INL Model”).  

 
(U) OIG consulted with INL/A, which is the Department’s subject matter expert in the field of 
aviation, to review and consider MED’s assertions. OIG determined that a number of MED’s 
assertions were not accurate, in relation to the Mission Somalia requirement, as shown below in 
Table 2.  
 
 

                                                 
26 (U) This analysis is based on an assessment of funds that would have been saved had the Department not exercised 
the option years of SAQMMA160077 and thereby avoided the high fixed costs associated with the contract. 
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(U) Table 2: MED and OIG Analysis of Use of Gulfstream GIII Versus Beechcraft 1900D 
for Somalia–Nairobi Transport 
 

(U) a NSDD-38 positions refers to National Security Decision Directive Number 38 which governs proposals for the 
establishment of or changes to full-time, permanent, direct-hire positions.  
(U) b The Federal Aviation Administration defines payload as the weight of occupants, cargo and baggage. MED’s 
value-added analysis stated that the Gulfstream III had 31,700 pounds of payload; however, in another document, 
MED asserted that the Gulfstream III had a payload of 6,000 pounds. In another email to OIG, MED stated that the 
payload was 29,680 pounds. As noted in the table, the actual payload of a Gulfstream III is approximately 6,200 
pounds. 
(U) Source: Generated by OIG from information from MED and INL/A. 
  

(U) MED Analysis of 
Gulfstream III 

(U) MED Analysis of 
Beechcraft 1900D 

(U) OIG  
Analysis of MED’s Assertions 

MED model is available within 6 
hours of notification, 24 hours per 
day, 7 days per week 

INL model is scheduled only  
5 days per week 

The U.S. Mission to Somalia requires 2 to 
3 scheduled round trip flights per week 
between Kenya and Somalia. Having an 
aircraft available 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week, for this purpose provides no added 
value. 

MED model does not require an 
NSDD-38 position a 

INL model included one NSDD-
38 position 

The NSDD-38 position is that of a GTM 
who was supposed to ensure that the 
aircraft operates safely and in accordance 
with contract requirements. MED did not 
provide for any on-site oversight of the 
contractor. 

MED model has a large enough 
gas tank that it does not require to 
be refueled in Mogadishu, Somalia. 

INL model did not have a large 
enough gas tank to allow it to 
return to Nairobi without being 
refueled in Mogadishu, 
Somalia.  

Fuel is readily available in Mogadishu, 
Somalia. The unavailability of fuel was 
not indicated as a risk or limiting factor 
by any of the aircraft operators, airport 
operators, Defense Attaché Office, or 
post personnel.  

MED model has a 31,700-pound 
payload. b 

INL model has a 3,000 pounds 
payload.  

MED incorrectly stated the payload of a 
Gulfstream III, which is actually 6,200 
pounds. Regardless, the actual payload 
requirement is less than 3,000 pounds. 

MED model has a dedicated 
hangar for maintenance at a  
24-hour international airport. 

INL has ramp parking at a 
daylight-only airport.  

MED’s assertion related to the INL/A 
aircraft is not accurate. Both airports are 
international airports. The INL/A proposal 
also included a hangar for maintenance.  

MED model can fly from sub-
Saharan Africa to London, United 
Kingdom, in 1 duty day.  

INL model is a local service, 
passenger-only model. 

The U.S. Mission to Somalia requires two 
to three scheduled round trip flights per 
week between Kenya and Somalia. So, 
the ability for the aircraft to fly to other 
locations is not a valid consideration. 

MED contracts for a service on a 
firm-fixed-price basis with little 
maintenance risk. 

INL’s model is a Department-
owned aircraft and operates on 
a time and material basis, 
meaning the Department 
assumes maintenance risk. 

MED’s assertion about the MED model is 
not accurate. The MED contract is a 
“hybrid” contract, which includes charges 
for flight and labor hours and other costs 
associated with maintenance, such as 
maintenance missions. 
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(U) Funds Could Be Put to Better Use 

(U) Even though the PAG contract was predicated on the need for unique services associated 
with the Ebola epidemic, those unique services have not been used for an actual aeromedical 
biomedical evacuation. Moreover, the Department has not taken advantage of aviation assets 
that it already owns and has instead continued to expend funds imprudently. ABCS functionality 
was not used for an actual evacuation between April 2016 and April 2018, raising the substantial 
question as to whether this service is needed by the Department. On the basis of the nature of 
the Department’s use of these aircraft since the contract was awarded, OIG concludes that MED 
should not execute option years 2 and 3 for contract SAQMMA16C0077 and that, instead, the 
Department should identify the actual requirements needed for aeromedical biocontainment 
evacuations, medical evacuations, non-medical evacuations, and other air transport missions. 
The Department would put approximately $24 million of taxpayer funds to better use by not 
exercising option years 2 and 3 of contract SAQMMA16C0077. 
 

Recommendation 1:  (U) OIG recommends that the Bureau of Administration not exercise 
option years 2 and 3 of SAQMMA16C0077, thereby putting $24 million of taxpayer funds to 
better use.  

(U) Management Response: The Deputy Under Secretary for Management did not concur 
with the recommendation and stated that “it is premature to make a determination on 
exercising an option on this contract, at this time, because of the continuing requirement for 
the contracted capability due to current threats from highly-pathogenic infectious diseases, 
security threats, and an enduring requirement for aviation support to crisis response in the 
aftermath of a manmade or natural disaster.” The Deputy Under Secretary for Management 
also stated that “in order to realize the $24 million savings . . . , the Government would have 
to eliminate, without replacement, its only biocontainment capability and only standing 
aviation assets capable of supporting a trans-oceanic crisis response.” The Deputy Under 
Secretary for Management further stated that “a determination regarding the exercise of 
remaining option periods will be made not later than 60 days before the current period of 
performance ends.” 

(U) OIG Reply: On the basis of the Department’s non-concurrence, OIG considers this 
recommendation unresolved. The Department’s response, here and elsewhere, does not 
acknowledge the limited nature of the original sole source contract. The PAG contract was 
awarded as a sole-source contract on the basis of the contractor’s unique capability to 
conduct aeromedical biocontainment evacuations, but, as set forth in the report, was never 
used to conduct an actual aeromedical biocontainment evacuation. Therefore, the option 
years for the modified contract should not be exercised, thereby saving the U.S. Taxpayer 
approximately $24 million.  

(U) Furthermore, OIG does not agree with the assertion that the PAG aircraft is, at this point, 
the Government’s “only biocontainment capability and only standing aviation assets capable 
of supporting a trans-oceanic crisis response.” The DOD has other aviation assets that are 
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capable of supporting a trans-oceanic crisis response that also have a biocontainment 
capability. Specifically, in 2015, the United States Air Force developed and procured 25 
military isolation units, which have the ability to transport multiple patients that have highly 
contagious pathogens, such as Ebola. The isolation unit, known as the “Transport Isolation 
System,” was engineered and implemented after the Ebola virus outbreak in 2014. According 
to DOD officials, the Transportation Isolation System is produced by the same manufacturer 
as the ABCS, and the difference between the two systems is that the Transportation Isolation 
System allows for more robust in-flight medical care. The 375th Aeromedical Evacuation 
Squadron from Scott Air Force Base located in St. Clair County, IL, conducted Transport 
Isolation System training, the goal of which was to implement and evaluate procedures for 
transporting highly infectious patients from one location to another via aeromedical 
evacuation.27  

(U) Finally, the Department asserts that it needs to maintain the contracted capability due to 
“security threats, and an enduring requirement for aviation support to crisis response in the 
aftermath of a manmade or natural disaster.” OIG does not challenge the Department’s 
programmatic decision, but it does question the use of this unique contracting vehicle as a 
mechanism to fulfill this need. OIG reiterates that the Department’s stated justification for 
awarding this sole source contract in the first place was to procure an aeromedical 
biocontainment evacuation capability. Responding to security threats and manmade or 
natural disasters, while necessary, does not require the unique capabilities of an ABCS 
aircraft. These needs should be met through an appropriate contracting vehicle. 

(U) This recommendation will be resolved when the Department provides OIG with a plan of 
action for addressing this recommendation or provides an acceptable alternative that meets 
the intent of this recommendation, which is to safeguard U.S. Taxpayer funds. This 
recommendation will be closed when OIG receives and accepts documentation 
demonstrating that contract SAQMMA16C0077 is either being utilized for its unique 
capability to conduct aeromedical biocontainment evacuations or has been terminated. 

Recommendation 2: (U) OIG recommends that the Deputy Under Secretary for Management 
determine the necessity of awarding a new contract or contracts for an aeromedical 
biological containment capability, non-biocontainment aeromedical evacuations, or other air 
transport missions of a non-medical nature and whether any acquisition under such new 
contract(s) is justified as a sole-source or other form of other-than-fully-and-openly 
competed procurement.  

                                                 
27 (U) Refer to the following press releases and articles that describe the DOD’s aeromedical biocontainment 
capability: http://www.jbcharleston.jb.mil/News/Article/1581973/airmen-and-medical-researchers-team-up-for-
inflight-tis-training/; https://www.defense.gov/News/Article/Article/603981/transcom-system-brings-dod-new-
capability-to-move-patients/; https://www.af.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/562739/scott-airmen-train-on-
transport-isolation-system/; and https://www.airforcetimes.com/news/your-air-force/2015/02/02/air-force-getting-
25-isolation-units-for-contagious-patients/. 

http://www.jbcharleston.jb.mil/News/Article/1581973/airmen-and-medical-researchers-team-up-for-inflight-tis-training/
http://www.jbcharleston.jb.mil/News/Article/1581973/airmen-and-medical-researchers-team-up-for-inflight-tis-training/
https://www.defense.gov/News/Article/Article/603981/transcom-system-brings-dod-new-capability-to-move-patients/
https://www.defense.gov/News/Article/Article/603981/transcom-system-brings-dod-new-capability-to-move-patients/
https://www.af.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/562739/scott-airmen-train-on-transport-isolation-system/
https://www.af.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/562739/scott-airmen-train-on-transport-isolation-system/
https://www.airforcetimes.com/news/your-air-force/2015/02/02/air-force-getting-25-isolation-units-for-contagious-patients/
https://www.airforcetimes.com/news/your-air-force/2015/02/02/air-force-getting-25-isolation-units-for-contagious-patients/
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(U) Management Response: The Deputy Under Secretary for Management concurred with 
the recommendation and stated “[it] agree[s] that contracts should be competitively 
awarded unless a valid sole-source justification applies – as with the present contract – with 
proper consideration of whether a total package approach is in the best interests of the [U.S. 
Government] and consistent with federal procurement regulations.” The Deputy Under 
Secretary for Management additionally stated that MED used the “total package approach” 
when making a determination to award SAQMMA16C0077. Specifically, the Deputy Under 
Secretary for Management stated “the award and management of multiple aviation service 
contracts, where a single contract would suffice, predictably results in unnecessary fixed 
overhead costs.” 

(U) OIG Reply: On the basis of the Deputy Under Secretary for Management’s concurrence 
with the recommendation, OIG considers the recommendation resolved pending further 
action. OIG does not agree, however, that the “total package approach” justifies the 
Department’s actions overall or, more specifically, the 2017 modification.  

(U) First, the claim that the “total package” approach was used to award the original contract 
is not well-supported. The “total package approach” is a concept found in Federal 
procurement law, notably Government Accountability Office decisions on bid protests. It 
refers to an agency decision to procure divisible portions of an acquisition requirement 
under one contract awarded to a single vendor rather than awarding separate contracts for 
each divisible portion to more than one vendor. Such a decision is generally within the 
discretion of the contracting agency if it has a reasonable basis demonstrating that the 
approach taken is necessary to satisfy the agency’s needs.28 The Competition in Contracting 
Act, however, generally requires that solicitations permit full and open competition and 
contain restrictive provisions and conditions only to the extent necessary to satisfy the needs 
of the agency.29 Since bundled procurements combine separate, multiple requirements into 
one contract, they have the potential to restrict competition by excluding vendors that can 
furnish only a portion of the requirement. Accordingly, an agency’s “total package approach” 
is subject to protest and is reviewable.30 To establish the required reasonable basis for its 
approach, the agency typically demonstrates, for example, how bundling will generate 
significant cost savings,31 is necessary to satisfy its minimum needs,32 will produce 

                                                 
28 (U) Teximara, Inc., B-293221.2 (Comp. Gen, July 9, 2004); Masstor Systems Corp., B-211240 (Comp. Gen. Dec. 27, 
1983). 
29 (U) Teximara, Inc., B-293221.2. 
30 (U) Ibid. 
31 (U) Ibid. 
32 (U) Reedsport Machine & Fabrication, B-293110.2,B-293556 (Comp. Gen. April 13, 2004). 
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economies of scale,33 or will eliminate unacceptable technical risk.34 Administrative 
convenience or personal preference alone is not sufficient.35  

(U) A decision to bundle a sole-source component with a component otherwise available 
from several vendors in no way lowers the standards for the agency to justify its action. To 
the contrary, “because of the requirement for maximum practical competition, agency 
decision[s] to procure sole source must be adequately justified and are subject to close 
scrutiny.”36 In its response to a draft of this report, the Department cited a large number of 
cases that it stated provided support for its position on this topic. In all the cases on which 
the Department relies to support its position, the record contained detailed analyses 
showing how bundling of this sort—that is, awarding to a sole-source supplier of a unique 
product an additional contract component available from multiple sources —produced 
significant cost savings, was essential for mission success, or satisfied one of the other 
criteria discussed above. In each of those cases, the procuring agency also made clear from 
the outset its intention to combine sole-source components and non-sole source 
components into a single contract award to one vendor. 

(U) In contrast, neither the supporting documentation the Department provided for the 
JOFOC, nor the JOFOC itself, included any assessment of a total package approach in terms 
of comparative costs, savings, or operational efficiencies of a total package versus separate 
procurements. To the contrary, in evaluating the technical acceptability of the responses it 
received to its Sources Sought Notice for this contract, the Department only considered 
whether the vendor had (a) a biocontainment capability and (b) air ambulance 
accreditation.37  

(U) There was, similarly, no suggestion in any procurement documents that the Department 
intended to or might later use the aircraft contracted through the sole source mechanism for 
routine, non-emergency, non-medical transportation purposes. The various references to 
“multi-mission” in the contract title and elsewhere did not disclose such a possibility, nor did 
potential vendors otherwise have any notice of such a possibility.  

(U) Second, even assuming that the original award was pursuant to the total package 
approach, none of the many cases and Government Accountability Office decisions cited by 
the Department authorize a modification of the type at issue here. The Department cites no 
authority that would permit the noncompetitive transformation of a sole-source contract for 
highly specialized, emergency air evacuation services into a predominately non-emergency 

                                                 
33 (U) IVAC Corp., B-231174 (Comp. Gen. July 20, 1988). 
34 (U) Hvide Shipping, Inc., B-194218 (Com. Gen. Aug. 30, 1979). 
35 (U) Masstor Systems, Corp., B-211240. 
36 (U) Hvide Shipping, Inc., B-194218 (describing agency requirement for a service that could have been provided by 
more than one vendor that was combined into sole source procurement of a unique capability; explaining that 
agency’s reasonable bases included avoiding a substantial, demonstrated risk of mission failure). 
37 (U) See “Responses to Sources Sought – SAQMMA16SSMMASS – Summary of Responses” (February 17, 2016). 
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air taxi service. To the contrary, the cases on which the Department relies reflect 
circumstances in which the “total package approach” was amply supported in detailed 
analysis contained in the procurement documents justifying the sole-source awards that 
were later challenged.38 Such analysis was lacking in the JOFOC and other award documents 
here, and the analysis offered by the Department after the fact is incorrect in several respects 
as discussed in this report. 

(U) Finally, OIG reiterates that the Department has had a worldwide aviation support service 
contract in place since 2005, which was established precisely to avoid the need to manage 
multiple aviation service contracts and unnecessary additional fixed overhead costs.  

(U) In short, the issuance of contract SAQMMA16C0077 deviated from the Government 
Accountability Office’s guidance regarding the “total package approach.” 

(U) Although OIG presently considers this recommendation resolved based on the Deputy 
Under Secretary for Management’s concurrence, it will only be closed when OIG receives and 
accepts documentation demonstrating that a determination has been made regarding the 
necessity of a new aeromedical biological containment capability, non-biocontainment 
aeromedical evacuation, or other air transport missions of a non-medical nature. 
Additionally, the Deputy Under Secretary for Management must provide OIG with 
documentation identifying whether any acquisition under such new contract(s) is justified as 
a sole-source or other form of other-than-fully-and-openly competed procurement.  

Recommendation 3:  (U) OIG recommends that if it is determined that one or more new 
contracts is necessary (Recommendation 2), that the Bureau of Administration, in 
coordination with the Bureaus of Medical Services and International Narcotics and Law 

                                                 
38(U) For example, Agustawestland North America, Inc. v. United States, 880 F.3d 1326 (Fed. Cir. 2018), on which the 
Department relies, in fact illustrates the type of analysis that would have been needed to support the “total package 
approach” that the Department now contends it intended to take here. In that case, the Army awarded Airbus a sole-
source contract for helicopters as a follow-on to a major system procurement that had previously been competitively 
awarded to Airbus. In upholding the sole-source award, the court discussed the substantial showing that an agency 
must make to justify its decision: 

Prior to awarding a sole-source contract, a contracting officer must: (1) justify the sole-source award in 
writing; (2) certify the "accuracy and completeness of the justification"; and (3) obtain the approval of the 
senior procurement executive of the agency. FAR 6.303-1(a). The FAR sets forth the specific information 
required to support each justification, including "[a] determination by the contracting officer that the 
anticipated cost to the Government will be fair and reasonable"; "[a] description of the market research 
conducted … and the results"; "for follow-on acquisitions …, an estimate of the cost to the Government that 
would be duplicated and how the estimate was derived"; and "[a]ny other facts supporting the use of other 
than full and open competition, such as ... [an] [e]xplanation of why technical data packages, specifications, 
engineering descriptions, statements of work, or purchase descriptions suitable for full and open 
competition have not been developed or are not available." FAR 6.303-2(b). 

Agustawestland, 880 F.3d at 1333. While the JOFOC developed by MED was sufficient to justify procurement of ABCS 
on a sole source basis, it did not contain any justification for a “total package approach” that bundled other items 
available from several vendors into this sole source procurement. 
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Enforcement Affairs, perform acquisition planning to establish detailed requirements 
essential to supporting the contracted air mission capabilities and assess those requirements 
annually against current conditions.  

(U) Management Response: The Deputy Under Secretary for Management concurred with 
the recommendation and stated that it “agree[s] that, if a new contract is awarded at some 
point in the future, that contract requirements should be defined, based on proper 
acquisition planning, and reviewed periodically to ensure continued value to the [U.S. 
Government], as occurred with the present contract.”  

(U) INL provided a separate response to this recommendation, in which it concurred with the 
recommendation and stated that it “stand[s] ready to work with the Bureaus of 
Administration and Medical Services to perform acquisition planning, establish detailed 
requirements, and reassess those requirements annually.” 

(U) OIG Reply: On the basis of the Deputy Under Secretary for Management’s and INL’s 
concurrence with the recommendation, OIG considers the recommendation resolved 
pending further action. This recommendation will be closed when OIG receives and accepts 
documentation demonstrating that: 1) if it is determined that one or more new contracts is 
necessary, the Department has performed acquisition planning to establish detailed 
requirements essential to supporting the contracted air mission capabilities; and 2) the 
Department has assessed contract requirements for aviation contracts annually against 
current conditions to determine if the contract(s) are still needed. 

Recommendation 4: (U) OIG recommends that, if it is determined that one or more new 
contracts is necessary (Recommendation 2), the Bureau of Administration, in coordination 
with the Bureaus of Medical Services and International Narcotics and Law Enforcement 
Affairs, execute the contract solicitation using full and open competition, to the extent 
required by the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR), and that any solicitation and award 
determined to be justified as a sole-source or other form of less-than-fully-and-openly 
competed procurement be confined to the specific goods or services that satisfy the FAR 
criteria for other than full and open competition. 

(U) Management Response: The Deputy Under Secretary for Management concurred with 
the recommendation and stated that it “agree[s] that, if a new contract is awarded at some 
point in the future, that the contract should be competitively awarded unless a valid sole-
source justification applies – as with the present contract – with proper consideration of 
whether a total package approach is in the best interests of the [U.S. Government] and 
consistent with federal procurement regulations.”  

(U) INL provided a separate response to this recommendation, in which it concurred with the 
recommendation and stated that it “stand[s] ready to work with the Bureaus of 
Administration and Medical Services to execute the contract solicitation in accordance with 
the FAR, including meeting criteria for full and open competition.” 
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(U) OIG Reply: On the basis of the Deputy Under Secretary for Management’s and INL’s 
concurrence with the recommendation, OIG considers the recommendation resolved 
pending further action. This recommendation will be closed when OIG receives and accepts 
documentation demonstrating that, if it is determined that one or more new contracts is 
necessary, the Department has executed the contract solicitation using full and open 
competition, to the extent required by the FAR, and that any solicitation and award 
determined to be justified as a sole-source or other form of less-than-fully-and-openly 
competed procurement be confined to the specific goods or services that satisfy the FAR 
criteria for other than full and open competition. 

Recommendation 5: (U) OIG recommends that the Bureau of Administration determine the 
reason or reasons that the Contracting Officer and Contracting Officer’s Representative 
inappropriately modified SAQMMA16C0077 and assess whether disciplinary actions and 
revisions to the delegation structure or oversight roles need to be implemented. 

(U) Management Response: The Deputy Under Secretary for Management did not concur 
with the recommendation and stated that it does “not agree with Recommendation 5 
because it assumes that either the contract, or the modification to the contract was 
improper.” The Deputy Under Secretary for Management further specified four reasons as to 
why he did not agree: 1) because there is a prevailing threat of highly contagious disease 
outbreaks; 2) because the Government Accountability Office supports the “total package 
approach;” 3) because there was no cardinal change in the contract; and 4) because MED 
and the [Bureau of Administration, Office of Acquisition Management], followed the 
appropriate procedures, including obtaining the required clearances. The Deputy Under 
Secretary for Management further specified that “AQM reviewed the original award and the 
modification and found that the actions taken by the [Contracting Officer] and the COR to 
be in strict compliance with the FAR, [the Competition in Contracting Act] and [the Bureau of 
Administration, Office of Acquisition Management] Assurance Plan.” 

(U) OIG Reply: Notwithstanding the Deputy Under Secretary for Management’s non-
concurrence, OIG considers this recommendation closed. OIG disagrees with the specific 
points set forth in the Department’s response regarding the manner in which the contract 
was used, the applicability of the total package approach, whether there was a cardinal 
change, and whether the rationale for the modification was appropriate. OIG does not 
dispute, however, that needed clearances were obtained before the modification occurred. 
OIG also acknowledges that the Department has assessed the modification and made a 
determination as to whether it occurred appropriately. Because the Department has 
concluded that the modification was appropriate, OIG infers that it likewise concludes that 
no disciplinary action or revision to delegation structure or oversight rules should be 
implemented. 
 
Recommendation 6: (U) OIG recommends that the Bureau of Administration, in coordination 
with the Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement, use the existing worldwide 
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aviation support services contract or award a contract using full and open competition to 
establish air shuttle services between Kenya and Somalia.  

(U) Management Response: The Deputy Under Secretary for Management did not concur 
with the recommendation and stated that “the modification to the contract has been found 
legally sufficient and within the scope of services contemplated at the time of award and, 
after careful review of the requirement and associated costs, the current model provides the 
best value to the [U.S. Government] and the American taxpayer.” The Deputy Under 
Secretary for Management also stated “several cost and non-cost operational factors were 
considered in selecting the final model. A key factor in the Department’s decision to utilize 
[SAQMMA16C0077] was that the Department was already paying for the asset to maintain 
the [U.S. Government’s] only biocontainment aviation support asset for medical evacuation.” 
The Deputy Under Secretary for Management further stated that “by relocating the 
[SAQMMA16C0077] aircraft to Nairobi, Kenya, the Department could cover all 21 of these 
high threat posts within a single duty day, providing support for an additional 7,916 (14,280 
total) U.S. direct hire personnel advancing U.S. interests in the most dangerous parts of the 
world.” 

(U) INL provided a separate response to this recommendation, in which it concurred with the 
recommendation and stated that it “stand[s] prepared, in cooperation with the Bureau of 
Administration, to provide air shuttle services as needed through its existing worldwide 
aviation support services contract or through a separate contract using full and open 
competition.” 

(U) OIG Reply: On the basis of the Deputy Under Secretary for Management’s non-
concurrence, OIG considers this recommendation unresolved. The PAG contract, which was 
awarded on the basis of the contractor’s unique capability to conduct aeromedical 
biocontainment evacuations, was never used to conduct an actual aeromedical 
biocontainment evacuation. Therefore, OIG concludes that the contract has not been used 
for its intended purpose, that the modification was therefore improper, and that the option 
years should accordingly not be exercised.  

(U) As stated in OIG’s response to Recommendation 1, OIG does not agree with the assertion 
that the PAG aircraft is presently the U.S. Government’s only biocontainment aviation 
support asset. Furthermore, if the Department requires an on-call crisis response aircraft, it 
should use the existing worldwide aviation services support contract or enter into a new 
contract that outlines the requirements, in detail, using full and open competition. Moreover, 
OIG reiterates that the Deputy Under Secretary for Management is not well-founded in 
stating that the non-biocontainment air services that were the heart of the modification 
were within the scope of services contemplated at the time of award.39 Such services are not 
unique to PAG. Although the original justification for the sole-source award made general 
reference to several services other than biocontainment, it did not purport to justify 

                                                 
39(U) Aside from any other issues, if the non-biocontainment air services were, in fact, within the original scope of the 
contract, there would have been no need to modify the contract to incorporate them.   
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procuring such other services on a sole-source basis. To the contrary, the only justification 
narratives in the JOFOC were for the unique biocontainment capability. This point is further 
confirmed by MED’s “Response to Sources Sought” (February 15, 2015). In this document, 
the only factors the COR addressed under “Technical Acceptability of Responses” were 
whether the source had (a) biocontainment capability and (b) air ambulance accreditation (a 
necessary condition to providing aerial biocontainment evacuation service). 

(U) This recommendation will be resolved when the Department provides a plan of action for 
addressing this recommendation or provides an acceptable alternative that meets the intent 
of this recommendation, which is to promote full and open competition in the award of 
contracts. This recommendation will be closed when OIG receives and accepts 
documentation demonstrating that the Bureau of Administration has used the existing 
worldwide aviation support services contract or awarded a contract using full and open 
competition to establish air shuttle services between Kenya and Somalia. 

(U) Finding B: The Bureau of Medical Services Is Not Prepared or Adequately 
Versed in Federal Aviation Regulations and Requirements 

(U) OIG found that MED was not in compliance with Federal aviation regulations and 
Department aviation policies. According to Federal requirements, aircraft hired to provide CAS—
such as the PAG aircraft—are considered “Government aircraft.” Agencies hiring CAS must 
maintain oversight of various aspects of a flight program and report its cost and usage data.40 
MED did not comply with Federal requirements for establishing Flight Program Standards, nor 
did it report the cost and use of CAS aircraft, as required. Furthermore, Department policies 
allow the use of CAS only when it is more cost effective than using Department-owned aircraft 
and doing so requires approval from AGB. OIG found that using the Africa-based aeromedical 
aircraft to shuttle Department employees between Kenya and Somalia was not cost effective and 
that AGB did not approve the arrangement. OIG determined that these deficiencies occurred, in 
part, because MED incorrectly believed that the aircraft did not meet the definition of 
Government aircraft and that, as a result, MED did not have to comply with Federal regulations 
or Department policy. Even MED acknowledges, however, that GSA informally opined that the 
services provided by PAG should be considered CAS and were therefore subject to relevant 
regulations and policies. Additionally, MED is not prepared to oversee a flight program and is 
not adequately versed in Federal aviation regulations and requirements. For example, MED lacks 
the capacity to provide technical aviation expertise and onsite oversight of day-to-day 
operations of the air services. The lack of adequate oversight of CAS poses safety risks to 
Department personnel. 

                                                 
40 (U) 41 C.F.R. §102-33.130, “If we hire CAS, what are our management responsibilities?”  
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(U) Federal Aviation Requirements 

(U) The C.F.R.41 provides that aircraft that is operated for the exclusive use of an executive 
agency is considered Government aircraft. Government aircraft includes aircraft hired as CAS, 
which the agency hires under a full-service contract, charters or rents, or leases. The C.F.R. 
defines a full-service contract as a “contractual agreement through which an executive agency 
acquires an aircraft and related aviation services (for example, pilot, crew, maintenance, catering) 
for exclusive use. Aircraft hired under [full-service] contracts are CAS.” The C.F.R. further defines 
a chartered aircraft as an aircraft that an agency hires commercially under a contractual 
agreement specifying performance and one-time exclusive use. The commercial source operates 
and maintains a charter aircraft. A charter is one form of a full-service contract. OIG accordingly 
determined that the aircraft used under contract SAQMMA16C0077 fall within the C.F.R. 
definition of Government aircraft because it is a CAS contract that calls for PAG to provide two 
“dedicated aircraft for the sole use of the [Department] (Dedicated Aircraft), available 
continuously through the period of performance.” 
 
(U) The C.F.R. requires agencies to take certain actions related to CAS, such as “establishing 
Flight Program Standards.”42 Flight Program Standards involve the following areas:  
 

• (U) Management and administration of the flight program.43  
o (U) In the case of CAS, an agency must provide oversight to ensure that the 

contractor providing the aircraft has established a management structure 
responsible for the administration, operation, safety training, maintenance, and 
financial needs of the aviation operation, in addition to guidance describing the 
roles, responsibilities, and authorities of the flight program personnel. MED did 
not perform required oversight to ensure that PAG had established such a 
management structure.44 

• (U) Operation of the flight program.45 
o (U) In the case of CAS, an agency must provide oversight to ensure that the 

contractor providing the aircraft is complying with a number of items relating to 
aviation operations, including: basic qualifications and requirements for pilots 
and crewmembers, procedures to record and track flight time, and procedures to 
implement a risk assessment before each flight. MED did not perform oversight 

                                                 
41 (U) 41 C.F.R. §102-33.20, “What definitions apply to this part?” 
42 (U) 41 C.F.R. §102-33.130. 
43 (U) 41 C.F.R. §102-33.160, “What standards must we establish or require (contractually, where applicable) for 
management/administration of our flight program?” 
44 (U) OIG did not perform an audit of PAG and is therefore unaware of whether PAG does or does not perform 
required activities. Throughout this section, OIG is reporting that MED did not perform oversight to ensure that PAG 
had performed required activities.  
45 (U) 41 C.F.R. §102-33.165, “What standards must we establish or require (contractually, where applicable) for 
operation of our flight program?” 
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to ensure that PAG was complying with requirements or developed procedures to 
track flight time and procedures to implement a risk assessment before each 
flight. 

• (U) Maintenance of the Government aircraft.46 
o (U) In the case of CAS, an agency must provide oversight to ensure that the 

contractor providing the aircraft has maintenance and inspection programs that 
comply with Federal Aviation Administration programs, procedures for operating 
aircraft with inoperable instruments and equipment, technical support, and 
procedures for recording and tracking maintenance actions. MED did not 
perform oversight to ensure that PAG had an acceptable maintenance and 
inspection program. 

• (U) Training for the flight program personnel.47  
o (U) In the case of CAS, an agency must provide oversight to ensure that the 

contractor providing the aircraft has an instructional program to train flight 
program personnel and an instructional program that meets the specific 
requirements for safety manager training. MED did not perform oversight to 
ensure that PAG had appropriate instructional programs. 

• (U) Safety of the flight program.48 
o (U) In the case of CAS, an agency must provide oversight to ensure that the 

contractor providing the aircraft has the following aviation safety management 
standards: a Safety Management System; procedures, risk analysis, and risk 
management policies that require the use of independent inspectors; procedures 
for reporting unsafe operations to agency aviation officials; and a security 
program. MED did not perform oversight to ensure that PAG had all required 
aviation safety management standards. 

 
(U) Both 41 C.F.R. §102-3349 and OMB Circular A-12650 require that agencies properly account 
for and report the costs associated with operating Government aircraft. This includes using 
Federal Aviation Interactive Reporting System (FAIRS)51 to document and report the costs of 
operating those aircraft and the amount of time the agency uses the aircraft. To account for 

                                                 
46 (U) 41 C.F.R. §102-33.170, “What standards must we establish or require (contractually, where applicable) for 
maintenance of our Government aircraft?” 
47 (U) 41 C.F.R. §102-33.175, “What standards must we establish or require (contractually, where applicable) to train 
our flight program personnel?” 
48 (U) 41 C.F.R. §102-33.180, “What standards must we establish or require (contractually, where applicable) for 
aviation safety management?” 
49 (U) 41 C.F.R. §102-33.190, “What are the aircraft operations and ownership costs for which we must account?” 
50 (U) OMB Circular A-126, Revised, Paragraph 14, “Accounting for Aircraft Costs.” 
51 (U) FAIRS is a Government-wide system administered by GSA. FAIRS collects and analyzes data on the inventories, 
cost, and usage of Government aircraft. Through the FAIRS application, agencies report on their Federal aircraft 
inventories and the cost, missions, and flight time of their Federal aircraft as well as the cost, missions, and flight time 
of aircraft they hire as CAS.  
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aircraft costs, agencies must justify the use of commercial aircraft in lieu of Government aircraft, 
determine the cost effectiveness of various aspects of agency aircraft programs, and accumulate 
aircraft program costs following the procedures defined in the “U.S. Government Aircraft Cost 
Accounting Guide.”52 
 
(U) In addition, OMB Circular A-126 states that: 
 

Agencies must maintain systems for their aircraft operations which will permit them 
to: (i) justify the use of [G]overnment aircraft in lieu of commercially available aircraft, 
and the use of one [G]overnment aircraft in lieu of another; (ii) recover the costs of 
operating [G]overnment aircraft when appropriate; (iii) determine the cost 
effectiveness of various aspects of their aircraft programs; and (iv) conduct the cost 
comparisons required by OMB Circular A-7653 to justify in-house operation of 
[G]overnment aircraft versus procurement of commercially available aircraft services.54 

 
(U) MED was in violation of 41 C.F.R. §102-33 and OMB Circular A-126 requirements because it 
failed to use FAIRS to report the cost and usage data on CAS. Specifically, MED did not 
document or report the costs of operating Government aircraft or the amount of time the 
agency did so. Additionally, MED did not justify the use of commercial aircraft in lieu of 
Government-owned aircraft, determine the cost effectiveness of the aircraft program, or 
accumulate aircraft program costs following the procedures defined in the “U.S. Government 
Aircraft Cost Accounting Guide.” 

(U) Department Aviation Policies 

(U) The FAM states that aviation policies apply to the management of all activities including 
commercial aircraft that the Department hires as CAS that the Department charters, rents, or 
hires as part of a full-service contract. Furthermore, Department policies allow the use of CAS 
only when it is more cost effective than using Department-owned aircraft.55 As reported in 
Finding A of this report, using aircraft provided by contract SAQMMA16C0077 for the air shuttle 
services between Kenya and Somalia is not more cost effective than using Department-owned 
aircraft managed by INL/A. The cost of the aeromedical biocontainment evacuation aircraft is 
relatively high because of the specialized equipment and other requirements, such as including 
a medical doctor or a nurse on every flight, even if they are unrelated to a medical evacuation. 
Therefore, MED is not complying with Department policy. 
 

                                                 
52 (U) 41 C.F.R. §102-33.190. The “U.S. Government Aircraft Cost Accounting Guide” was developed by the Interagency 
Committee for Aviation Policy and GSA. The current version of the guide was issued in November 2002. 
https://www.gsa.gov/cdnstatic/CAG_Published_Nov02_consol_R2I-x2-p_0Z5RDZ-i34K-pR.pdf. 
53 (U) OMB Circular A-76, “Performance of Commercial Activities.” 
54 (U) OMB Circular A-126, paragraph 14. 
55 (U) 2 FAM 816.1-2 (F), “Commercial Aviation Services.” 
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(U) Additionally, the FAM states “[AGB], which the INL Assistant Secretary chairs, provides 
oversight of aviation activities in the Department.”56 The AGB is required to approve all contracts 
for CAS.57 According to AGB meeting minutes and the Department’s Senior Aviation 
Management Officer,58 however, the AGB was not involved in the decision-making process 
related to MED’s contract for CAS services and, therefore, did not approve the contract as 
required by Department policy. The Department’s AGB Charter also states that the AGB was 
established to centralize the oversight of aviation assets and activities in the Department. The 
AGB’s responsibilities include approving policies, budgets, and strategic plans for aviation assets 
and activities. The AGB is also responsible for evaluating existing and future aviation 
requirements and determining the appropriate allocation of resources to missions. Although 
Department policy requires that the AGB have oversight of all aviation activities, according to 
AGB meeting minutes and the Department’s Senior Aviation Management Officer, the AGB has 
not been involved with overseeing MED’s aviation services. 
 
(U) Bureau of Medical Services Does Not Have Aviation Expertise 
 
(U) OIG determined that these deficiencies occurred, in part, because MED is not prepared to 
oversee a flight program and is not versed in aviation regulations and requirements. For 
example, MED lacks contract oversight officials with aviation expertise. Additionally, no contract 
oversight official has experience in operating or maintaining an aircraft. This is inconsistent with 
the Foreign Affairs Handbook, which states that the COR must have sufficient technical expertise 
on the subject matter of the contract to perform effective oversight.59 Furthermore, MED does 
not have a GTM onsite in Kenya or Somalia to oversee the day-to-day operations of the air 
transportation services or to facilitate post’s requirements for air shuttle services. The 
Department of State Acquisition Regulation states that a Contracting Officer may appoint a GTM 
because of physical proximity to the contractor’s work site or because of special skills or 
knowledge necessary for monitoring the contractor’s work. The Contracting Officer may also 
appoint a GTM to represent the interests of another requirements office or post concerned with 
the contractor’s work.60 OIG determined that the air shuttle service between Kenya and Somalia 
requires a special skill set and that a GTM should be in close proximity to the air service, who 
represents the interest of post.61  
 

                                                 
56 (U) 2 FAM 811 c. 
57 (U) 2 FAM 816.1-2(F)(3). 
58 (U) The Department’s Senior Aviation Management Official is the agency’s primary member of the Interagency 
Committee for Aviation Policy and is responsible for designating the certifying officials for FAIRS and ensuring the 
agency’s internal policies and procedures are consistent with the aviation management requirements in OMB Circulars 
and Federal Management Regulations. 
59 (U) 14 Foreign Affairs Handbook-2 H-143, “Designating A Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR).” 
60 (U) Department of State Acquisition Regulation, Part 642, “Contract Administration and Audit Services,” 642.271(a). 
61 (U) INL/A provides multiple GTMs to oversee the same services provided by a contractor in Iraq and Afghanistan 
(air shuttle service plus medical evacuations). 
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(U) MED’s lack of aviation knowledge was confirmed when MED advised OIG that the aircraft 
used under a contract for aeromedical biocontainment evacuations does not meet the definition 
for Government aircraft. MED incorrectly assumed that it would not have to comply with Federal 
regulations concerning oversight and accounting for aviation equipment or with Department 
aviation policies. Specifically, MED officials stated that the aeromedical biocontainment 
evacuations contract is not for CAS because the contract was for the transport of patients with 
highly contagious pathogens and, therefore, is not a commercial service. However, OIG 
determined that the contract is CAS, which is defined as a “contractual agreement through 
which an executive agency acquires an aircraft and related aviation services…for exclusive use.” 
Therefore, it was subject to the aviation rules and regulations. In fact, MED later told OIG that it 
obtained an opinion from GSA stating that SAQMMA16C0077 would qualify as CAS because the 
contract met the definition of contracting for full services.62 The contract was never used for 
aeromedical biocontainment evacuations; rather it was used for medical and non-medical 
evacuations and other types of commercially available air transport services. 
 
(U) MED lacks the capacity to provide technical aviation expertise, which poses safety risks to 
Department personnel. Additionally, without a GTM, post personnel are given an undue burden 
of overseeing contract management for an area in which they have no specialized training. 
INL/A views the GTM as essential because of the technical nature of an aviation services 
contract. The GTM that INL/A provides ensures that all aspects of the contractor-provided 
aviation service meet essential safety standards. Finally, the lack of technical oversight increases 
the possibility that costs are incurred to contract SAQMMA16C0077 because of maintenance or 
other services that are not needed.  
 

Recommendation 7:  (U) OIG recommends that the Deputy Under Secretary for Management 
direct that all Department of State aviation services, except those for logistics support of 
nonrecurring and unpredictable requirements managed by the Bureau of Administration, be 
assigned to the Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs, Office of 
Aviation, to support Department of State compliance with applicable Federal aviation 
regulations and requirements.  

(U) Management Response: The Deputy Under Secretary for Management did not concur 
with the recommendation and stated that “on review of the facts and qualifications of the 
current contract management team within MED, Management finds sufficient experience 
and expertise to continue the effective and efficient management of [SAQMMA16C0077]. 
The Deputy Under Secretary for Management notes that MED corrected their reporting 
procedures through the [FAIRS] in January 2018, and has been in complete compliance with 
FAIRS reporting (with correction of the record back to 2014) since March 23, 2018. The 
Deputy Under Secretary for Management disagrees with the [OIG’s] position that MED is 
operating [SAQMMA16C0077] outside existing federal safety regulations. In a crosswalk 
comparison of the flight program requirements set forth in the Federal Management 

                                                 
62 (U) MED Memorandum, “DRAFT Quality Concerns, re: Draft Management Assistance Report Titled ‘Out of Scope 
Use of the Bureau of Medical Services’ Sole Source Contract for Aeromedical Biocontainment Evacuations,” page 81. 
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Regulation (41 C.F.R.) cited in the [report] and the requirements set forth in the Federal 
Aviation Regulation (14 C.F.R.) to which the vendor is contractually held, Management holds 
that the current use of [CAS] operating under 14 C.F.R. 135 and other required regulations 
has completely satisfied existing safety and regulatory standards.” 

(U) OIG Reply: On the basis of the Deputy Under Secretary for Management’s non-
concurrence, OIG considers this recommendation unresolved. As set forth in the report itself, 
MED does not perform sufficient contract oversight of SAQMMA16C0077. For example, MED 
was not able to provide OIG with documentation showing that it met all the oversight 
requirements required by 41 C.F.R. §102-33. Additionally, there is no on-site, dedicated GTM 
to oversee the day-to-day operations in Nairobi, Kenya. Furthermore, through review of the 
FAIRS reporting, OIG found that MED underreported the costs of SAQMMA16C0077 by over 
67 percent. Specifically, from July 2014 through March 2018, MED expended approximately 
$44 million on CAS; however it only reported approximately $14 million. 

(U) This recommendation will be resolved when the Deputy Under Secretary for 
Management provides a plan of action for addressing this recommendation or provides an 
acceptable alternative that meets the intent of this recommendation, which is to support 
Department compliance with applicable Federal aviation regulations and requirements. This 
recommendation will be closed when OIG receives and accepts documentation 
demonstrating that the Deputy Under Secretary for Management directed that all 
Department aviation services, except those for logistics support of nonrecurring and 
unpredictable requirements managed by the Bureau of Administration, be assigned to 
INL/A. 
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(U) RECOMMENDATIONS 

Recommendation 1: (U) OIG recommends that the Bureau of Administration not exercise option 
years 2 and 3 of SAQMMA16C0077, thereby putting $24 million of taxpayer funds to better use. 

Recommendation 2: (U) OIG recommends that the Deputy Under Secretary for Management 
determine the necessity of awarding a new contract or contracts for an aeromedical biological 
containment capability, non-biocontainment aeromedical evacuations, or other air transport 
missions of a non-medical nature and whether any acquisition under such new contract(s) is 
justified as a sole-source or other form of other-than-fully-and-openly competed procurement. 

Recommendation 3: (U) OIG recommends that if it is determined that one or more new 
contracts is necessary (Recommendation 2), that the Bureau of Administration, in coordination 
with the Bureaus of Medical Services and International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs, 
perform acquisition planning to establish detailed requirements essential to supporting the 
contracted air mission capabilities and assess those requirements annually against current 
conditions. 

Recommendation 4: (U) OIG recommends that, if it is determined that one or more new 
contracts is necessary (Recommendation 2), the Bureau of Administration, in coordination with 
the Bureaus of Medical Services and International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs, 
execute the contract solicitation using full and open competition, to the extent required by the 
Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR), and that any solicitation and award determined to be 
justified as a sole-source or other form of less-than-fully-and-openly competed procurement be 
confined to the specific goods or services that satisfy the FAR criteria for other than full and 
open competition. 

Recommendation 5: (U) OIG recommends that the Bureau of Administration determine the 
reason or reasons that the Contracting Officer and Contracting Officer’s Representative 
inappropriately modified SAQMMA16C0077 and assess whether disciplinary actions and 
revisions to the delegation structure or oversight roles need to be implemented. 

Recommendation 6: (U) OIG recommends that the Bureau of Administration, in coordination 
with the Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement, use the existing worldwide 
aviation support services contract or award a contract using full and open competition to 
establish air shuttle services between Kenya and Somalia. 

Recommendation 7: (U) OIG recommends that the Deputy Under Secretary for Management 
direct that all Department of State aviation services, except those for logistics support of 
nonrecurring and unpredictable requirements managed by the Bureau of Administration, be 
assigned to the Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs, Office of 
Aviation, to support Department of State compliance with applicable Federal aviation 
regulations and requirements.
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 (U) APPENDIX A: PURPOSE, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY  

(U) This Management Assistance Report is intended to communicate deficiencies that OIG 
identified during its audit of the Department’s administration of the aviation program.1 The 
primary objective of the audit was to determine whether the Department is administering its 
aviation program, including inventory management, and oversight of aviation operations, 
aircraft maintenance, and asset disposal, in accordance with Federal requirements and 
Department guidelines. OIG is reporting these deficiencies in accordance with generally 
accepted government auditing standards. These standards require that OIG plan and perform 
the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for the findings 
and conclusions based on the audit objectives. OIG believes that the evidence obtained provides 
a reasonable basis for the findings and conclusions presented in this report. 
 
(U) In performing the work related to these deficiencies, OIG interviewed Bureau of African 
Affairs, Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs, Office of Aviation (INL/A), 
Bureau of Medical Services (MED), U.S. Mission to Somalia, and Office of the Under Secretary for 
Management officials and reviewed applicable criteria and supporting documentation. 
Specifically, OIG researched and reviewed Federal laws and regulations as well as policies 
relating to the Department’s aviation program. OIG reviewed the Code of Federal Regulations, 
the Federal Acquisition Regulation, the Federal Management Regulation, Office of Management 
and Budget (OMB) circulars, the Foreign Affairs Manual, the Foreign Affairs Handbook, and the 
Department of State Acquisition Regulations. OIG also reviewed and analyzed hard copy files, 
such as documentation obtained from the Integrated Logistic Management System (ILMS).  

(U) Prior Reports 

(U) In August 2016, an audit2 was conducted to determine whether the Bureau of 
Administration, Office of Logistics Management, Office of Acquisitions Management, and MED 
properly administered and provided oversight of the aeromedical biocontainment evacuation 
contracts in accordance with requirements and whether MED received reimbursement for non-
Department aeromedical biocontainment evacuations, as required. The audit specifically focused 
on two contracts with Phoenix Air Group—SAQMMA14C0155 and SAQMMA15C0022. OIG 
found internal controls weaknesses related to the administration and oversight of the 
aeromedical biocontainment evacuation contracts. Specifically, OIG found weaknesses related to 
the quality assurance surveillance plans lacking a methodology to measure and document the 
contractor’s performance, as required; and MED did not adequately segregate duties over the 
procurement and contracting practices. These weaknesses occurred, in part, because the 
Department did not establish and implement formal procedures to guide the administration and 

                                                 
1 OIG, Audit of the Department of State’s Administration of its Aviation Program (AUD-SI-18-59, September 2018). 
2 (U) OIG, Audit of the Aeromedical Biological Containment Evacuation Contracts Within the Bureau of Medical 
Services, (AUD-CGI-16-40, August 2016). 
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oversight of these activities. OIG made four recommendations, three of which were closed as of 
April 2018 and one is considered resolved but remains open pending further action.  

(U) Work Related to Internal Controls 

(U) OIG performed limited steps to assess the adequacy of internal controls related to the 
management and oversight of SAQMMA16C0077. For example, OIG reviewed and assessed 
Government-wide criteria pertaining to aviation, including OMB Circulars, Federal Management 
Regulation 102-33 and the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961. OIG used this information to develop 
limited procedures to test internal controls related to the oversight of contract 
SAQMMA16C0077 and to develop a better understanding of the processes within MED. During 
the course of the audit, OIG identified instances of inadequate internal controls. In the areas 
with weak internal controls, OIG added additional audit procedures to obtain additional 
information. OIG’s conclusions are presented in the Results section of this report. 

(U) Use of Computer-Processed Data 

(U) OIG used computer-processed data in its review. OIG reviewed payment data from the 
Department’s ILMS, data obtained from the MED Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR), 
and invoices obtained from the Bureau of the Comptroller and Global Financial Services (CGFS). 
The MED COR provided lists of missions flown using charter aircraft provided under 
SAQMMA16C0077. The audit team attempted to verify the completeness of the lists provided by 
the COR by comparing payment details obtained from ILMS. Upon review, the team found 
discrepancies between information on the lists received from the COR and the information 
contained in ILMS. The audit team then compared the information obtained from the COR to 
invoices obtained from CGFS. The audit team confirmed that data were missing from the list 
provided by the COR. However, OIG reviewed information in CGFS and believes that it obtained 
a complete list of all invoices submitted and approved during the timeframe under review. On 
the basis of these conclusions, the audit team determined that the data were sufficiently reliable 
for the purposes of this report. 
 
(U) OIG obtained two datasets to identify a universe of missions flown using contract 
SAQMMA16C0077 in order to determine the extent to which aircraft were used to conduct 
aeromedical biocontainment evacuation missions. OIG found that the information provided by 
MED was often incomplete and inaccurate and caused considerable data reliability issues. 
However, OIG mitigated these issues by obtaining corroborating evidence from ILMS and CGFS. 
Because of the high number of discrepancies and inaccurate information provided by MED, OIG 
chose to review all relevant and available invoices and mission manifests. 

(U) MED Informal Recordkeeping System 

(U) On October 16, 2017, OIG requested a listing of and manifests relating to medical evacuation 
missions that were performed using contract SAQMMA16C0077. OIG specifically requested that 
MED identify the medical evacuation missions that included the use of the biocontainment (in 
other words, the use of the Aeromedical Biocontainment System [ABCS] functionality). OIG 
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initially requested medical evacuation missions because, at that time, OIG was unaware that the 
aircraft were used for missions that were not medical related. MED provided a listing of missions 
on October 20, 2017. OIG reviewed that listing and noted that MED listed 10 missions as 
medical evacuations. To verify the completeness of the list, OIG compared the list provided by 
MED to a list of invoices obtained from ILMS. OIG then discovered that missions were included 
in ILMS that demonstrated additional use of the aircraft. OIG sent a follow-up request on 
October 30, 2017, for a listing of all missions3 that were performed using contract 
SAQMMA16C0077. MED provided an updated listing on November 3, 2017, which included a 
total of 35 missions. OIG compared the updated listing to information obtained from ILMS to 
determine the completeness of the listing. OIG again found that MED had not provided a 
complete listing. Specifically, OIG identified 14 missions that were not included on the MED 
listing dated November 3, 2017. On November 27, 2017, OIG requested information on the 
additional flights. Over the course of the following 2 weeks, MED provided OIG some, but not 
all, of the missing data. 

(U) Phoenix Air Group Invoices 

(U) On April 9, 2018, OIG obtained all invoices related to contract SAQMMA16C0077 from CGFS. 
The invoices generally contain the following relevant information: description of services, costs 
related to various contract categories, dates of the mission, configuration of the aircraft, daily 
flight summaries (which include number of passengers and other data), and route information. 
OIG compared the invoice information to information provided by MED and found 
discrepancies. For example, OIG identified four instances in which invoices indicated a different 
purpose than that represented by MED. In addition, MED never provided a manifest, after 
repeated requests for the information, for at least four missions. Table A.1 presents examples of 
the discrepancies OIG identified with the information provided by MED. 

                                                 
3 (U) This includes a summary of the mission, manifest including crew and passengers indicating whether the 
passenger is Chief of Mission personnel, American citizen, or other; dates and aircraft routes; and the Phoenix Air 
Group trip report for each mission.  
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(U) Table A.1: Examples of Discrepancies in Information Provided by MED 

(U) Source: Generated by OIG from information from MED and contract SAQMMA16C0077 invoices. 
 

Mission 
Number 

Purpose 
from MED 

Purpose 
from Invoice 

Mission 
Cost 

D17-004 On November 30, 2017, MED 
indicated that this mission was 
a medical evacuation and 
provided a manifest showing 
three passengers traveled from 
Dakar, Senegal, to Kuwait City, 
Kuwait. 

Mission invoice states that the 
purpose of the mission was 
“passenger transport” from 
Washington, DC, to Kuwait City, 
Kuwait. The invoice also indicates 
that the aircraft was not in an air 
ambulance configuration. OIG 
confirmed that the passengers 
were Washington, DC, based 
Department personnel. 

$283,840 

M17-002 On November 30, 2017, MED 
indicated that “all M missions 
are maintenance missions or 
administrative repositioning of 
the aircraft without 
passengers.” Manifests for 
these missions were not 
provided. 
 
On April 10, 2018, MED 
indicated that this mission was 
to transport Ebola lab samples 
and the ABCS was used. 

Mission invoice states that the 
mission is for “movement of 
cargo.” The invoice does not 
indicate that the aircraft was in the 
ABCS configuration and does not 
indicate that the ABCS was 
destroyed, which is a requirement 
of its use. OIG also reviewed 
emails between MED and Phoenix 
Air Group, none of which mention 
a requirement for ABCS. Therefore, 
OIG concludes that the ABCS was 
not used. 

$227,703 

D17-002 On November 30, 2017, MED 
indicated that the mission was 
never flown, and that the 
“mission number was 
administratively skipped.” A 
manifest was not provided. 

Mission invoice states that the 
purpose of the mission was 
“Patient Movement from Bamako, 
Mali, to Washington, DC.” 

$143,647 

M16-002 On November 30, 2017, MED 
indicated that “all M missions 
are maintenance missions or 
administrative repositioning of 
the aircraft without passengers.” 
Manifests for these missions 
were not provided. 

Mission invoice states “Air Charter 
of Gulfstream G-III N173PA in ABCS 
configuration for static display at 
[Andrews Air Force Base].” 

$224,344 
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(U) APPENDIX B: DETAILS OF SELECTED MISSIONS 

(U) During the course of audit fieldwork, the Office of Inspector General (OIG) developed a list of 
missions flown by Phoenix Air Group, Inc., under contract SAQMMA16C0077. The listing was 
developed by requesting manifest information from the Contracting Officer’s Representative in 
the Bureau of Medical Services (MED) and comparing the information provided to payment 
details obtained from the Department of State’s (Department) Integrated Logistics Management 
System1 and invoices obtained from the Bureau of the Comptroller and Global Financial Services. 
Overall, the Department was charged $23,596,212 between May 8, 2016, and March 31, 2018. 
This amount comprises $14,308,393 fixed costs or other direct cost charges and $9,287,818 of 
variable contract costs directly related to missions flown. The total amount charged also includes 
$1,035,268 for storage costs and $72,508 for canceled missions in which the aircraft was never 
flown. OIG identified 120 total missions that were conducted from May 8, 2016, through March 
31, 2018; this is an average rate of $77,398 per mission. The top 10 in terms of cost are shown in 
Table B.1. 
 
(U) Table B.1: Ten Most Expensive Missions for Contract SAQMMA16C0077  
 
Mission 
Number/Name Date Destination Description  Cost 

Tranquil Shift 4/10/17 Sierra Leone, 
United States Training Exercise $1,839,951 

Tranquil Surge 11/16/16 Liberia Training Exercise $698,985 
D16-011 6/5/16 Thailand Medical Evacuation $323,139 
X17-001 6/10/17 North Korea Medical Evacuation $296,659 

D17-004 4/1/17 Kuwait Deployment of Crisis 
Personnel $283,840 

WB17-020 12/3/17 Italy, 
Oman, Malta 

Deployment of Crisis 
Personnel $266,256 

M17-002 9/13/17 Guinea 
United States 

Movement of Ebola Lab 
Samples/Cargo Shipment $227,703 

Tranquil Storm 8/22/2016 United States Training Exercise $224,344 

D16-012 7/11/16 South Sudan Deployment of Crisis 
Personnel $190,657 

D17-002 1/27/17 Mali,  
United States Medical Evacuation $143,647 

Total    $4,495,181  
(U) Source: Developed by OIG using data provided by the Department. 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 (U) The Integrated Logistics Management System is a unified web-based information system designed to upgrade 
the Department’s supply chain by improving processing in such areas as purchasing, procurement, transportation, 
receiving, and property management.  
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(U) APPENDIX C: DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY FOR MANAGEMENT 
RESPONSE 

ATTA CHM ENT FO R:18 MDA 3115 

2Ql821187 
United States Department ofState 

Washington, D.C. Z05ZO 

UNCLASSIFIED July 27, 20 1& 

ACTION MEMO FOR THE DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY FOR MANAGEMENT (M) 

FROM: M/PRI · Janice DcGarmo, Senior Bureau Official 

SUBJECT: Management Response to Draft Management Assistance Repoi-L: Modification 
and Oversight of the Bureau of Medical Services' Contract for At:romedical 
Biocontainment Evacuation Services Violated· Federal Requirements 

BLUF: In a draft report, the OIG listed multiple recommendations to correct what they 
see as an unjusf.ificd modification ofa medical services' contract, and a · 
misplacement ofresponsibilities for aviation services. The attached response 
addresses these recommendations anrl how the Department will move fo;rward. 

Recommendation 
That you approve the attached response lo the Office ofihe Inspector General' s draft 
Management Assistance Re port (MAR), "Mollification and Oversight ofthe Bureau ofMedical 
Services' Contract f: dical Diocontainment Evacuation Services Violated Federal:::::::e: "ppr~ ·p;/;~/('il8) · 
The OIG issued a draft Z entitled uModification and 
Oversight of the Bureau ofMedical Services' Contract for Aeromedicnl Biocontainment 
Evacuation Services Violated Federal Requirements. Recommendation" (Toh 3). In the: 
report, the OIG lists several recommenrlations that requires action on behalfofM, M-ED, and 
A bureau. 

Attached is the draft n,sponsc: to the OIG stating that the Office of the Under Secretary for 
Management concurs in principle with recommendations 2, J, and 4, and disagrees with 
recommendations I , 5, 6, and 7 (Tab I). The package also includes supporting infonnatjon from 
MED that strengthens the justification for the Depai1ment's disagn:eing with those 
recommendations (Tab 2). 

Attachments: 
Tab I - Response to the Draft Management Assistance Report: Modification and 

Oversight of the Bureau of Medical Services' Contract for Aeromedical 
Biocontainment Evacuation Services Violaterl Federal Requirements 

Tab 2 - Suppurling Background, Facts, Legal Authorities, and Discussi,m 
Tab J - Draft MAR "Deparlrnent ufSlale Has Not Implemented the Required Value 

Engineering -Program for Contracts Exceeding $5 Million" 
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United States Department of State 

Washington, D.C 10520 

UNCLASSIFIED July 27,2018 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: OIG/AUD- Nonnan P. Brown 

FROM: DU/S M - Ambassador William E. Todd 

SUBJECT: (U) Management Response to Draft Repon - Management Assistam;e Repon: 
Modification and Oversi_ght of the Bureau of Medical Services' Contract for 
Aeromedical Biocontainment Evacuation Services Violated Federal Requirements 

(U) Thank you for the opportunity to provide a management response to the subject r~port. The 
Deputy Under Secretary for Management appreciates the opportunity to provide the 
Department's Management Response on the Draft Management Assistance Report · (OMAR) 
titled "Modification and Oversight of Bureau of Medical Services' Contract for Aeromedical 
Biocontainment Evacuation Services Violated Federal Requirements," provided by; the U.S. 
Department of State and Broadcasting Board of Governors Office of the Inspector General 
(OIG), Office of Audits (OJG/AUD) on behalf of the Office of the Under Secretary for 
Management (M) and the U.S. Depanmenl ofState (Department). 

(U) As explained below, the Department agrees in principle with Recommendations 2,. 3, and 4, 
and disagrees with Recommendations 1, 5, 6, and 7. For Recommendation I, the Department 
notes that implementing Recommendation I is premature at this time because an assessment of 
requirements, available funds, and best value will be completed in Quarter 2 of Fiscal Yea:r 2019. 
For Recommendations 5 and 6, the Department disagrees with the underlying conclu~ions that 
support the recommendations. A full rationale for the Department' s disagreement is provided by 
MED as a Tab to this Management Response, explaining the position that the· contract 
modification complied with applicable law, that the current aviation support model represents the 
best value, and that federal safety and reponing requirements were satisfied. Consistent with 
Government Auditing Standards. The Depanment requests that the Med's Tab be published in 
its entirety with the finnl Management Assistance Report (MAR) and the Department requests 
that the OIG modify the OMAR in light of sufficient and appropriate evidence provided. For 
Recommendation 7, the Department disagrees with the DMAR's Recommendation, and submits 
the proposed action which it believes satisfies the underlying intent ofthe recommendation. 

I. Recommendation 1: (U) O!G recommends that the Bureau of Administration not: exercise 
option years 2 and 3 ofSAQMMA16C0077, thereby putting $24 million of taxpayer funds to 
better use. 

• Management Response to Draft Report Recommendation 1: (U) M does not agree with 
Recommendation I . It is premature to make a determination on exercising an optiQn on this 
contract, at this time, because of the continuing requirement for the contracted capability due 
to current threats from highly-pathogenic infectious diseases (HPID), security threats, and an 
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enduring requirement for aviation support to crisis response in the aftermath ofa rnanmade or 
natural disaster. , During the pendency of the MAR, there continues to be active ovtbreaks of 
Ebola Virus Disease (EVD), as well as Pneumonic Plague, Rift Valley Fever, Nipah Virus 
and Lassa Fever. Both the Department's 2014 Post-Benghazi Best Practices Pariel and the 
2018 Independent Best Practices Panel for High-Risk, High-Threat Diplomatic Engagement 
Protective Medicine specifically recommend maintaining this type of contract aviation asset 
to support high-risk, high-threat posts in medicolly austere locations - a view sh(lred by the 
House Appropriations Committee in its Committee Reports for Fiscal Years 2018 and 20 19. l 
M also points out that in order to realize the $24 million savings in the DMAR, the 
Government would have to el iminate, without replacement, its only bioccintainment 
capability and only standing aviation assets capable of supporting a trans-oceanic crisis 
response. Nonetheless, in accordance with the Foreign Affairs Handbook (14 FAH-2 H-
532b(3)), a determination regarding the e)(ercise of remaining option periods will be made 
not later than 60 days before the current period of performance ends. The current period of 
performance expires on May 7, 2019. No later than March 8, 2019, M, in partne~hip with 
appropriate stakeholder bureaus, will assess whether to exercise the option period at that time 
based on whether: ( l ) funds are available; (2) the contract fulfills an existing need; (3) that 
exercise of the option is most advantageous to the U.S. Government (USG) (with·price and 
other factors considered); and (4) after proper consultation with the Office of ~he Legal 
Adviser (L). 

2. Recommendation 2: (U) OlG recommends that the Deputy Under Secretary for 
Management determine the necessity of awarding a new contract or contracts for an 
aeromedical biological containment capability, non-biocontainment aeromedical ev!lcuations, 
or other air transport missions of a non-medical nature and whether any acquisition under 
such new contract(s) is justified as a sole-source or other form ofother-than-fully-and-openly 
competed procurement. · 

• Management.Response to Draft Report Recommendation .2: (U) M agrees that,contracts 
should be competitively awarded unless a valid sole-source justification applies - as with 
the present contract - with proper consideration of whether a total package approach is in 
the best interests of the USG and consistent with federal procurement regulations. 
Management points out that the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO): has long 
~recognized that the determination to procure by means of a package approach rather than by 
separate procurements for divisible portions of a total requirement is primarily • a matter 
within the discretion of the pro\:uring activity and will be upheld so long as some reasonable 
basis exists."2 In determining whether to award a contract to a potential sole-source supplier, 
agencies are not required to speculate as 10 every possible scenario that might enable other 
potential offerors to qualify.3 The rationale for a total package approach to the acquisition 

1 1-1. It.cpl. IIS-153. ~ ll: ~wo.tJn lhc :iimo1.1ot provM.l,:d fc,,-WSI'. lhcC<1:n1tii11wrcc-omn1~tion mdlSdcs the lrnoti.'tll requested fOf lhe. 01fector:,te Df 
~lion3l Modieine. wt1id1 has R$poojibility foe conlin;en.cy mr:dic)J prc~tdl~ and tile Oq:Qnmcnt"s bt0Conuinm1."ftl cvacv:.tKM'I response:, which 
1nchtdcs it,c capability 10 suppon d\on-no1~ lr.i.nsn:illMal dcptoymen1orsecurity and crisi, rcspon1c t1.-am, and 10 e\'an.o,c Ch11:ror Miss.an (COM) 

r~~t~;;:,.r,~),0:i~·;·,s;:;::p~~~lu~-~~if~(1ct~~~~t:;!~;nirfA~uriot~s Corpornti«r. 8-\89260(Comp. Gen.·Oct 3. 19n). 
Ht af,o U.S.. £/«tl'Ofh'MIIUrJ, Inc. , 0-40)SJ6:. 0-403516 ?(Comp Om. No.,. 12. 2010)(hotdiq Wot in dcttnnintnc iti bundl1ni rcqw,cm!nu.. an 11c.cricy 
must~ a rcason:ibio b:asis for consoJidatin; the requlrcmtni:$ to mm ill needs) 
' Em~n, WorJdwid~ A!rUntJ, Inc. , .. Untt~J Stat~i. 49 f..,•d. Cl l l I ('20(>1 J, off,rm,•J 264 f'.Jd 1071 (Fed, Cir. 200 1), rrhcorittg and n:lrrorh1~ en brJnr 
deni,i u:,also ArA Dt/w,ue Im/us., Inc. "· Ut1irtdSlurc1. J8 1-".:d. Cl. 489, SOO (1997)(cxpl:iining ,hia1 "!wPm..: in fact '!he property or s.:r.:iccs nc1.'1.l-.:d 
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was captured in several written submissions to the Under Secretary for Manag~ment and 
other key Department decision makers at the time of contract award and at key decision 
points thereafter.

4 
The business case is quite simple. First, the award and management of 

multiple aviation service contracts, where a single contract would suffice, predictably results 
in unnecessary fixed overhead costs. Second, while a total package approach may at first 
exclude some firms that can only provide a portion of the requirements, bundling may 
encourage otherwise excluded firms to expand into new areas, thereby eventually ·increasing 
competition.

5
•
6 

The most recent interpretation by the U.S. Fedetal Circuit Court of Appeals 
describes a "heavy burden" to show that an Agency "had no rational basis."7 To s'upport the 
Department's view, in Aprii 2018 the Department provided the Audit Team with 'a detailed 
business analysis and over 110 authoritative and/or persuasive decisions by the Comptroller 
General, GAO, and Federal Courts that support the Department's position. 

3. Recommendation 3: (U) OlG recommends that if it is determined that one or tnore new 
contracts 'is necessary (Recommendation 2), that the Bureau of Adminisfration, in 
coordination with the Bureaus of Medical Services and International Narcotics; and Law 
Enforcement Affairs, perform acquisition planning to establish detailed requirements 
essential to supporting the contracted air mission capabilities and assess those requirements 
annually against current conditions. 

• Management Response to Draft Report Recommendation 3: (U) M agrees that, if a new 
contract is awarded at some time in the future, that contraci requirements should be defined, 
based on proper acquisition planning, and reviewed periodically to ensure continued value to 
the USG, as occurred with the present contract. 

4. Recommendation 4: (U) O1G recommends that, if it is determined that one or inore new 
contracts is necessary (Recommendation 2), the Bureau of Administration, in coordination 
with the Bureaus of Medical Services and International Narcotics and Law Enforcement 
Affairs, execute the contract solicitation using full and open competition, to the extent 
required by the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR), and that any solicitation and award 
determined to be justified as a sole-source or other form of less-than-fully-and-openly 
competed procurement be confined to the specific goods or services that satisfy· the FAR 
criteria for other than full and open competition. · 

• Management Response to Draft Report Recommendation 4: (U) M agrees that; i.f a new 
contract is awarded at some time in the future, the contract should be competitively awarded 
unless a valid sole-source justification applies -- as with the present contract - with proper 

. .1rc available from only ooe tesponsiblc source.· .1nct lhl' scllinD party know" 1M1 il 1s lhc onfysource. then this c:<c:cplioo is hardly o stgnific1un dcp~thHc 
from full 1tnd open compethion. h1 ~uch c CilSC, if L~c.ogcncy u~compdilivc pmccdur~ Imel soUcitc:J ~s or bids from other source.s. u,_~l act would b.: 
Mile~use the stipplicr would be•~ in scuing iu prK'C., thnt it W3S not biddirig :sg~ ns<;my compcduoo.··The Co1m ful'\hcr cbbor11t..-sl, in a foolrn>h:, 
"(flull :i,n op.::n cornpdttion in such o CllSC could bring benefits 10 01( ,:o,.·c~·ru when the contr..cting ol'Tkc1 is nol abfolutcly ccn:, I~ 1tia1 only om: 
resµonsibfc :source is .available in tba1solirilinc bids coul/J produc~ 11 btJ from an uncxr,cctcd .sourt\:.'' : 
• All communications ,,,.,'2$ provided to-lite /\OOit T\.'1lffl in rc:spon$t: 10 earlier v~iDn><1f t~ OMAR · 
~ s". ~., .. R¥td.Jpof/ Afothlr1e & FabrlroJion, B-293110.'2, 8-2QJ5SCJ (Coinp. Ctn, /\pr. I ). 2004) (no1lns lh3t "C'oinbinln~ the IWO ifOl.lp~ ~out<.! OJ;!.~t' lhi: 
requirement more .JllrMlt\"C 10 som~ riotcm~ I biddtt's. ~m.l ul1iri1:iwly ~ It in !fCB!t:r ton1pc1i1ion l)h.'rall ... l · 

• Si~. , .g .. Rud.Jpor1 !.foc./1il1t & Fabrlrothm, 8-293110.'2; S--293S56-(Comp. Gen. /\p<. 13, 2004)
, ApuaW~JllandN, AttJ.. Inc. ••· U,,iltdStatrs. 880 F.ld 1326, 1Jl2 ffcd, Cir, 201 IJ. 
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consideration of whether a total package approach is in the best interests of the USG and 
consistent with federal procurement regulations. · 

5. Recommendation 5: (U) OIG recommends that the Bureau of Administration determine the 
reason or reasons that the Contracting Officer and Contracting Officer's Representative 
inappropriately modified SAQMMA16C0077 and assess whether disciplinary actions and 
revisions to t~e delegation structure or oversight roles need lo be implemented. 

• Management Response to Draft Report Recommendation 5: (U) M does not !lgree with 
Recommendation 5 because it assumes that that either the contract, or the modification to the 
contract was improper. The Department does not agree with this characterization because: { l) 
there continues to be a legitimate and prevailing threat from HPlDs (ddcribed in 
Recommendation I, above); (2) the GAO has found that use of a package appro~ch, rather 
than by separate procurements for divisible portions of a total requirement, is within the 
discretion of the agency and will not be disturbed " in the absence of clear evidence that it 
lacked a reasonable basis" {addressed in Recommendation 2, above); (3) the Contracting 
Officer (CO) and Contracting Officer's Representative (COR) did not inappropriatt1ly modify 
SAQMMA16C0077 because there was no cardinal change to the contract in violation of 
CICA or the FAR that would be considered "so drastic that it effectively require[d] the 
contractor to perform duties materially different from those originally bargained for;" and (4) 
MED and AQM followed appropriate procedures when executing a bilateral modification of 
the MMASS Contract, to include obtaining required clearances and following procedures 
outlined in AQM's Quality Assurance Plan. 

During the 2014 EVD Outbreak, the CDC faced broad criticism for allowing this ·capability 
to lapse and the USG nearly lost the capability. If it were not for the quick actions of the 
Department to secure and hold this asset, the U.S. likely would have had no capability to 
support any patients during the crisis. The Department continues to face the· real and 
proximate threat of HPIDs in suppo1ting both its overseas workforce and U.S, persons 
overseas. To support the Department's view, the Audit Team was provided independent 
affirmations from the World Health Organization {WHO), Samaritan's Purse, Int., and the 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services which all validate the continuing 
requirement for biocontainment aviation support. 

In order to maintain a first response biocontainment capability, several interrelated 
components are required. All of those com_ponents (ABCS hardware, aircrafl maintenance, 
aircraft, pilots, and medical crew) are necessary to field the biocontainment capability. The 
inclusion of crisis response, personnel extraction, and medical evacuation- without 
biocontainment to the scope of the contract simply leverage some or all of the ca,pabilities 
that the Government is already paying to maintain. By awarding SAQMMA 1600077 as a 
multi-mission aviation capability, and using it to support as many valid requirements as 
possible within the scope of that contract, the Government realizes significant operational 
flexibility and limits wasteful redundancy. 

With regard to the propriety of Modification 11, the Office of the Legal Advisor· (L) both 
initially cleared on and has subsequently upheld its opinion that the movement of the place of 
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performance of services already being performed under the MMASS contra(;! did not 
represent a cardinal change to the scope of the contract. From a contractual standpoint, 
Modification 11 is simply responsive to section C.2.2.2 oft-he MMASS contract, defining 
Nairobi by mutual consent as the " ...overseas base of operations ('Overseas Contractor 
Base') located in a mutually agreed upon location outside the continental United States." 
Further, the DMAR's assertion that transportation of USG personnel into and away from 
Mogadishu, Somalia, represented a change in scope is directly coAtradicted by section 
C.2.2.6.3 of the contract as awarded, titled "Emergency Deployment/Retrieval of 
Govemmcnt Personnel."8 Finally, in response to the OMAR, AQM reviewed the original 
award and the modification and found the actions taken by the CO and the COR to be in 
strict compliance with the FAR, CICA, and AQM's Quality Assurance Plan. 

In sum, the Department believes it has offered sufficient facts and rationale to sµpport the 
decision to procure the MMASS Contract on a sole-source basis using a total package 
approach and to use that asset to its maximum efficiency in supporting the U.S. Mission to 
Somalia. 

6. Recommendation 6: (U) OIG recommends that the Bureau of Administration, in 
coordination with the Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement, use the 
existing worldwide aviation support services contract9 or award 11 contract using fu ll and 
open competition to establish air shuttle services between Kenya and Somalia. 

• Management Response to Draft Report Recommendation 6: (U) M does not agree with 
Recommendation 6. The modification to the contract has been found legally sufflcient and 
within the scope of services contemplated at the time of award and, after careful Jeview of 
the requirement and the associa.ted costs, the current model provides the best va!ue to the 
USG and the American taxpayer. While recognizing that both the INL and MED options 
available for aviation support offered unique advantages and disadvantages, policy, fiscal, 
and security considerations in Mogadishu al the time of the decision support the 
Department's ~ecision to utilize the MMASS contract which, under the circumstances, 
offered the best overall value. In this case, the repositioning of the MMASS Contract aircraft 
to East Africa and assumption of support to Somalia added utilization and value to the 
MMASS contract without redundant overhead costs, while simultaneously allciwing the 
Department to reduce its federal aircraft fleet through asset liquidation and red4ctions in 
overall fleet maintenance costs. 

Several cost and non-cost operational factors were considered in selecting the fina l model. A 
key factor in the Department's decision to utilize the MMASS Contract model was that the 
Department was already paying for the asset to maintain the USG's only biocontainment 
aviation support asset for medical evacuation. The OMAR takes issue with the fidelity of the 

'The ~:inmcot erticub1cd 1u- pos11loo - as well as 01her siS11ilic-;rn. conccl'lll as lo the: quality ofdu: Audl1TQm'$ findmss - on m~lliplc oc:easioru 
beginnin; U\April 201 &(Lhe firs& draR of the OMAR w.u transtnillt.-d by lhc Audi1 Teom in M~rch201&). . : . _ 
• The OMAR's m:ommeod)liOCl to u.,.nsfcr Uk! Somahia A,·i:aliOll RC\lu1'emcnt ffom lht MMASS Contra« (11 small bus111c:s.s) to the Worldwide AYa1on 
Support Scr,kcs Contnict ( t nocf~ll buslncn) abo may be in conn.a with chc Qrrcfwtmcof s rco_\lin:ments unii.kf lho Sm;all Business /\ti. Per ~Afl 
7.J07. consolidation or bundling of req~~mcnu ti.as the polt'tllitl to 1fllll)ffl sm.ill t,usi.1,tSS p~rttetpm..ion. The OMAR dod not provldc tbe rcQWR-d 

ane.lys-s m a.rdct to prtdudc small businm p:mic~uon 11.S rcqu1r~ by the Sm;iN Busirtcss Act. While SIJCh cin:-urnslMce.s may cxi,,t, lhc'y arc not horn ou1 
by 1M: inform~tion in thi: n:f'(lrt. 
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original MED cost ·projections. However, review of actual performance shows that MED's 
cost estimate was within 2. 76% of the actual direct costs based on the parameters requested 
by M Staff and within 4.05% of initial projections with consideration of the direct costs and 
the AQM procurement surcharge. 10 The MMASS aircraft represent the Depart°'ent's only 
organic strategic crisis response and medical evacuation capability. The positioning of the 
aircraft in West Africa made sense when that base was established in 2015 because the 
commercial air ambulance industry refused to retrieve non-Ebola patients from Ebola
stricken countries and the embassies could not support their post populations without reliable 
medevac sentices. When one looks at the useful range of the aircraft (depicted in the Tab), 
the trade-off of a West Africa base is a loss of utility in most of the current J-SIL-threat 
countries. 

The requirement for aviation support in East Africa presented a reason to re-examine the 
placement and efficient use of the Department's aviation capabilities on a global scale. There 
are currently 21 U.S. diplomatic facilities on the Security Environment Threat List that are 
rated as "Critical" for either Terrorism and/or Political Violence with a combined i!Uthor.ized 
post population of 14,280 U.S. direct hire personnel. When based in West Africa, the 
Department could only captured 9 of these 21 posts in the useful range of the MMASS 
aircraft - covering 6,364 of the U.S. direct hire personnel at these high threat po$ts (44.6% 
ofthe population at risk). By relocating the MMASS Contract aircraft to Nairobi, Kenya, the 
Department could cover all 21 of these high threat posts within a single duty day, providing 
support for an additional 7,916 (14,280 total) U.S. direct hire personnel advancing U.S. 
interests in the most dangerous parts of the world. By using the MMASS asset to support the 
East Africa requirement, the Department created the optimal value proposition by improving 
global responsiveness and providing Mission Somalia with critical medical and :personnel 
evacuation support in what turned out to be the best financial savings to the tax pay7r overall. 

7. Recommendation 7: (U) OIG recommends that the Deputy Under Secretary for 
Management direct that all Department of State aviation services, except those for logistics 
support of nonrecurring and unpredictable requirements managed by the Bureau of 
Administration, be assigned to the Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement 
Affairs, Office of Aviation, to support Department of State compliance with applicable 
Federal aviation regulations and requirements. 

• Management Response to Draft Report Recommendation 7: (U) M does not agree with 
Recommendation 7. · On review of the facts and qualifications of the current contract 
management team within MED, Management finds sufficient experience and expertise to 
continue the effective and efficient management of the MMASS contract. M notes· !hat MED 
corrected their reporting procedures through the Federal Aviation Interactive Reporting 
System (FAIRS) in January, 2018, and has been in complete compliance wit)l FAIRS 
reporting (with correction of the record back to 20 l 4) since March 23, 2018. M :disagrees 
with the DMAR's position that MED is operating the MMASS contract outside existing 
federal safety regulations. In a crosswalk comparison of the flight program requirements set 
forth in the Federal Management Regulation (41 CFR) cited in the DMAR and the 

11tComparativcly, the JNVA Mod(I f<)( \WO trip$p:r week W.lS $4,729,570 In V(arOru:. or SI ,087.925.67 moll! O\an Ulc MEO rslimotc, 
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requirements set forth in the Federal Aviation Regulation (14 CFR) to which the MMASS 
vendor is contractually held, Management holds that the current use of Commercial Aviation 
Service operating under 14 CFR 135 and other required regulations has completely satisfied 
existing safety and regulatory standards. Email correspondence from the FAA 's Flight 
Standards District Office in Atlanta, GA, (provided to the Audit Team) supports the 
conclusion that the MMASS vendor continues to operate in strict compliance with the most 
stringent safety standards and aviation industry best practices. 

In support of its view, the Department notes that, in the last five years, MED has managed 
more CAS missions, more CAS flight hours, in more countries using CAS and in compliance 
with 14 CFR 135 than the rest of the Department combined. 

The OMAR references 2 FAM 816.1-211 for the proposition that that federal aircraft must be 
used unless a program office detcnnines that CAS could be operated more cost (,ffectivcly 
than federal aircraft. In preparing a response, M recognizes a nuanced conflict be:twcen the 
existing Department regulations and existing law and regulation set forth by 0MB. 
Specifically, 41 CFR 102-33.50(a)( l )(iii) allows the Government to acquire aircraft only 
when "(iii) No commercial or other Governmental source is available to provide aviation 
services safely (i.e., in compliance with applicable safety standards and regulations) and cost
effectively." Further regulatory restrictions on the acquisition and continued ownership of 
aircraft are found in 41 CFR 102-33.80, which states, "If you are acquiring Federal aircraft, 
you must ensure that the private sector cannot provide Government aircraft or related 
aviation services more cost-effectively than you can provide Federal aircraft and related 
services." · 

The Aviation Governing Board (AGB) serves the Under Secretary for Management in an 
advisory role. Per I FAM 044.1(5) and I FAM 044.1(11), M retains authority for assigning 
Department functions as well as oversight of all management-related functions, and·therefore 
M clearly retained the authority to delegate aviation-related authority to MED and did so 
through signed Action Memos repeatedly for all three MMASS contracts, ultimately codified 
in the 2016 revision of I FAM 362. l(c)(2). Management recognizes the value of enhancing 
the role of the AGB to include CAS and aviation programs that are not administered by !NL. 
To this end, the AGB Charter is being revised to include MED as an AGB member,and, as a 
whole, the AGB will leverage rNUA for technical guidance while simultaneously l~veraging 
expertise and experience from other bureaus that procure aviation services. This ensures that 
the AGB has oversight authority for all ongoing and new aviation activities to ensure 
compliance with relevant law and regulation and also that all aviation costs within the 
Department are capl\Jred for reporting and budgeting purposes. 

Attachment: 
Tab- Supporting Background, Facts, Legal Authorities, and Discussion 

u M •bo notes Wt Llie rclcvAnt s:tttions o{ 2 FAM 116.1-2 (;is clr.1fl1..-d) .m: limhcd 1n KOpc: 1 FAM 816.1 •2(A) begins whh "INU,\ ncquin.s,- l FAM 
116. 1-l(H)bc:gins with '"INUA must" ond 2 FAM X16. l-2{f'J1X'61ns wM"'INUA must(.)" . 
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July 26. 2018 

UNCLASSIFIED 

MEMORA 1DUM FOR RECORD 

THRU: O1O/AUD Nom1an P. Brown 

SUBJECT: Supporting Background, Facts, Legal Authorities, and Discussion 

I TRODUCTIO 

TI1e Management Assistance Report asserts that tl1e Bureau of Medical Services (MED) Depart
ment is not in compliance with Federal and Department aviation regulations and policies. Speci f
ically, the OMAR claims that the "unique bioconlainment capability was the basis for the non
competitive award in the lirst place," and that the September 1, 2017 modi lication deviated "from 
the original purpose and sole source justification for the procurement," considering that the need 
for aeromcdical biocontainment evacuations subsided when the Ebola crisis ended in 2016," in
cluding a deviation from both the Competition in Contracting Act (CJCA) and the f ederal Acqui
sition Regulation (FAR). Moreover, the OMAR says that MED is "in violation of 41 CFR §102-
33 and 0MB Circular A-126 requirements because it failed to use FAIRS to report the cost and 
usage data on CAS," that MED did not "justify the use of commercial aircraft in lieu of Govern
ment-owned aircraft," that it did not establish Fight Program Standards or perfonn proper over
sight to see if Contractor was meeting these standards, and the MED lacks offic ials with aviation 
expertise. 

1l1e Depru1ment does not agree with the DMAR's chru·acterization because: (A) the decision-mak
ing process leading up to the modification reflected careful deliberation by the Department and 
MMASS Contract provides strategic mobility options for the Department, as called for by the 
Secretary; (B) there continues to be a legitimate and prevailing threat from highly-pathogenic in
fectious diseases (C) the GAO has found that use of a package approach, rather than by separate 
procurements for d.ivisiblc portions of a total requirement, is wi thin the discretion of the agency 
absent "clear evidence that it lacked a reasonable basis;" (D) the Contracting Officer and Contract
ing Officer's Representative did not inappropriately modify SAQMMA l 6C0077, properly adher
ing to AQM Quality ' s Assurance Plan. Additionally, the Department does not agree with the 
DMAR's characterization of MED's oversight of the MMASS Contract because: (E) MED is in 
compliance with the Federal Aviation Interactive Reporting System (FAIRS): (F) MED is in com
pliance with 41 CFR §102-33 and 0MB Circular A-126 and that MED properly justified the use 
of commercial aircraft in lieu of Govemrnent-owned aircraft; and (G) the COR on the Contract 
has the required expertise and proven competency to administer the MMASS Contract. 
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A. THE DEPARTMENT ENGAGED IN A CAREFUL DECISIO -MAKING PROCESS 
FOR THIS REQUIREMENT AND FOU D THAT USE OF THE MMASS CONTRACT 
PROVIDED THE BEST VALUE SOLUTIO TO THE REQUIREMENT 

A.I. Background: (SBU) In December of2016 Congress appropriated $6.0M as part of the 
Security Assistance Appropriations Act (S/\AA or D-ISII ,) for Mogadishu aviation sup
port for Fiscal Years 2017 and 2018. As part of the D-ISIL Appropriation, fonds were 
also appropriated for MED lo provide multi-mission aviation support for medical evacu
ation and transport of Bureau of Diplomatic Security (DS) crisis response teams in loca
tions covered by the Department's D-ISIL Operating Plan which included Somalia and 
three other locations. Al that time, the small U.S. presence in Somalia was operating 
without a dedicated health rn1it and without any medical evacuation ca ability. Overall 
U.S. policy conceming a diplomatic presence in Somalia is changing 

ecogmzmg 
the uncertain budgetary future for the U.S. wlission to Somalia and that establishing a 
long-tem1 INUA-run federal aviation operation would require a longer-tem1 investment 
that may not be available in frnure years, in March of 2017 the M Staff requested that 
MED advise on the feasibility of utilizing the MMASS contract to support the U.S. Mis
sion to Mogadishu. 

AZ. (U) After receiving the request from M Staff on March 3, 2017, MED contacted INL/A 
to seek their guidance on how to n:spond to M Stall's request and was told by TNUA to 
provide the requested i.nfonnation. On March 6, 2017, MED then contacted the AQM 
Contracting Officer to detem1ine whether such services could be provided under the con
tract. The Contract ing Officer perfonned necessary analysis and sought legal option. 1l1e 
Legal Advisor (UBA) provided a response that, ifthe MMASS Contractor was amenable 
to tl1e change, such a geographic move would be within tJ1e scope of tl1e contract. On 
March 17, 2017, MED provided its cost estimate to M based on a plarnung factor of two 
missions per week for one year. On March 23, 2017, M Staff posed additional questions 
to MED which MED answered on the same day. 

A.3. (U) From March through June, M Staffworked with INUA to develop a cost esti.niate for 
an INL/A Model for aviation support. During this time. INL/A was provided MED's cost 
estimate and developed modifications to their proposal to reduce the cost. ln a White 
Paper, I VA recommended staging both assets in airob i, with INUA assmning tl1e 
shuttle service po11ion of the requirement and using the MED asset for MEDEV AC and 
regional support. On June 2, 2017, INV A provided tl1eir final cost estimate. M Staffsent 
the cost estimate to the Bureau of Oudget and Plruming (OP) on June 5, 2018, and in
fonncd MED of the decision to utilize the MM,-4.SS Contract for the Mogadishu require
ment on June 22, 201 8. 1l1is decision was based on both cost and non-cost factors. Whi le 
one advantage ofthe I U A model is that it provided dedicated support that would not be 
interrupted by short-notice medical evacuation. biocontainment. and/or cris is response 
requirements, the additionaJ capabilities of the MED asset, uncertainty with respect to tlle 
fonn ofU.S. presence i11 Somalia, and availability offunds led M Staffto suppo1t utilizing 
the MMASS Contract COA. 
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A.4. The Cost Estimates: A key factor in the Department's decision to utilize the MMASS 
Contract model was that the Department was already paying for the asset to maintain the 
USG's only biocontainment aviation support asset for medical evacuation. The OMAR 
takes issue. with the March 17, 20I 7, cost estimate provided by MED which serwd as tl1e 
baseline for future discussions and analysis. To date, the MMASS Contractor has fu lly 
invoiced tl1e Department for 16 missions from Nairobi to Mogadishu to Wajir lo Nairobi 
with an average cost of $27,889.5 l. In addition Lo the $521,620 annual cost increase for 
the monthly basing fee and tl1e $12,000 increase in Defense Base Act Insurance, the De
partment incurred $110,000 in additional mobilization costs and one-time costs of 
$68,978.32. While MED should have included the AQM Procurement Surcharge in their 
estimate, the direct costs associated with MED's estimate are within 2.76% ofthe actual 
direct costs and 4.05% of the total act1ml cost including the AQM surcharge. Compara
tively, the INUA Model for two trips per week was $4,729,570 in Year One, or 
$1,087,925.67 more than the actual costs associated with using the lv!MASS Contract. 

I AQ:\IStir MED 
£.st ·u.Act I Ptr Mb.·dOhIMI.UIOIIIY Co:n I Annual Mlufon 

Co• I Fb'tdOVt.l' 
htad I Ollu:r Olrt.d 

Con fh1illr11!C 

Oli"tN 
Cos:is 

Toho! 

l!•imllt I 104 I S28J.50.00 I Sl.927,600.00 I S500.000.00 I $71,400.00 I S0.00 SJ.500,000.00 SJ..500.000.00 
Adual 10, $17 .731.61 S1,H4.087.44 1643.620.00 $61.9 71.32 $44.958 . .57 SJ.596683.76 0.641.644.33 

(19661.5 76) (l t 11,6�"Jll .21,,. 4.05'• 

A.5. The lodcls Presented to Management: At the outset, and addressed elsewhere, the 
Department does not agree with the DMAR's recommendation to eliminate the Depart
ment's only on-call aviation asset tlrn1 can pe1fom1 crisis response, biocontainment av ia
tion support, and medical evacuation. As a result, that Model was not considered as an 
option. ·n1e remaining three models include: 

A.s.1. 111e "Status Quo·• Model which would have established the I UA platfom1 in Nairobi 
and retained the MMASS Contract platfom1 in Dakar, Senegal. 

A.s.2. 111e INUA White Paper proposed a model which would have co-located both assets 
in Nairobi, incurring the fi xed overhead costs for both operations. 

A.s.J. ·n1c M Decision Model which was to relocate tl1c MMASS Contract Asset to Nairobi 
to use a single vendor lo service the entire requirement. 

A.6. Based on the three models presented. the Department opted to proceed with the "M De
cision Model" which overall cost $ 1,087,925.67 lcss than the Status Quo Model and 
$1,809,43 1.47 1ess than the TNLJA White Paper Model. 
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Status Quo Model 
Total Model Cost: $9,606,073. 7S 

- · 
'1..IU• -

' - ... ·- 
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TNIJA White Paper Model 
Total Model Cost: $10,327,579.S5 
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M Decision Model 
".. Total Model Cost: $8,518,148.08 

..,_,..,., 

S8,518,148.08 
?4/7/365 

~INtkl.l t,·- •cMII 
CriU. Rttp,oew 
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A.7. Value Added to MED and AF: The DMAR also takes issue with the usage of the air
craft, arguing that a larger proportion ofthe base costs should be attributable to AF based 
on the usage of the aircraft. Based on an analysis of mission costs, overhead costs, and 
flight hours, it is clear that MED derives the majority ofthe use and the flight hours on 
the contract. 
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MMASS CONTRACT USAGE 
BY FUNDS EXPENDED 

• PerioJ 1 (08-May-2016 to 03-Jan-,017) PerioJ 2 (03.Jan-2017 to 31-Aug-2017) 

� Penod 3 (31-Aug.2017 to 28-Apr-2018) � Penod 4 (28-Apr-2018 to 02-June-2018) 

lllllllllllijllllllllllllllmm1111111111• 

111111111 

B Nairobi to Mogadi shu Oeployrrent and Retrieval of Personnel 

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

1IIIHIIIIIIUIININIIIHIHIIINllll1illllllllllliijllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 

I 

A. Non-Nairobi to Mogadishu 

$0 0 $1 0 $2.0 $3.0 $4.0 $5.0 $6.0 $7.0 $8.0 $9 0 

FLIGHT HOUR % PER MIS SIO N TY PE 

a Period 1 (08-May-201610 03-Jan-2017) a Period 2 (03.Jan-2017 to 31-Aug-2017) 

£IPeriod 3 (31-Aug.2017 to 28-Apr-2018) DPeriod 4 (28-Apr-2018 to 02.June-2018) 

Medical Evacuationwithout Biocontainment 

Biocontainrrent Pabent or Material Transport or Biocontainment 
Exercise 

Deployment and Retrieval of Government or B191ble Personnel (OS, 
DOS,OOA) 

Deployment and Retrieval of Governrrent or Eligible Personnel (AF) 

Deployrrent and Retrieval o~x~~~ment or Eligible Personnel :, 

Other ~ WI 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 
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u. THE SECRETARY HAS EMPHASIZED THE EED TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE 
PROTECTION TO OUR DIPLOMATS I HIGH-RISK, HIGH-THREAT 
E VIRONMENTS AND THE MMASS CONTRACT PROVIDES THE DEPARTMENT 
STRATEGIC MOBILITY FOR CRISIS RESPO SE, AS CALLED FOR DY TIIE 
SECRETARY A D AUTHORlTATIVE RECOMMENDATIO S 

s.1. Summary: The DMAR states that " [t]he Department would put approximately $24 mi l
lion of lax-payer funds to better use by not exercising option years 2 and 3 of contract 
SAQMMA16C0077." The Department submits that eliminating the USG"s only biocon
taimnent capability by noi exercising option years on the MMASS Contract would mean 
the loss of strategic mobility of the Department 's crisis response teams - a capability 
that Secretary Pompeo made clear was critical for protecting COM perso1mel in the Ad
ditional Remarks published with the House Select Committee Report on Benghazi. More
over, loss of this critical Department a5set would not be consistent with severnl authori
tative reports documenting steps the Department should take to enhance its ability to pro
vide support to Embassies in cris is. 

s.2. A Critical Safety 'ct for MED and the Department: Several non-cost operational fac
tors were considered in selecting the fina l model. While the INL/A model ofsupport uses 
regionally capable turboprop aircraft focused sold y on the passenger shuttle mission, the 
MMASS aircraft represents the Department 's only organic strategic crisis response and 
medical evacuation capability. 1l1e positioning of the aircraft in West Africa made sense 
when orig inally established in 2015 because commercial air ambulances refused to re
trieve non-Ebola patients from Ebola-stricken countries and embassies could not suppo1i 
their post populations without reliable medevac services. Looking at the useful range of 
the aircraft (below), the trade-off ofa West Africa base is a loss of utility in most of the 
current ISII..rtlueat countries. The requirement for aviation support in East Africa pre
sented a reason to re-examine the placement and efficient use of the Depai1ment's avia
tion capabilities on a global scale. A co-existence model would have increased cost with
out significantly improving the Department 's response posture lo our highest risk posts 
and left l ission Somalia witl1out medical evacuation or unscheduled personnel ex'trac
tion capability. 111e co-location model would have improved responsiveness but i11-
creased cost. By using the MMASS asset, the Department created the optimal value prop
osition by improving global responsiveness. providing Mission Somalia with critical 
medical and persom1el evacuation support, in what turned out to be the best financial 
savings to the tax payer overall. 
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Useful Rmtgefrom Dakar, Smegal Useful Range from Nairob~ Ke1,ya 

B.3. Support for the Highest Risk Posts and Department Employees: There are currently 
21 U.S. diplomatic facilities on the Security Environment Threat List that are rated as 
"Critical" for either Terrorism and/or Political Violence with a combined authorized post 
population of 14,280 U.S. direct hire personnel. Under the Dakar, Senegal Model, the 
Department could only captured 9 of these 21 posts in the Useful Range of the Aircraft 
- covering 6,364 of the U.S. direct hire personnel at these high threat posts (44.6% of 
the population at risk). By relocating the MMASS Contract aircraft to Nairobi, Kenya, 
the Department can now cover all 21 of these high threat posts within a single duty day, 
providing support for an additional 7,916 (14,280 total) U.S. direct hire personnel ad
vancing U.S. interests in the most dangerous parts of the world. 

BA. The Asset Meets the Requirements ofAuthoritative Reports and Recommendations: 
In the "Proposed Additional Views ofRepresentatives Jim Jordan and Mike Pompeo" to 
the House Select Committee Report on Benghazi, then-Representative Pompeo, along 
with Representative Jordan, stressed that the "Americanpeople expect that whenthe gov
ernment sends our representatives into such dangerous places they receive adequate pro
tection." They mention that what was most troubling was that the U.S. Government 
"never sent assets to help rescue those fighting in Benghazi and never made it into Libya 
with personnel during the attack," and the "rescue team did not leave until hours after the 
attack was over." In addition to meeting the Secretary's guidance to ensure the safety of 
the Department's workforce in high-threat environments, the MMASS Contract Capabil
ity also allows the Department to address lessons learned and recommendations post
Benghazi, as well as recommendations from the Accountability Review Board Report for 
the Embassy Bombings in Nairobi and Dar es Salaam. 1 
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3:28pm 

Figure 1 Exctrpl from Proposed Additional Vltws ofRtprtsentativts Jim Jordan and Mlkt Pompto (noting that DOD Air· 
craft did not depart for Benghazi until almost 18 hours after tlie attack began) (under tl1e terms of the MMASS Contract, the vendor 
is re,pired to maintain a N+6 hours readiness posture) (using Benghazi as an ex ample. the flight time with a GlII from Nairobi to 
Benghazi is approximately 5 how·s and 5 minutes and could have been onsite in 11 hours and 5 minutes) 

B.s. Alongside Biocontainment and MEDEVAC, Crisis Support is Clearly Part of the 
Contract: The MMASS Contract provides a solution to the void that existed during the 
time of Benghazi. Per the MMASS Contract's PWS at C.2.2.6.3: the "Government may 
request air transportation for emergency deployment or retrieval ofGovernment person
nel in support of security .. . needs of the Government .. . referred to herein as 'Crisis 
Response[,]"' and the Background section elaborates on the operating environment at 
C.1.1, stating: "DOS must equip itself with the tools that shall best enable its response to 
be safe, accurate and fast .. . [ and] must have the capability to deploy key personnel .. . 
from areas of civil unrest[.]" The MMASS Contract provides the Government with stra
tegic options during highly complex international crises. Through the MMASS Contract, 
the Department has been able to quickly respond to several international crises, including 
the deployment ofcrisis responders in response to civil unrest in Bangui, Central African 
Republic in 2017, and the rescue of twelve American citizens from South Sudan in 2016. 

B.6. Conclusion: The MMASS Contract provides the Department with strategic response op
tions during the time of highly complex international crises. In the event that another 
Benghazi-like attack takes place, through the MMASS Contract, the Department would 
be able to provide emergency deployment and response both quickly and efficiently, and 
provide for the adequate protection to our diplomats abroad, as called for by the Secretary. 
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c. THE MULTI-MISSION AVIATION SUPPORT SERVICES (MMASS) CO NTRACT 
WAS PROPERLY A WARDED AS A MULTI-MISS IO AVIATION SUPPORT 
CAPABILITY AT THE TIME OF AWARD AND THROUGHOUT PERFORMANCE 

c.1. ummary: '1110 OMAR states that the ability to evacuate patients infected with highly-
pathogenic infectious disea~es (HPID) is no longer required by the USG, rationalizing 
that at some time the HPJD threat to individuals under Chiefof Mission (COM) security 
responsiblity ("COM personnel") vanished. As result, the sole-source basis was improper 
because the MMASS Contract combines biocontaimnent aviation support (specialized 
service) witl1 general aviation support such as the deployment and retrieval of USG per
sonnel, crisis response teams, and other e ligible personnel into/out o f areas of disaster or 
conflict. l11e Department expresses concem with the underlyiJ1g premise ofthe DMAR's 
position in this regard, wiil1 tiie view that divestment of the USG's only proven biocon
tainment evacuation capability would potentially prevent the Department from fulfi lling 
its obligation to establish policies and programs for the protection of CO:M personnel and 
to provide for the safe evacuat ion of U.S. citizens when their lives are endangered as 
re4uired under the Omnibus Diplomatic Security and Antiterrorism Act of 1986. To this 
end, the Department reasonably and rationally justified a consolidated procurement ap
proach and tiiat use ofthe MMASS asset to its fullest extent - by contractually including 
a spectrum of missions that require interrelated components - optimizes the return on 
investment made by the American taxpayer. 

c.2. Rule: 11ie Competition in Contracting Act (CICA) requires " full and open" competition2 

unless there is a valid sole-source detennination.3 An agency may use non-competitive 
4procedures when the services are available from only one responsible source. •5 Sole

source authority is intended to provide agencies with flexibility,6 including the authority 
to utilize a total package approach, bundling interrelated requirements into a single pro
curement.7 Whi le agencies may not justify sole-source procurement actions that result 
from a lack of advance plam1ing, " [a]dvance plam1ing does not mean that such planning 
be completely error free[.]"8 In exercising this authority, agencies must provide prospec
tive sources with notice ofthc agencies in tent and an opportunity to rcspond.9 While bun
dling may at fi rst exclude some finns that can only provide a portion of the requirements, 
bundling may encourage otherwise excluded finns to expand into other areas, tl1ereby 
eventually increasing compctition.10 and the combination ofrequirements can reasonably 
be expected to increase fitture competition for specialized requirements. 11 Moreover, in 
detennining whetl1er to award a contract to a potential sole-source supplier, agencies are 
not required to speculate as to every possible scenario tirnt might enable other potentia l 
offerors to qualify.12 ln exercising this discretion., the GAO has long "recognized that tl1e 
detennination to procure by means of a package approach rather tlmn by separate pro
curements for divisible portions of a total requirement is primarily a matter within the 
discretion of the procuring activity and will be upheld so long as some reasonable basis 

14 15exists." 13
• • ·16 TI1e GAO and Federal Courts will not overtum an agency's decis ion to 

sole-source a contract award unless e iilier "( l ) the procurement officia l"s decis ion lacked 
a rational basis; or (2) the procurement procedure involved a violation of regu lation or 
procedure,"17 which the U.S. Federal Circuit Court of Appeals recently described as a 
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"heavy burden" on the protestor. 18 "Review of an agency's decision to conduct a non
competitive procurement focuses on the adequacy of Lhe rationale and conclusions set 
forth in the J&A[.)"19 A rational basis exists where an "agency reasonably detennines 
that consolidation will result in significant cost savings or operational etliciencies"20 and 
the GAO has also recognized the safoty of USO personnel and national security as rele
vant considerations in assessing whether an agency action with a rational basis.21 

c .3. The Department's Rational Basis for a Standing Biocontainment Aviation Capabil
ity 

c .3.1. Continuing HPID Threats: l11c OMAR relics upon the WHO's January 14, 201 6, 
declaration that the 2014 of the Ebola Vims Disease (EVD) Outbreak ended as evi
dence that there is no longer a requirement for biocontainment aviation suppo1i. How
ever, the OMAR acknowledges that there were subsequent EVD outbreaks that were 
reported the following day and throughout 2017, as well as a 2018 EVD outbreak. It 
is important to note that EVD is not the only IIPID threatening COM persom1el, An1er
ican citizens, and international health care workers. In 20 17, an outbreak of bubonic 
plague resulted in over 2000 cases and 202 deaths on the island of Madagascar. Today, 

igeria is experiencing the worst outbreak of Lassa hemorrhagic fever virus disease 
in history, beginning in June of2017, with over 1000 cases since January. l11e WHO's 
2018 Annual Review of Diseases Prioritized under the Research and Development 
Blueprint, identified eight diseases with "potential to cause a public health emergency" 
where there is currently an "absence of eflicacious drugs and/or vaccines" therefore 
justifying an "urgent need for accelerated research and development[. ]"22 Six of the 
eight are diseases classified by the ational Institute of Allergy and Infectious Dis
eases ( IAID)23 as HP IDs. A seventh disease - "Disease X"24 

- represents the un
known which is likely also to meet NIAID's criteria as an IIPID. To support the De
partment's view, the Audit Team was provided correspondence from tbe WHO, Sa
maritan 's Purse, and the Department of Health and Human Services which all lute
quivocally validate the continuing requirement for biocontainment aviation support. 

World Health Or ~ nlwt1on (March 2018): The provls/c,1 ofhiologica/ cc,11a1,u11em system m, dir a/ 
o·ac11a/io,1 services i.s cn1cial for Wf/O's operations in lire field ... The needfor bioconlainmenl 
lr<111.spo,·1 capubllity remains crilical to ow·ji111ctions us we need to guarantee 10 our wo,*force 1hc 
possibility to be evacuated in any circ11msta11ce. ... bi sw,111,ary, biocolllainmem medical e,,acuation 
sti/1 l'ttm111ns • and will continue to bf - a ,·equiremem in the prottclion of1ntern11.tional health co,•e 
workers. Wl/O am/ partners look to d,e US Depca·tment of Stale f or the provision ofbioc<N1lniume111 
medical e,,ac11otio11 services (011 a reimbursable basis) to s11pport the larger global secwity ejfc,-t and 
our esselllial responsefimc1io,1s. 

Samaritan' s Purse, Int (March 2018): It ispart of0111· responsibility as ,111 orga11izt1ti0t1, b11t I think 
ii is o/so port of our obligation a.s a 11t1lio,1 10 protect our citizens.. 1Wai11tcjmJ1g 1he e,•acuation capl,
bility for them Is far beyo,1d 0,11· capacity as a private organ/: ation, tints we are tha,1/.ji1/ that DOS 
has this capability. I honestly belic,•c that taking care of ow· ctli:ens in manners like tins Is what 
separates Americo fi·om 01/,er 11atio11s. 11 

U.S. Drp.irlm<nl or Hr-Jllh and Human Services (March 2018): DOS conlimies lo have the only 
testet{ prover~ ruui viable f etlertd bioco,1/fJit1me111 triu,sport capabilily. This federal Cfl/lldJiliry has 
been w1i1te11 inlo the aforementioned regional m1dslate response plans. It is clear diefederal gover11-
me111 will co,Ui1u1e Jo be rhe Nalio,1 's safely 11el tlmi11g disease o,1Jbreok.s. fl i.s equally clear t}mt a 
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lransporlable btorontnlnment capability is a crillcal requiremenl lo provide thal net andsupport to 
American citi'zens. 

Executh•e and Legislative Policy Dh-ectives instruct bwestment in Biodefense -
not Divestment: Section 7058 of Public Law I J5-14 1 (as modified by the Explana
tory Statement) requires State, the ationaJ Security Council (NSC) and other stake
holders to develop a Global llcalth Security Strategy lo prevent. detect, and respond 
lo infectious disease outbreaks by the end of FYI 8.25 It is also crucial lo recogniz.e that 
biological threats are not limited to naturally-occurring pandemics or diseases. As the 
Hrook.ings Institute noted last year: "there have been warnings that terrorist groups 
like !SIS, rogue countries like Nortl1 Korea, or violent transnational groups like Bok.o 
Haram could gain access to biological agents - or even deadly diseases like Ebola or 
Zika- and use them to create weapons of ma5s dcstruction: '26 The threat posed by 
biological agents whether naturally-occurring or weaponized as weapons ofmass 
destruction (WMD) - is specifically recognized in the President's National Security 
Strategy (NSS), with Pillar l 's priority actions including priority actions lo disrupt 
WM Ds (to include biological weapons) and com batting biothreats and pandemics "al 
their source[.]"27 

The Department's Strategic Plan Emphasizes the Dcpar1mcnt's Role to Cowltcr· 
Bio-W ca pons and Pandemic: Likewise, the Department's Joint Strategic Plan for FY 
2018-2022, with Strategic Objective I. I focused on limiting the spread of WM Ds lo 
include biological weapons,28 Strategic Objective 3.4 which seeks lo prevent the 
spread ofdisease (including pandcmics),29 and Strategic Objective 4.4 which seeks to 
protect the security and safety of the Departmenl"s work.force overscas. 30 

Lessons Learned Strongly Suppor1 the Biocontaimncnt Aviation RcquiJ·cmcnt: 
Finally, the inability to obtain biocontainment evacuation during an HPID outbreak is 
well-documented both with the recent experience with EVD 31 and the 2002-2003 ex
perience with SARS.32 ll1e CDC developed the ABCS in response to SARS but, as a 
cost-savings measure. opted to allow the contract lo lapse in 2011. The CDC faced 
broad criticism for allowing this capability to lapse and the USG nearly Josi the capa
bil ity at the EVD outbreak. If it were not for the quick actions of the Department in 
2014 lo secure this asset, the U.S. likely would have had no capability lo support any 
patients during the EVD crisis. In light of thcse lessons learned, it would be a poten
tially catastrophic mistake to lose th.is capabi lity and the Department and Govenunent 
would lace significant criticism should another outbreak occur with no tested biocon
tainment asset avai lable for deployment. 

While the Department may not always have a constant, predictable requirement for 
biocontainment transportation, the risk is currently at a critical level globally and a 
need could aiise at any time. At the time of award, the Government was still working 
with the international community to contain the largest Ebola outbreak in history. 
Since the award, there have been uninterrupted and often overlapping outbreaks of 
highly contagious pathogens in several regions of the world that threatened Chief of 
Mission persom1cl and others. Herc, the Agency dctem1ined that only the selected 
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MMASS Contractor could prov ide the biocontairunent services necessary to transpot1 
personnel infected with unique and highly communicable pathogens, detem1ined that 
it had a valid sand enduring requirement for contingency airlift support, and deter
mined that a single packaged approach was more beneficial than two separate contracts 
that would incur a much hjgh lixed overhead costs. ·nius, acting properly within its 
discretion in detennining its requirements, the Agency reasonably and rationally de
cided to couple this requirement with medical evacuation services and other emer
g,mcy transportation services. Should the need arise for biocontainment transportation 
services, the Contractor would already be on contract and in country. Finally, there are 
currently no other finns that offer comparative biocontairunent transportation; and, as 
the OM AR recognizes, biocontainment nights are not particularly common - i.e .. there 
is essentially no reason for competitors to try to enter a market consisting solely of 
biocontainment flights. llrns, by bundling the various requirements, otJ1er fmns may 
be encouraged to enter the marketplace for biocontainment transportation unlike a bi
ocontainment-only procurement. 

C.4. The Depar1ment's Consolidah,'tl, Total Package Approach was Documented Con
temporaneously and included a Cleady A1ticulatcd Rational Basis: llte rationale for 
a total package approach to the acquisit ion was captured in several written submissions 
to M and other key Department decision makers. 1n a January 22, 2016, emai I lo M and 
the Department ·s Head ofContracting Authority (HCA)), the MEDCOR for the MMASS 
Contract noted an Independent Government Cost Estimate of $24M for a 24-montlt pe
riod of perfom1ance to provide both a CONUS and an OCONUS aircrall. As a basis of 
comparison, an October 17, 2014, cost estimate provided by an altemate service provider 
using federal aircraft estimated fi rst-year start-up costs of$21.5M and recurring costs of 
$18.6M for a 24-month estimate of $40. 1 M for a single OCONUS aircraft capability to 
support regional medical evacuations in West Africa (without biocontainment) - a 
$16. IM cost savings (or 40.15%) over a model with balfthe capacity and significantly 
less capability. Several non-cost operational efficiencies related to the approach were 
also noted, namely multi-mission aircraft in both tlle Eastem and Westem Hemisphere 
capable of "medical evacuation, with or witl1out biocontainment, deployment of crisis 
response teams, and back haul of non-essential perso1u1el from posts in crisis." Simi lar 
cost and non-cost justifications were noted in a formal infonnation memo for 1 high
lighting bioconta ituneut medical evacuation. non-biocontaimnent medical evacuation, 
the deployment of crisis responders, as well as a crisis-driven eiq,ansion of the contract 
in response to civil unrest in Bangui, Central African Republic on September 30, 2015, 
to include the non-medical evacuation of persom1el of from posts in crisis. 

c.s. The Depai1mcnt's Approach is Consistent wit.h GAO aml Court Decisions: The 
GAO and courts have allowed the eombit1ation of requirements that pcm1it operational 
efficiency. 

c.s.1. B.H. Aircraft Co .. inc. involved procurement offreight transportation and transporta
tion coordination services within the contit1ental United States in support ofthe De
partment of Defense's Defense Transpo11ation Coorditrntion Initiative. In response to 
the solicited procurement, potential ofTerors complained that competition was unduly 
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restricted due to the consolidation of transportation coordination services and freight 
transportation services. However, the GAO found the Agency's bundling approach to 
be reasonable, noting that it would provide for substantial monetary benefits and in
creased operational efficiency as well as satisfy other core agency needs, "such as re
ducing cycle times, improving the reliability and predictability of freight shipments. 
and increasing the agency's capacity guarantees to address daily and surge require
ments." As applied here, the MMASS Contract's total package approach improves 
reliab ility and guarantees capacity to address surgll requirements. 

c.s2. Matter of Jfvide Shipping. Jnc33 considered a protest against a NASA sole-source 
award where the Agency awarded a sole-source contract lo a vendor for both a highly
teclmical Solid Rocket Booster (SRB) retrieval mission in support of ASA's overall 
shuttle program. The protester - a maritime shipping company - protested the award 
on the basis that the sole-source award was not properly _justified, or alternatively, that 

ASA improperly consolidated a specialized requirement (SRB retrieval) with a non
specialized requirement (general maritime retrieval), arguing that, given that the spe
cialized requirement represented only a small percentage of the overall SRB retrieval 
mission (10% of the overall "manning effort").34 ASA contended that while there 
were numerous maritime firms "capable of pcrfonning the maritime portion of the 
retrieval mission, too great a risk would be introduced if the mission were not in fthel 
control of a finn intimately familiar with the total SRB integrated mission require
mcnt."35 In upholding the Agcncy·s decision, the Comptroller noted that NASA's be
lief that it was critical to the mission's success to have a single contractor perfonn a.II 
the services under the contract as well as a central prime contractor to provide opera
tional control.36 The Department holds that the integration of specially designed air
craft components, specifically trained crew, and proprietary technology within the 
MMASS vendor is absolutely critical to the safe transportation ofHPID patients, and 
that the use ofselect components from that system to pcrfonn related missions without 
biocontainment is in the overall best interest of the U.S. taxpayer. 

c.s.3. Matter of Teximara. Inc., considered a case where the GAO denied a protest to a U.S. 
Air Force sole-source award to a small business.37 1n Teximara, the GAO upheld the 
Air Force's sole-source award to a small business because the Agency was able to 
show "savings in equipment," "savings in vehicles:• and "savings in pcrsom1cl,"' as 
well as clearly identified "redundancies" in multiple tasks like "disaster cleanup, haz
mat contai.mnent and control, and disaster preparedness[.]"38 Like Teximara, the De
partment realizes savings in equipment (requiring only two aircraft instead of three or 
more aircraft if requirements were split among multiple vendors), personnel required 
to pe1fom1 the multi-role aviation mission (i.e .. one set of pilots, one medical crew, 
one maiutenancc operation, etc.), and eliminate redundancies in tasks related to bio
containment and non-biocontainment aviation operations. 

c.6. Conclusion: In sum, the Deprutmcnt has offered sufficient facts and rationale to support 
the decision to procure the MMASS Contract on a sole-source basis using a total paclrnge 
approach. In order to maintain a first response biocontaimnent capability, several interre
lated components are required. l11c ABCS is highly complex assembly of sub-systems 
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t11at must be maintained in a manner similar to that used in the management of other 
aviation equipment using tools and skills found in an aircraft maintenance facility. ·111e 
ABCS is certified for use only in specifically configured Gulfstream III aircraft that have 
a combination of missions on their operating specification, including the movement of 
cargo, passengers, and medical evacuat ion patients. In llight, patients mlL5l be cared for 
by highly trained and experienced medical crew. All of those components (ABCS hard
ware, aircraft maintenance, aircraft, pilots, and medical crew) are necessary to field the 
biocontainmenl capability. ·n1e addition of crisis response, personnel extraction, and 
medical evacuation without biocontainment simply leverage some or all of the capabili
ties t11at t11e Government is already paying to maintain. By awarding SAQMMA16C0077 
as a multi-mission aviation capability, and using it lo support as many valid requirements 
as possible within the scope of that contract, the Government realizes significant opera
tional flexibility and limits wasteful redundancy. By negotiating a fixed price for aircraft 
and bas ic medical crew, and lL~ing an aircraft with perforniance capabilities to support 
multiple and mixed missions, the Govenunent is provided with strategic options during 
highly complex international crises. When that complex cris is includes the natllral out
break or intentional release of a highly contagious pathogen, the operational risk to the 
Government and the American public is too great to try to integrate biocontainment with 
aviation and crisis response in an unsynchronized and mirchcarsed fashion at the time of 
execution. 
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o. MODIFICATION 11 TO THE MULTI-MISSIO T AVIATION SUPPORT SERVICES 
(M MASS) CONTRACT WAS PROPERLY RE VIEWED, C LEAR ED, AND A WARDED 
IN ACCORDANCE WITH DEPARTMENT AND FEDERAL REQUIREME TS 

OJ . ummary: 111e OMAR asserts lhal Modificalion 11 lo the MMASS Contract was "inap
propriate," re lying on the assertion that it is no longer necessary to maintain biocontain
ment aviation support, or that suppmi to valid aviation support requirements using 
MMASS assets violates lhe ba~is of contract award. Additionally, the OMAR G asserts 
that the Contracting Officer's Representative (COR) provided the Contracting Officer 
(CO) with incorrect pricing data and that the appropriate procedure to modify a contract 
was not followed in accordance with the FAR and Department policy. Finally, the OM AR 
states that the "Kenya to Somalia routine transport has become the primary use" of the 
MMASS Contract. For tJ1e reasons explained above, the Department maintains its posi
t ion regarding the necessity o f a biocontainment aviation asset, as divestment of the De
partment 's capability would be irresponsible and inconsistem with the Department 's ob
ligation to protect COM personnel and provide for the safe evacuation of U.S. citizens 
when their lives are endangered a5 requi red under tJ1e Omnibus Diplomatic Security and 
Antiterrorism Act of 1986. Review of the decision-making process shows that M retained 
final decision-making autJ1ority based on price and non-price factors and did so aftercare
ful review and after multiple months of deliberation wilh INL, AF, and MEO. Addition
ally, after consultation with A, UBA, and the HCA, it is clear tJiat all procurement-related 
processes and procedures were followed as required. 

02. Rule: GAO and federal courts will review conlract modifications to detennine whether a 
govemment "modification is witJ1in the scope of the competition conducted to achieve 
the original contract. "39 A "Cardinal Change" occurs when tJ1e government modifies the 
contract "that it effectively requires the contractor to pedonn duties materially different 
from those originally bargained for.'"'0 There are six factors to assess a CICA-related 
Cardinal Change: (1) "tJ1e extent of any changes in the type of work[;]" (2) changes to 
the "perfonnance period[;]" (3) differences in the "costs between the modification and 
the original contract[;]" (4) "whether the original solicitation adequately advised offcrors 
of the potential for the change[;]" (5) "whether the change was the type that reasonably 
could have been anticipated[;]" and (6) whether " the modification materially changed the 
field of competition for the requiremcnt.'"'1 Administratively, the AQM Qual ity Assur
ance Plan requires that for contract modifications that exceed $5 million, that re
view/clearances/primary approvals be received by the Contracting Officer. Branch Chief, 
and L/BA. and Final Approval shou ld be received by tJ1c Division Director or RPSO 
Director. 
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D.l. Application 

h1rtor (1) htrnt or \n~ ('hang1·, in the ·1~rw of\\or

M 'lASS before Modification 011 

k 

MM ASS after Modification 011 

I. On August 1, 2016, Section C.2.2.2. of lhc MMASS 
Contract was amended, requiring !hat MMASS vendor 
must "provide one dedicated ai rcrafi for the sole use of 
the DOS (Dedicated Aircraft.), available continuously 
through the period of perfomiance, with a ma.-<:im um 
six-hour (6-hour) response time 10 depart from an~ 
seas base of operations (" Overseas Contractor Base") 
located in a mutually agreed upon location outside the 
continental United States." 

I. According to SAQMMA 16C0077, Modification 01 I, 
the MMASS Vendors is required to: ''Reach Full Oper
ating Capacity (FOC), with the ability, space, and re
sow-ccs to conduct three missions per week and maintain 
N+6 medical evacuation response postur~ for all other 
periods." Compare SAQMMA16C0077 MODOOI (six
how- (6-hour) response t ime to depan from an~ 
base ofoperations). 

2. PerC.2.2.2ofthc MMASS PWS, the •'flight crew per
sonnel may transpon specimens and laboratory samples 
containing hazardous or infectious materials enclosed in 
appropriate transport containers." Per C.2.2.7 of the 
MMASS PWS, PAG "shall develop a biocontainment 
capability that creates a negative pressure environment 
lhroughout the night, wilh visual and auditory pressure 
variation warning systems, capable of containing an air
borne viral pathogen. Vented air from the unit shall be 
H13PA filtered, containing 99% o f 0.3 micron panicles, 
and 99.99% of 1.0 micron particles.~ 

3. Per C.2.2.6.3 of the ~1MASS PWS, the "the Govern
ment may request air transponation for emergency de
ployment or retrieval of Government personnel in sup
port of secw-ity or other need~ of the Government (re
ferred to herein as "Crisis Response")." 

2. On September 13, 2017, lhc MMASS Contract exe
cuted mission M 17-002 using the biocontainment capa
bilily - that creates a negative pressure environment 
throughout the night - 10 transpon hazardous and in
fectious laboratory samples of EVD from Conakry, 
Guinea to Atlanta, Georgia, to support lhc CDC. NIH, 
and the Bureau of International Secw-ity and Nonprolif
eration (JSN).42 Compare SAQMlvlAJ6C0077 Award 
(''transpon specimens and laboratory samples contain
ing hazardou.~ or infectious materials" using "a biocon
tainment capability that creates a negative pressure en
v ironment throughout the flight"). 

3. On November 3, 2017, the U.S. Military carried out 
its "first airstrikes against 1S1S fighters in Somalia." Fol
lowing a meeting of Mission Mogadishu EAC, an un
scheduled request was made to remove non-essential 
staff from Mogadishu due to a security threat.•' As a re
sult, PAG was required to provide unscheduled, secu
rity-rdated retrieval of Government personnel from 
Mission Mogadishu (Mission l 7-009ER). Compare 
SAQMMA16C0077 Award ("Government may request 
air transponation for emergency deployment or retrieval 
of Government personnel in support ofsecurity or other 
need;; of the Government"). 

Analysis & Legal Authorities:<-< Herc the inclusion of additional flight hours for mission travel between Nairobi 
and Mogadishu did not materially change the work contemplated under the contract. The vendor was Slill required 
to pcrfom1 the key functions described in the J&A and the original PWS, including the special services described 
in the J&A (e.it., biocontainrncnt movement and crisis resoonsc to retrieve ocrsonnel). 
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Factor (2) ( ·hang(·, to th(' P('rioll of P<·rl"ormanrr 

There were no changes to the period of perfonnance. 

h1r1or (3) l>ilfl-rrnr1•, in 1hr Co,1, lwh.r1•n 1111· \lodifira1ion and 11w Original Con1rar1 

I. While th~re were some changes in fixed costs, the overall value of the contract remains $60,000,000.00. 

2. As of June 2, 2018, the vendor has invoiced a total of$26,450,120.76 for the Base, 24-month period of perfo r
mance, with S23,6SS,471.56 (89.43%) for non-AF requirements and $2,764,649.20 (10.57%) associated with the 
AF mission requirement. 

3. This represents a de minimis change lo the total value of the contract and is insufficient to constitute a Cardinal 
Change. See, e.g., HOM Corp. v. United Srares, 69 Fed. Cl. 243, 257 (2005) (cos1 increase of I 0% in current period 
of performance not a Cardinal Change for CI CA). 

L1dor (4) \\ hdh,·r 11u· Ong111.1I Sohn1.1hon ,ukqu.,h-1~ ,uh""'' Olleror, of llw polmh,11 lor the ( h,111g1· 
l-.1r1or (S) \\ hc1hrr 1ht ( h,ongr \\ •" 1hr hl'r 1h,,t l{r,"011,,hh rould h,IH hrrn \11tir1p.1trd 
l·,,r1or (6) \\ h1'111l'r 11u· \lodifiration \lah-riall~ l'hang,·d 1h1· Fidd ofCompl'1ition for th1· H1·11uin·m1·n1 

MMASS before Modilication 011 

l. The 2016 Sources Sought appealed to "small busi
nesses with proven tcchn.ical capability and experience 
to provide multi-role aircrafi with sufficient range and 
seating capacity to efficiently deplov personnel and re
trieve personnel and casualties from anywhere in the 
world[.]" In the J&A Synopsis, the Department required 
"a rapidly deployable aviation capability for transport
ing response personnel and retrieving eligible persons 
and critically ill patients safely, swillly and securely lo 
and from locations anvwhcre in the world, in the most 
expeditiolL~ manner.'' The Department further explRin.:d 
that it required "the services of an air transportation 
company with access to a wide variety of airplanes of 
varying sizes and capabilities that shall provide move
ment anvwherc in the world on short notice." 

2. The J&A st8tes that MED " identified a support gap in 
its mission to respond to critical threats to the Dcpart
ment 's diplomatic missions overseas. This gap includes 
.. . movement of USG personnel into and ou1 ofhazard
ous or non-permissive environmcntsf.l"Thc J&A also 
notes that recent experience " from civil disorder in Trip
oli .. . has shown that commercial flights into affected 
regions become incrcasing)v unreliable as a crisis 
~ and the commercial and charter aviation indus
try will terminate service to affected regions without 

MMASS afler Modilication 011 

I. MMASS Modification OJ J stemmed from a Depart
ment requirement "tosupport both scheduled movement 
of high risk diplomatic personnel and ongoing contin
gency Operations." MMASS Modification 01 1 states: 
"To better serve the needs of the Department, the Pro
gram Office requested that discussions be held with 
Phoenix Air Group to determine whether the mutually
agreed upon location could be changed from Dakar, 
Senegal to Nairobi, Kenya. Th.: DOS has a requirement 
for a rapidly deployable aviation capability transporting 
response personnel and retrieving eligible persons and 
criticallv ill pa1ients safely swiftlv and securely to and 
from locations within Somalia, while con1inuing lo sup
port medical evacuation and biocontainment require
ments on the African continent." 

2. On January 7, 2016, the Federal Aviation Administra
tion (FAA) amended and expanded its suspension of 
U.S. commercial air support"' for the country ofSomalia 
06 which was extended through January 7, 2020, by a fi
nal rule published by theFAAon December 13, 2017.47 

Compare J&A ("commercial Airline service.~ are sus
~") . By Executive Order, Presidents Barrack 
Obama and Donald Trump have both declared a national 
emergency with re~-pecl to Somalia, citing, inter alia, a 
deteriorating security situation and the persistence ofvi
olence as oosing an extraordinary threat to U.S. national 
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MMASS before Modification 01 t i\llMASS after Modification 011 

warning."' Finally, in the first bullet describing the Ven
dor's unique qualifications, the J&A explains: "The cur
rent violence and direct threat to American citizens and 
the official USEMB delegation often requires im medi
ate evacuation of personnel from posts in crisis, includ
ing the potential for sim ultaneous evacuation of 
wounded members of the delegation. Typically at the 
outset of hostilities, all commercial airline services arc 
suspended and charter services face restrictions[.] ... 
Civii institutions collapse or suspend operations. During 
these situations. the ability to reliably deploy crisis re
sponse teams, and evacuate injured and non-essential 
personnel requires the use of long-range aircrall with 
operating specifications and crews to move cargo, per
sonnel, and air ambulance patients with a single aircraft. 
Phoenix Air Group (PAG) is the only known vendor, 
based on extensive market research, with airframes and 
crews capable of this mission ... 

security and foreign policy. 48 On August 30, 2017, the 
U.N. Security Council adopted Resolution 2372 (2017). 
expressed "grave concern at the ongoing hw11anitarian 
crisis and risk of famine'· and detenn ined that the ••situ
ation in Somalia continues to constitute a threat to inter
national peace and security."'" Compare J&A ("v io
lence and direct threat to American citizens and the of
ficial USEMB delegation often requires immediate 
evacuation of personnel from posts in crisis"). 

Analysis: Herc, Modification 01 I to the MMASS Contract did not materially change the scope of the requirement 
in a manner that would have changed the scope of the competition. The MMASS Contract Vendor is still requir~d 
to provide the specialized biocontainment support, crisis response, and medical aviation support. The Sources 
Sought, J&A, and PWS all contemplate the work required by Modification 011 . As stated above, the aviation rc
quirnment is stated as requiring the movemenl of USG personnel into hazardous or non-permissive environments 
- Somalia has been declared a hwnanitarian crisis and security threats that pose an "extraordinarily threat to U.S. 
national security and foreign policy." 

Legal Authorities:50 The currentsiluation bears striking factual similarity to the Court ofClaims decision 
in Aircraft Charter Solutions v. UniledStates, where the Court assessed a Department of State aviation 
contract intended for multi-mission aviation support (medical evacuation ("using six specially-equipped 
aircraft provided by State"), Diplomatic Security High Threat Protection Services, search and rescue, 
counternarcotics, etc.).j' Tn that case, the modification was much more radical than what is contemplated 
here, with the plaintiff argu ing that the countemarcotics solici!Jltion could "not authorize INL/A to acquire 
wholesale new airlift requirements materially different from the services solicited in the original 
completion. ... [And] arguing that broad-based air carriage of personnel or cargo unrelaled to 
countemarcotics activities was beyond the scope of the contract's countemarcotics support mission[.] ... 
[And that] the Soliciuition's lack or a broad catch-all category of services, or reference to any specific 
passenger-related services such as licketing or reservations, would have led offerors lo assume that 
passenger service was beyond the scope of the State Contract[.j"S1 The case is summarized by Thomson 
Reuter's American law Reporls (ALR) as an endnote, but relevant here is the Court" s die/a that the 
Department. could likely utilize a sole-source procurement authority for the requirement based on 
"'naliona I security concerns. "j3,j4 
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( k.u-.mr,·, .uuJ \Jhertnn· to lll'p.1rtment Pohdt's 

I. In response to a March 3, 2017 request from M Sta IT, the MED COR contacted the SAMO to request guidance 
on how to proceed with a request by M Staff to investigate using the MMASS Contract to support the U.S. Mission 
to Mogadishu. On March 6, 2017, the MED COR contacted the AQM CO to detennine whether the Mogadishu 
requirement would fall within the scope of the existing contract, who, in tum, contacted the legal advisor from 
LIBA. Once a determination of legal sufficiency was received, and on advice from the Senior Aviation Management 
Official the MED COR responded affirniatively to the inquiiy from the M staff 

2. From March of2017 to June of2017, senior leadership in the Office of the Under Secretary for Management (M 
Staff) considered using the MMASS Contract or establishing an INL/A federal aircraft operation to support the 
U.S. Mission to Mogadishu Requirement. 

3. On June 13, 2017, M Staff indicated it had compared both models and opted to utilize the MMASS ContrncL 

4. On July 28, 2017, .MED and AF met to better define the requirement. 

5. On September I, 2017. L/BA reviewed and formally cleared the modification for legal sufficiency in accordance 
with the AQM Quality Assurance Policy. The modification approval was approved by all required approvers. 

6. On September 5, 2017, MED provided BP and AF a detailed breakdown of costs based on N•"s revised require
ments for final consideration by all parties, including the M staff. 

7. On September 23, 2017, M made a policy decision that is clearly within his delegated authorities as a manage
ment function and approved the Action Memo lo reposition the aircraft. 
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E. MED SUBSTANTIALLY COMPLIED WITH APPLICABLE GUIDANCE AND 
JUSTIFIED THE MM ASS CO TRACT TO 0MB AND CONGRESS. AND ONCE ARE 
OF ADDITIO AL REPORTING REQUIREME TS, MED COMPLETED ALL 
REQUIRED SUBMISSIONS 

e.1. Summary: ll1e OMAR states that MED is " in violation of41 CFR §102-33 and 0MB 
Circular A-126 requirements because it failed to use FAIRS to report the cost and usage 
data on CAS. Specifically, MED did not document or report the costs or operating Gov
emment aircraft or the amount oftime the agency did so." ll1e Department points out that 
MED is in compliance with the Federal Aviation Interactive Repor1ing System (FAIRS). 
MED has submitted FAIRS reporting to I UA lo upload into FAIRS between January 
22, 2018 and February 1, 2018, and MED also actively worked with INUA and GSA to 
retroactively update the FAIRS record, and, as of March 23, 2018, all MED FAIRS data 
for the MMASS Contract and its two predecessors has been successfully entered into 
FAIRS. 

E.2. Rule: Per 41 CFR § 102-33.405(b), agencies are required lo update FAIRS - lo include 
Conunercial Aviation Services (CAS) cost utilization - for each quarter of the fiscal 
year. 

E.3. Application: FY18Ql FAIRS data was due between January 1, 2018 and March 31, 
2018. After the November 9, 2017 meeting with GSA, MED submitted FAIRS reporting 
to INUA to uploa.d into FA IRS between January 22, 2018 and February 1, 2018. MED 
also worked with INUA and GSA to retroactively update the FAIRS record, and, as of 
March 23, 20 18, all MED FAIRS data for the MMASS Contract and its two predecessors 
has been successfully entered into FAIRS. Hence, the evidence on record shows that 
MED complied with all reporting requirements under the FMR. Moreover, because MED 
has now submitted all FAIRS reporting data, 1vIED and the MMASS Contract are fully 
compliant with FMR reporting requirements for the management of aircraft. llms, upon 
consulting with INUA and GSA, MED took aflinnative steps in ensur ing that the 
MMASS Contract mission infonnation was entered into FAIRS as required by the FMR. 
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P. THE DEP ARTME T PROPERLY JUSTIFIED THE USE OF CAS IN ACCORDANCE 
WITH 41 CFR.§ 102-33 A D 0MB CIRCULAR A-126. THE MMASS CONTRACT 
EXCEEDED ALL SAFETY REQUIREME TS, AND THE DEPARTMENT 
SUl3STANTIALLY COMPLIED WITII APPLICABLE AVIATION POLICY AND 
GUIDA CE 

P.1. Summary: 111e DlvlAR states that that the Depru1ment violated 41 CFR §102-33 and 
0MB Circulru· A-126, spccilically that " MED did not justify the use of commercial air
craft in lieu ofGovemment-owned aircraft, determine the cost effectiveness of the aircraft 
program, or accumulate aircraft program costs following the procedures defmed in the 
"U.S. Government Aircraft Cost Accounting Guide." The OMAR also takes the view that 
MED did not establish Fight Progrrun Standards ru1d did not perfonn the required over
sight to ensure that the Contractor was meeting these standards. From the Department 's 
perspective, ensuring the safety of Department personnel transported aboard MMASS 
Contract aircraft is of utmost importance to the Department. Review of the contract and 
the adoption of more rigorous 14 CFR Part 135 requirements shows that services under 
the MM ASS Contract are held lo safety standards and maintenance requiremenL5beyond 
those required by other Department Federal Aircraft. TI1e MMASS Contract exceeds 
safety requirements prescribed in the Federal Aviation Regulations (14 CFR), as well as 
the Federal Management Regulations (FM R) (41 CFR). As required by the FMR, these 
safety requirements are unambiguously incorporated into the MMASS Contract where 
the contract clearly articulates an affirmative requirement by the Contractor to operate in 
accordance with the standards set forth in 14 CFR Part 135. With respect to cost analysis. 
MED and AQM conducted market research to ensure that use of Conunercial Aviation 
Services (CAS) was more cost effective than use of Federal Aircraft as required by the 
FMR and 0MB Circular A- 126. Moreover, per 4 I CFR §102-33.50(a)( l), use of Federal 
Aircraft would have violated t11e FMR because of the CAS model 's superior cost and 
safety standards. Lastly, by relying on tl1e Contractor's existing (established by the FAA 
and consistent with industry best practices) quality assurance system, the Department is 
meeting the requirements set forth in FAR Part 46. 

P.2. Rules 

P.2.1.0MB A-126: Per 0MB Circular A-126(6)(b), Agencies must ensure that aviation ser
vices caimot be operated by the private sector more cost effectively, and 0MB Circular 
A-126(6)(d) states that "Agencies shall use their aircraft in the most cost effective way 
to meet t11eir requirements." Per 41 CFR §102-33.50(a)(2), Agencies are required to 
acquire CAS when Aircraft are the "optimum means of supporting your agency's of
ficial business[,]" using CAS is "safe (i.e., conforms to applicable laws, safety stand
ards. and regulations)[,) and is more cost effect ive than using Federal aircraft. aircraft 
from any other Govenunental source, or scheduled air carriers." 

P.2.2.FAA Part 135: Federal Aviation Regulations Part 135 provides Operating Require
ments for "Commuter and On Demand Operations and Rules Goveming Persons on 
Board" and establishes stringent standards for safety, training, crew testing, and 
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maintenance. Conversely, Federal Aircraft (those owned by the USG) and Govem
ment Aircraft (including CAS) - when specifically designated as perfonning a " Pub
lic Use" function - perfonn their mission outside of the scope of established F AA's 
commercial aviation safely regulations and industry best practices. 

F.u FAR Part 46: Part 46 of the Federal Acquisition Regulation prescribes "policies and 
procedures to ensure that supplies and services acquired tmder Govemment contract 
confom1 to the contract's quality and quanlily requirements." SpeciCically 48 C.F.R 
46.102(f), requires that Agencies ensure "contracts for commercial items shall rely on 
a contractor's existing quality assurance system as a substitute for compliance with 
Government inspectionf.)" 

P.3. Application 

P.3.1.0MB A-126: TI1e OMAR states that " MED did not justify the use of commercial air
craft in lieu of Govemment-owned aircraft." At the time of award, the Department 
conducted market research to ensure that use of CAS was more cost effective than use 
of Federal Aircraft as required by the FMR and 0MB Circular A-126. On July 28, 
2014, M directed MED to establish the first MMASS Contract to allow the Department 
to maintain its operations in West Africa using the urgent and compelling circum
stances exception to CICA's competition requirement. The first MMASS Contract had 
a period of performance of August 7, 2014. to Fcbrnary 6, 2015. Dctwccn the time of 
the first MMASS Contract award and the second MMASS Contract award, MED and 
AQM conducted market research, to include consultation with INU A. At this time., 
MED received a cost estimate for a federal Aircraft model (even though it lacked a 
teclmical approach to the biocontainment portion of the mission). To meet MED's 
requested perfonnance parameters in tenns of response and capability, the Federal 
Aircraft Model cost estimate required two aircraft, 58 full-time equivalent (FTE) po
sitions, and either: (I) for Dakar, Senegal, a total first-year cost of $21,455,623.58, 
with recuning annual costs at $18,557,798.23; or (2) for Monrovia, Liberia, a total 
first.-ycar cost of $22,656,235.96, with recurring atmual costs at $19.797,492.43. l.n 
contrast, the annual CAS cost model was $12M per year. Because the Federal Aircraft 
model's cost was not as cost effective as CAS, and because the Federal Aircraft model 
lacked key safety standards (compared to CAS operating with appropriate FAA Part 
135 and biocontainment STC), use ofCAS was both more cost effoctive and saferthan 
Federal Aircraft for this mission requirement. In making its decision regardi11g support 
to Mission Somalia, the M sta ff collected cost estimates from both I UA (Federal 
Aviation Service) and MED (Commercial Aviation Service) in making its decision. 

P.32. FAA Part 135: Because missions contemplated under the MMASS Contract are con
ducted as civil aircraft subject to the requirements of 14 CFR Part 135, the Department 
has satisfied the requirements for CAS Flight Program Standards under the FMR. Of
ficials from both the GAO and the ational Transportation Safety Board (NTSBi5 

have encouraged agencies to adopt the more stringent commercial standards to govem 
their aviation operations. In a report to Congress. GAO acknowledged Part 135 Stand-
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ards as "significantly 
above" those pre
scribed by the Inter
agency Committee for 
Aviation Policy (ICAP) 
and praised the Federal 
Aviation Administra
tion's (FAA) decision 
to apply the more rigor
ous Part 135 standards 
for their Government 
Aircraft operations.56 

As the USG's experts 
on the regulation and 
management of air
craft, the FAA's Right 
Program Standards 
(available at FAA Or
der 4040.27 "Right 
Program Standards') 
make clear that the 
FAA's policy with re
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spect to Flight Program Standards is to ensure consistency "with the highest equivalent 
operational and maintenance requirements under Title 14 of the Code of Federal Reg
ulations (14 CFR) (e.g., 14 CFR parts ... 135 ... )."(Note. Adherence to 14 CFR Part 
135 standards incorporates by reference the standards at 14 CFR Parts 43, 61, 63, and 
91 as applicable). 

F.3.2.1. From the Department's perspective, there appears to be confusion in the DMAR 
with respect to the requirements for federal aircraft and CAS operating under civil 
aviation authority. Unlike CAS conducting civil aviation operations, federal air
craft operate in an unregulated environment as they exist outside the civil aviation 
system and are not subject to the same level ofscrutiny applied to CAS conducting 
civil aviation operations. 57 This is why the Department requires that Government 
Technical Monitors (GTM) be placed at every location where federal aircraft are 
being operated. The adoption of more rigorous 14 CFR Part 135 requirements 
shows that services under the MMASS Contract are held to a recognized safety 
standard and established maintenance requirements beyond those required for fed
eral aircraft. Further, by operating as CAS, the Contractor is subject to both sched
uled and unscheduled inspections described below. Thus, the same requirement 
for anon-sight GTM to monitor day-to-day operations under the MMASS Contract 
is not needed. In fact, A/LM and A/LM/OPS confirmed at the June 5, 2018 Exit 
Briefing that this is the standard for operators conducting regulated civil aviation 
operations under the Federal Aviation Regulations. 
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F.l.2.2. By holding the MMASS Contractor to stringent 14 CFR Part 135 standards as an 
international carrier, the Contractor is also accountable by reference lo relevant 
sections of 14 CFR 91, International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) stand
ards, and applicable foreign-government aviation law, thus satisfying all fl ight 
Program Standards described in the FMR. As a commercial aviation service oper
ating under 14 CFR Part 135 and working internationally, the MMASS Contractor 
is subject at any time lo inspection by the host national Civil Aviation Authority. 
Under Article 83 of the Convention on lntemational Civil Aviation, the FAA trans
fers control of Government oversight while the aircraft is outside the U.S., allow
ing foreign civil auU1orities authorization lo perfonn no-notice "ramp check" in
spections of the aircraH and crew. Foreign civil authorities have perfonned these 
inspections at least five times over the past two years, without a single serious 
infraction. By treaty, the f AA receives and logs any infractions or reports via of
ficial correspondence should an incident occur. Additionally, section C.2.2.3 of 
Ute MMASS Contract requires the Contractor to maintain accreditation through 
either the Conm1ission on Accreditation of Medical Transpo1t Systems (CAMTS) 
or the ational Accreditation Alliance of Medical Transport Applications 
(NAAMTA). l11e Contractor maintains both. Each requires a thorough and inde
pendent cx'tcmal audit on a three-year cycle. The Contractorunderwent audits from 
both organizations during the MMASS period ofperfonnance without deficiency. 
l11ese ce1tifications are held, and repo1ts are received, at no cost to the taxpayer. 
Finally, the MMASS Contractor is accredited by the Air Mobility Conunand Com
mercial Airlift Review Board (CARB), requiring a complete review of mainte
nance, operations, safety, and quality lasting several days. l11e MMASS Contrac
tor completed their biarnrnal CARB accreditation visit on March 15, 2018. without 
a single deficiency and at no additional cost to U1e taxpayer. 

F.3.3.FAR Pat1 46: While the MMASS Contract contemplates limited non-commercial ser
vices, the core medical evacuation and passenger transport aviation services are com
mercial in nature and the f AR requires the USG to utilize quality assurance systems 
consistent with commercial practicc.58 By leveraging the existing quality assurance 
system that is required by U1c Contractor per the Contract tcnns, the Depa1tmcnt is in 
compliance with FAR Part 46 which requires that an Agency "rely on a con1rac1or·s 
existing quality assurance system." 
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c. MEDHASQUALIFIEDPERSO EL TO CO DUCT CO 1TRACTOVERSIGHT AND 
WITH THE REQ ISrTE AVIATION EXPERTISE TO MANAGE T HE UNIQUE 
MMASS MISSION SET 

0 .1. ummary: 'I11e DMAR stales that "dcliciencics occurred, in part, because MED is not 
prepared to oversee a flight program and is not versed in aviation regulations and 
requirements. For example, MED lacks contract oversight officials with aviation 
expertise. Additionally, no contract oversight o fficial has experience in operating or 
maintaining an aircraft." In light of the differences between CAS and federal aircraft 
discussed above, and the qualifications noted below, the Department believes that MED 
personnel have the required expertise and proven competency to administer the MMASS 
Contract. 

0.2. Rule: FAR 1.102-4 explains that the acquisition team must be empowered to make deci
sions within their areas of responsibil ity and that team members must be prepared Lo per
fom1 the fimctions and duties assigned. Accord 14 FAH-2 H-146 (the Program Office 
COR and CO must work synergistically lo ensure that technical and contractual require
ments are successful). Per FAR Part 7. 10 1 and FAR Part 7.104, the planner in the require
ments office is responsible for developing the acquisitions strategy with the concurrence 
of the CO, and working with an integrated procurement team of other team members in 
the fiscal, legal, and technical fie ld to plan and execute an acquisitions plan. According 
to 14 FAM 222. l (c) such acquisition planning is initiated by the requirements office and 
per 14 FAM 222(1) requiri11g offices arc responsible for planning tl1e e>.1cnt of contract 
administrative support to ensure effective contract management. According to 14-FAH-
2 H-124.1 the contracting officer 's representat ive is an individual from the requirements 
o ffice. 14 FAH-2 H-11 0 defines Lhe quali lications of a COR, with 14 FAH-2 H-1 11 ex
pll1i11i11g that CORs are "critically important to the success of the Department's mission" 
and serve as "Program office representatives who develop the requirements of tile office 
and who later serve as Lhe CORI .j" 111e lirst requiremenl for any COR is tl1al tl1ey possess 
"sufficientexpertise in the contract subject matter to be able to provide teclmical direction 
and to detem1ine whetl1er the contractor is providing confom1ing goods and services." 
Per J 4 FAH-2 H-143.2, CORs should be nominated by the Program Office on the basis 
of their: (1) assignment and training history; (2) work experience; (3) licensing; and (4) 
certifications. 
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G.3. Application 

G.3.1. Aviation Expertise and Certifications: The MMASS Contract COR previously 
served as a U.S. Army flight crew and flight engineer instructor, and recently com
pleted a combat tour in Iraq as a qualified crewmember, flight surgeon, and member 
of the command team for a Combat Aviation Brigade. He is currently a qualifiedrated 
crewmember in the U.S. Army on the LUH-72, the CH-47, and the UH-60 helicopter. 
He has served as a qualified aviation crewmember for the Onondaga County Sheriffs 
Department, flying under 14 CFR Part 9 I, served as the aviation program manager for 
a helicopter transport company in New York 
operating under 14 CFR Part 135, and served 
as the overall program manager for a com
bined fixed-and-rotor-wing medical evacua
tion service flying under 14 CFR Part 135 
regulation in Pennsylvania. 

G.3.i. Medical Technical Expertise and Train
ing: Medically, the MMASS COR holds a 
Medical Doctorate from the MCP Hahne
mann School of Medicine in Philadelphia, 
PA, is board certified in Emergency Medi
cine and subspecialty boarded in Emergency 
Medical Services with a focus in long dis
tance critical care transport, and holds a Mas
ter' s in Business Administration from Au
burn University. The MMASS COR has held 
academic appointments at Drexel University, 
Temple University, and Harvard University 
School of Medicine. The MMASS COR has 
extensive experience in managing interna
tional aviation and medical evacuation oper
ations within the U.S. military, the Depart
ment of State, and in support ofinternational 
non-governmental organiz.ations. 

G.n Medical Support to Security and Crisis 

Contracting Officer's Representative 
(COR) of the Year for Fiscal Year (FY) 

2016. 
The MMASS Contract COR •was s~ ected 
from an ini:>ressive field of a canddates, 
representmg posts from 5 regional bu
reaus and 3 functional bureaus. The selec-
tion corrrrn ttee was impressed with [his) 
agile, creative leadership and remarkable 
success m admni stering numerous h1gh
visibility, high-cost aid high-risk coo tracts 
supporting the Bureau ofMedical Serv1ees, 
Directorate of Operational Medici ne . . 
[The MMASS CORI served as COR of the 
coritract that secured the only MEDEVAC 
asset in the wortd that was capable of 
traisportmg Ebola stncken patients from 
West Afnca to the United States or Europe. 
Under his leadership the contract operated 
<:Ner 40 Ebola related fluj1ts, Y.flich were 
some of the: most complicated flights in 
the hlJtory of aviation as th ere was 
w::,rld-¥11de hysteria Ot/er Ebola being 
spread gobaly. Ultimat~y thousands of 
hves were saved. ... .AJI this wtule, he was 
overseeing all medical emergency ixepa
edness operauons. Moreover he also 
made 1t a prionty to esta:ilish w-itten ac
Q.Jis1tion standad operating proced.Jres. 

- 16 STATE 114366 

Response Operations: The MMASS COR's relevant work experience related to se
curity medical support is well documented, having started his career as an Army flight 
crew member and paratrooper and rising tluough the ranks to become a battalion and 
brigade surgeon - including two combat tours as a battalion surgeon in support ofan 
infantry battalion engaged in combat operations - earning the Combat Medical Badge 
for providing care while engaged in direct armed conflict. The MMASS COR served 
over 4 years as the Deputy Command Surgeon within a unit of the Joint Special Op
erations Command, with primary responsibility for planning, resourcing, and manag-
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ing complex commercial aviation support to evacuations from politically sensitive lo
cations around the world. The M MASS CORhas over twenty years ofrelevant medi
cal and operational military service with 3 combat tours in Iraq and awards thatinclude 
the Joint Meritorious Service Medal and the Bronze Star. Since entering seivice with 
the Department of State, the MMASS COR has led the development and integration 
of medical and aviation support operations to real contingency operations in Bujum
bura, Bangui, Tripoli, Sana' a, Mogadishu, Juba, Niamey, and others, as well as highly 
sensitive personnel recovery operations in Syria, Russia, and North Korea. 

G.3.4. Contracting: The MMASS COR holds both Federal Acquisitions Certification as a 
Contracting Officer's Representative at the highest level (FAC-COR Level 3),59 and 
Federal Acquisitions Certification in Contracting (FAC-C Level 1) .60 The COR was 
recognized publicly by President Barack Obama on February 11 , 2015, for his expert 
management of this contract, and was recognized as the U.S. Department of State' s 
Contracting Officer's Representative of the Year in 201 6 for his work on this con
tract.61 All told, the MMASS CORpossessed 
over a decade ofaviation experience prior to 
being designated as the COR for the 1 w ant to thanl: tht (MMASS CO R] andtht tntirt 

Stat, Dtpart~nt medical ttam for all that thtyMMASS contract, and has provided direct 
do to l:ttp our worldorct, and Americans around 
tht world, Jlft and hu lthy,As many ofyou know, 
(tht MMASS CORJ was a kty player 1n tht U.S.

and comprehensive program management on 
this contract for its entire 42 month history. Gwt mmtnt rtsponst to tht 20 14 Ebola outbreak 

in We,tAfnca{,) ... ITht MMO.$S CORI aho recently 
won tht State Department Contr acting Officer 
Rt prtstntatilt!c of tht Ytar award. You may bt 
wondering how an accomplished doctor camt to 

G.4. Conclusion: The DMAR reasons that current 
win a contracting IW'ard, [pauHI Well as aruult 
of his lud,rship and , xp,rt contract manag,

MED officials are unqualified based on a lack 
of technical expertise to justify their recom mt nt skills, ... [ht) made owr 35 Ebola-reh1;ted 

MEOEVAC flights pouib lt, an 1~0,ont elem,ntmendation to transfer program management to 
of the mtunational response that saved thou

another bureau. However, the Department sub sands of IM:s.. 

mits that careful review of the technical qualifi Deputy Sf:criehry 

cations of MED personnel demonstrates differ HutherHigginbottom 

ently. To date, current MED personnel possess 
necessary credentials, certifications, and experi-
ence and are qualified to manage the MMASS 
Contract (with a proven 3-yea.r track record of success). Moreover, the occupational, 
preventive, and remedial medical care expertise necessary to execute the medical aspects 
of the MMASS Contractare clearly and inextricably tied to delegations of authority (legal 
and professional) to MED and for which MED has the responsibility - both legally and 
professionally as healthcare practitioners - to ensure that they are successfully executed. 
Finally, the synchronization between deployment of crisis response personnel and the 
backhaul of injured and other non-essential personnel remains critical to overall mission 
success, and the unique qualifications of the current MMASS COR provides the Depart
ment with a single holistic view ofevolving aviation requirements at the time of execu
tion. 
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1Aulhoritalh·c Rctommendations and Lessons L-camcd: 

Report 
LMsons le.imed 

or Event 

Recommendation 1: The Department must strengthen security for personnel and platforms beyond tra-
ditional reliance on host government security suppo't in h;gh rislc, hig h thrcat1 posts, The Department 
should urgently review the proper balance between acceptable risk and e><pected outcomes in high risk. 
high threat areas. While the answer cannot be to refrain from operating in such environments, the Depart-
ment must do so on the basis of having: 1) a defined. attainable, and prioritized m·ssion; 2) a clear-eyed 

Bengharl ARB assessment of the risk and costs involved; J) a comm'tmcnt of sufficient resources to m,tigatc these costs 
and risks; 4) an explicit acceptlncc of those costs and risks that cannot be mitigated; and 5) constant at-
tention to changes in the situation, including when to le:,vc and perform the mission from o distance. The 
United States mu<t be self-rerant and enterprising in dcve'oping alternate security platforms, profiles, and 
staffing footprints to address such realities. Assessments must be made on a case-by-case basis and re-
oeated as circumstances chanoe. 

Finding S I Recommendation 1: Where adequate security Is not available, the Department of State should 
be prepared to evacuate or close diplomatic facilities under the highest threa~ as It has In recent years in 
Sana'a, Yemen, and Damascus, Syria. 
Finding 71 Recommendation 1: lt is imperative that t ho State Dcp;,rtmc~ DoD, and the IC work together Senate Select Committee 
to Ide tify and priontfze the largest gaps In coverage for tt,e protection of U.S. diplomatic. mllitery. and on tnt@llgance Repon: 
intelligence personnel in the North Africa reg on and other h"gh•threat posts around the world. The .small 
number of U.S.military resources devoted to tne vast andoften ungoverned North African landscape makes 
it unlikely t hat DoD ,.an respond in short periods to all potential crises across North Africa. DoD cannot 
always provide help tn an emergency, U.S. personnel on the ground must make alternative plan,; to evaw • 
ate in the event of /!In attack or ff lntellioence ind'.cates that 3n attack ls imminent 

Bengharl Independent Recommendation #31: The Department should provide OS with the ncccss.,ry Inter-agency agreements 
Panel on Best PractkM RQ- ,,nd contr3Ct resources for .Jirlift c.ap..,,bility for OS' cmt:rgcncy rcwonsc tc~ilm from the Office of Mobile 

DOit Securitv OePl""""'nts. similar to the best practice used bv the FBl 's HRTand the De<>artment's ov,n FEST. 
Agencies on the gr0Ut'ld need to plan for st.'Jndby military support before a u isil'i in h:gh threat environ-
ments. induding where feasible support from U.S. allies. In add'tion, the coordinating body should provide 
for a specific mechanism to know and understand assets and capabilities actually available at any given 
time. 
When sufficient Internal resources arc not. available, staffing for a ORF should be clearly coordinated In 
advance with potential responders. Planning should also provide for support and a definitive tlmeframe for

TIie House Select Commit-
response from other U.S. govemment resources such as Mobile Security Detachments. Site Security Teams 

tee Report on Benghazi 
or Fleet Antiterrorism Support Teams IFASll. When U.S. govemment assets are not avallab'e. planning 
should consider whether contractors mloht orov;de enhanced cacabilitv. 
Mllit3ry planners should review current and hJf\;re operational planning to prevent re-c:urre-nce of specific 
operational issues identified in the response to the Benghazi attack~ (Including ... ) Ensure that aircraft 
,1ll9ncd with response forces maintaln the abirty to rncct specified timclincs contJincd in the rc!cvant con· 
ccot olans or oocrations o!ans. 
Recommendation S. The Department of Stete should work closely with the Department of Defense to Im-

Report of the ARB -
prove proc.Ntures in mobilizing aircraft and adequate crews to provide more rapid, effective assistance tnBombings of the US Em• 
times of emergency, cc.pcciaUy in medic.al cvaruations resulting from mas!li casva!ty situation~ The Depart-

bassJes in Nairobi and Oar 
mcnt of State should explore as well, choltNing commercial aircraft to transport personnel and equipment es Salaam 
to cmcrocncv sites, if nec~s.,rv to suoo!cmcnt Dcoortmcnt of Defense aircraft. 

J f AR Sub1>•1 6. I "'Full a 1d Opt11 Compc1iIiot1." 
>Sole Saur.-. Authority Uphdd: s,, •·& •-'Y World•ftk Airli,,,.s, Iii<. v. U,li1Ld Sinus, 264 F.3d 1071, 1065-86 (F<d. Cir. 2001) (oole 5<l<rt<) (sole 
sOU"te air trausport award upht'ld "11ft"C USPS r«ognized "pie,:emcal systffll" not COil efficimt and rational basis for "single rania"" wid1 shared-lin}.Hf 
al.ro M1111,rqf: Bri,"'1,,m,1 J1utr1111i,11Js. 1111:.• 2007 U.S. C<mp. GCIL LEXIS 186. 'I. 2007 Canp. G<n Proc. Oct. PIBII (COIJ1l. Gen. October 15. 2007) 
(aolc: source) (upholding sole source: for purposes ofwuidwdiu.tion arid saf<:ty liCTO!fS the- nuf."lcar- i.ubrnarint- n,,1); .sre uisq 111 re Unil.rvn LP. 2012 U.S. 
C'-TIP· Oen. t EXIS 237, •t, '2012 Con11>. (;en. Proc.. Ott. PU7 (Cmip. Gen. Augu...t 14, 2012) (soJe S011ft'e) (upholdiug .sole to.rte for highly $p«inli1,cd 
equipmall and tl1erofarc die ag<ncy'• d«i, ion w,. r...mablc); fY....!l!!l Jlbr,r oJ- l'NAm .. LLC. 2017 U.S. Comp. 0<,1. LEXIS 385. 'I (Cm,p, <lffl. 
December lZ 201 7)(sole soll"cc) (upholdingsole source \'-11cre award to any othersourtt' would likely cause substantial cost d~licat.ion. and unacceptable 
delay, in fulfilling tli< ag<ncy'• r,quircomli) 
'S,,al<Q FAR§ 4302-l (•X2);sual,o 10 U.S.C. 2304(CXI). 
I Sol• Source Anlhortly (One R<'l>Onsible Se>o-ce) Upheld: Su, , .g., AgurtaWe.tt/mrlN. Am., /11c. v. U,wed,9/ms, 8SOF.3<1 1326, 1332 (Fed Cir. 2018) 
(sole sourc.c) (one rt'El)onsiblc 1otRC) (ovaruli1g triaJ court finding Ami)' CO's sole 1owct'rllionalt' rcuonabk bccau!c ofaibstantial costd~lication � id 
uuact<J)l&ble d<lays. also dn1)'if18 proltstar's ar&1.u11au eonccmiog « der iu "1iicl1 Agency J&A approval< Wert obtftin<d): ~Blue Dot 1/ii,rgyCo. v. 
(.;i,iJ~d St<Us. Ii9 F. App'x 4() (Fed. Cir-. 2006) (solr wt..cc) (onr rupon!liblc soun::c) (11pholdi11g sole source where CJflly onr ~CJOsiblr .1:eurcc foe-waste 
disposal scrvic~ held therequired certificate required under Washingt<lO State Law 10 pcrfonn needed ~dies); ,!!!....!!l:!!l3J,gle .~rew Comprtss(JI", Inc. v. US 
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D,p't o/No>y, 791 F. Supp. 7, 7 (D.0 .C. 1992) (<Ole ro..-re) (one r«p<>nsible soorce) (upholding sole rource "1- mly one r,spon,ible ,ourre, Aurora. 
could provide tbc ttcttssay COCA tcc-hnolc:,zy, whereas U1c: proteslor did not eva1 know what COCA w~); .we d.ro J,rfrartruc.b,re Dr/ Tulis., LLC "'· 
U1dlrd Slales, 81 t•c:d. Cl. 3 73. 39.S (2008) (sotc 11ourtc) (m1t N.'Spomiblc1ourcc:) (upholding 10k SOUR'<' ror one rCfp(luriblc: i ourtc: and rcjccting protc<.ttor·s 
ftS!jation thlll J&.A \\'l:li overly rctlriclivc, noting co•, ttct i0t1, arc prnumpti,•dy proper and dctennination of1wocurctncnl needs and be1t approach mttllcn 
of brood 11gency discretion~ ·"' 111.ro KSD, lit<. v. U,tiud S1aus, 72 Fed. Cl. ~ (2006) (sole l!Ol.rcc) (one re,ponsible ' """e) (upholding govemme111'• 
decisioo tojustify the ~olc srurre procurement bucd upon it lack of lcchnK'al dal:a rightK pcrtaini-1.8 to the ''Fat Boy" iitnip pack~ lfi..JJHSl A1arur ofWSI 
Corp.• 198.l U.S. Comp. Ga,. LEXIS 138. • t, 8.l-2 Cc.rip. Ga, Proc. 0cc. I'o26 (Comp. Gm 0.."<<mb<r 04. 198$) (sok •our«) (out r<11>a1"ibk ,ourcc) 
(upholding sole 101.rrc WMtt cw1ty one ,i:ourcc could iarisfy agency ntttbi orprq>llr11LOI')' work and opera1iou siervictS by the requittd rfo.c); sn ni.ro ht rr 
Atro. Hllf/'1/ &SJppon. hie., 1986 U.S. Comp. Gen. LEXIS 879, •t, •3.5, 86-2 Comp. Gm . Pro<. Dec. P38 (Comp. Gen. July 07. 1986) (,olesource) (one 
respoosible iOll'te) (upholdi1g iOle ,;c,,irre "'i1erc agmcy neithcir had Jl('('C'Ssar)' data or wffirfrnt time fct' coc1ll)tt.itive prororcment)', ~ J.,brJer qf 
Jol•1J011 Hl,g'g & Mail"-. 1987 U.S. Con-.,. Gen. Lll:XIS 130. 'I. 87-2 Comp. Ga,. Proc. O«. 1'544 (Coo-.,. Gm. O«anbcr 03. 1987) (sole source) (one 
rupousible source) (upholdi11g tole iourcc where 0t1ly one toorce !us propm111ry sofhva~ righB requir«l to perform Lhe con1rac-1)', .,,,. nlsoAlt11uq/Turbo 
J\ f«lt, !tr., 1988 U.S. C01111>, 001. LEXIS 11 561 • t, 88-2 Co~. OcrL Proc. Ott. P299 (C<-111>. Go,. Septcmbo- 29, 1988) ($Ole 10Urcc) (Ql1e respauiblc 
&ourtse) {t4>holding solt iOl.l'C'C niltfe mty me res1>«1sible iO\l'Ce has arcc:ss to terlv1iraJ data n«c:sswy required to a('C:Cfn:plish pcrfronance); ~ 
HJJttr oj,l·ktNJr Conu11t111J. Corp., 1989 U.S. Comp. Gen. LEXIS 1001, • t , 89-2 Cot,-.,.Oro. Proc. 0cc. 1'235 (Coo-.,. Gen. S<:ptanbcr 15, 1989) ("'1c 
!iourt'C) (ate respon11iblc sourc-e) (Siok iOUrtc award upheld when: protClilLT f11ilcd lo show th11l iit.TVKCS cxtt(.'(kd itopc of sok 1ourtc jU:itific:atim and 
protes.;tcr nd: able to t how USG acted unr·c1u0t!Jlbly); Ja..Ji,rQA¼lJJr.r qfA,fuM SqfrtyApplitJ1rr..r Co.. 1989 U.S. Comp. GaL LEX1$ 121, •1 . 89-1 Cm". 
Oen. Proc. ()c,c. P127 (Comp. Oen. Fcbntary 08. 1989) (liOlc source) (a1e ro,ponsiblesC1.irce) (sole soorce aw.1rd upheld where Agency acted reasonably and 
notwiU,>tandu,g minor tcclmical dcf«t in J&A); ~Mater'IfAlli<~g,,d hie.• 1992 U.S. Coo-.,. Gen LEXIS 578, •1 , •10.11, 92•1 Comp. Gm. 
Proc. Der. P46I (Comp. G,n. May 21, 1992) (irnle iQ\l'te) (mt rffl)msible sol.l't!e) (upholditgiolc- iOllft't' \\i1ere 8""Td to any otht'r source would rCliult in 
substantial duplic•iai of«>il): sr, ai.,o.l-111:terq/lmperl<i Too//1,g &A-f/g.• 1992 U.S. Comp. Gen. LEXIS 1370, •1. 9:Z.2 Comp. Gm Proc. D«. 1'436 
(C(Xnp. Oen, Ottanbc:r23, 1992) (&Ole iOUrtC) ( Cl)C' ~l)onsiblt!K>Urt'C) (upholding sole tourtewhctt on ly one source was cap&ble of providing in� ncdiately 
wi:able, f11lig11c t.c~cd yoke-$ giva1 agency ' s nilic11I !!tock shortage); ~ Matter of: Servo Corp. ofAm., 1992 U.S. Cmlp. Gen J.EXIS 383, •1.2, 92.J 
Comp. Gm. Proc. Dec. P322 (Comp. Gm. Mare:h 3 1, 1992) (to~ s011rce) (one rttponsible 5()Urcc) (upholding sole soiree wt,ere only one .s0tne could 
mwly itan indaimt time due lo criliral lime constn1:i1ts):~.Matero/A,twec/JS)!r. Corp., 1993 U.S. Cotnp. Ocn. LEXIS 621, • 1. 93~1 Ca11p. Gm. 
Proc. O«. P,00 (COmp. Gm J..,e 29. 1993) (sole S'"-orec) (one responsible soun:c) (upholding sole so..-cc \\lla'C mb•a ,e sourte po,sc,scd Ll,e required 
equipment necessary to 1n«t d1I!' agency's needs):.,,,, nl.ro A•kilr.r qfA.fd'IW,rl Dy1,amonw.tl'.I' &- E1,;'g Co. , 199,:1 U.S. COnlJ>. Gm. LEXJS 73.S. •1, ~·2 
Comp. Gen. Proc. Dec. P'JI (Comp. Gm. September 02, 1994) (aole source) (one responsible source) (uphold ing sole source where only one IOUrce could 
fumi,h a dynamoon<ler ,;ystcm U13t would meet Ll,. ~e,,cy'rnc«ls): ~M •llt,rq/Sb'.MCOR. JJ1c.. 1998 U.S. Comp. Gei,. Ll:XIS 281, • I. 98-2 con.,. 
Gm. Proc. Dec. P43 (Comp. Gm. July 23. 1998) (sole source) (a1e responsible sc1.11·rc) (upholding Mlle SOlB'C'C whtrc only ooc source: could med agency's 
"88ftuivc diuovtty 11chedulc); ·""'- tJi.ro ,A,faui,r q/A·kKUSOt1 Ault.mHilrJ,1 ~ -, 2003 U.S. Comp. Gtn. LC>..1S 11 , *I, 2003 Corup. Oen. Proc:. Ott. P2tl 
(Comp. Gen. Jiuuaary 14, 2003) ($Ole source) (one responsible source) (sole 1011:rte 11ward for one f"CSJ)Ot1'iblt' tourc:e upheld btc-ause l.BAF' s inch1sion of 
speda] certiiiratim did noc Wlrcasonabty l'C$ltict compttidon and, even if three ('haractc'fi stics were \ltreasonablc, flf'Sl factor was rc-asmable and rendertd 
rcvicwofmnaining flortonaca,lcmic);BL1iJ!J,Ma1erl/fJl,tJ1lw111 Cc,11pa11y-/J1t,gro1edDef. 5}11. . 2008 U.S. Con-.,. Gm. LIDaS 221, • t . 2009CO,np. Gut 
J>roc;. O«. P8 (Comp. Oat. Ottcmlx:r22. 2008) (!iolc: suun-c:) (oncmponsiblc rro...-tc) (sole: 9ollrtc: award for cm:rcsvunsiblc IK>ll"t't' upheld b\."t'iUS't Navy·; 
rcasCJtably found that 0111lliplc i1WIW'(h1 would rc;ult iu subst.antial dupliucion ofcost flOl cxp«led 10 be rccovettd through CQrnpet.iLiat aud wCM.1ld rc~sult in 
1tt1acceptable delay,):,,,, fllroMattr of. T-lrC .s.}>s., 2008 U.S. Coo-.,. Gm. LEXIS 278, •t , 200!1 Comp. (';en. Proc. Dec. P195 (Comp. Gen. October 23, 
2008) (sole fOUrfc) (me m:ponsiblc so.nc) (upholdi11g sole soorrc \\11e·rc only one ,oorce could be immediately installed to mcc-t agcncy'1 need);~ 
Man,roJ- Clli. Dr:,u Co.. 2009 U.S. Comp. Gm. LEXIS 2j9, •t. 2009 Comp. Gm. l'roc. 0cc. 1'2l3 (Canp. Gm. Dttanbcr 08. 2009) (,olc ,our«) (one 
~vousible 10tar<-e) (upholdingiole $()t.lf('c where only e11c rnponsible soon:ecan provide a flatv,·ork ironCTmeetingtJ1eAga1cy's nttds and where prd~tor 
h.a, not idt:nrified .a model that c::m me.er the ~eney*s identified rcquiremems)~ .rtJ!...IJJiM.A·lattt.ro.t ,.Alliau, UC, 2014 U.S. C(ffll). Gen. t,.EXIS 384. • 1. 
2015 Comp. Gm. Proc. Dec. P58 (CcinlJ . Oen. Dccanbcr 23. 2014){fK)lcsoll"Cc) (c11craponsibh:iiourcc)(upholdingsolcsourccwt.crca1tyo11crtSponsiblc 
source wa~ viewed tn he i1ble to meet agcnc,••• requirement. to en.,urt unintemipted .service when there i5 not enough time to c-oncl11tt a competition and 
m§U'e adequate lime for • tnmition toncwcontractor): lU...!£!l, Ablter of; Ray(J1«J11 CO., 2014 U.S. Con-,. Gen. LE.XLS 175, •1 , •9.13 (Con~ . Gert June 
21l. 2014) (sole s..nc) (one responsible sourer) (~holding sole ,...-cc ,.i,cre aw..-d to any othtT source would cwsc duplicotion of roat.s ond delays in 
1nttting agency nc~); _.,,, ol.\'o Ma1u q/: P~rino111. Propultim, Sy.s:. , LLC, 201 S U.S. Con". Grn. LEXIS 112, • 1, 2015 Con11>- Gen. Proc-. Dec. Pl 19 
(Comp. Gen. M:'d'C:h 17, 2015) (sole source) (one rC:F,f)onsibJe gource) (upholdif18, solt soun::c where onty one source could satisfy the aget1cy•1 requirement 
without unacceptable delay and finding that the agmcy's actions do not re-fleet a lack of advanre planning); ffl....!Y:I!2. J.'Dller ofRco•1J,e~ 1 Co., 2017 U.S. 
Canp. Oat LEXIS 156. •1. 2017 Comp. Oro. Proc. 0cc. 1'168 (Comp. Gen. May 10. 2017) (sole source) (one mpon,iblcsomc) (upholding ,olc ....-ce 
whert: 011ly a1c rtipon~ible i1c1.1rt t, Syttcmatic:, md itach of'the RFP'i requiren1a1li , whetta!\ prol.Htor R3)'thcon'i pro(h1tl$ did not meet the $0liti1J11ion 
req11irc-rna11.J);,wr o/.,w,J\faJJr,rQJ-Giclur.rS')tr. Grp., 2017 U.S. Comp. Oen. LEXIS 143, •t, 2017 Con1). OerL Proc. Dec. Pl 78 (ComlJ. Geri, May 31. 2017) 
(sole sourt"e) (a1e ft'Sl)Oflsible scu-ce) (Ul>hold ing ,;ole sot.rct' uherc only Oil(' i oor<:C can meet Amtr's a,tide testing requircnmlt. thus making de<'i,;ion to 
issue sole source contmct ~asonable). 
' SJJ,gle ~rew Comprrs:sor. Inc. Y. Ulalf!d Sta,~ /xpt. q/Navy. 791 F. Supp. 1. 10 (D.O.C. 1992) (inlerprtting th~ id<.tdical language in co1111t.'<'lia1wiU110 
u.s.c. § 2304).
1Mt111uo/Korrmi.\billL Co., 1986 U.S. Comp. Gen. l.l!XTS 413, • 1, •4.6_ 66Comp. Gm. 12, 86-2 Cnmp. Gen. Prota Dec. P379 (Cnmp. Gen. October 02, 
1986) (total pacbgc awroach) (SBA bundlir,g or consolidMion) (total pa<~e approach •Ml b,.Mlling upheld. f,,-.1 noting deference lo ca1tracti1,g agency 
111d ftndn:lg rational bui;1 wt1a-t con»olidalion rC1ullsi in 11.'Wccd an:1ti011cosl.!l/duplicativc managerial tin,e. and improving !l')'iilan-widc pcrfonnanre by 
requiriug vcudOI" lo cover 11nalliplc loqll iau:); .rr« al.rt, Ak~IN(l/71,r,. Capti,:»1 Or., 1986U.S. COJnp, Qc,1, LEXIS 1$08, *I, • 11.1 3, 86• I Comp. Gm. Proc. 
Dec. Pl74 (Comp. Gm. Febnoory 19, 1986) (tot•I package approach) (S8A bundling or coosolidation) (upholding total pack.,ge proctrcrnent 11ncre ""~rd 
lo si1gle cantnlcta "'·ould rc:sult in ccon(lfllics ofscale to the bmdil ofthe gOYffllfnmt and enhanced fletil>ililyf. ~Inr,A&CBldg. & J,rl,u. ,uu,w. 
Corp.• 1988 U.S. Comp. Gert LEXIS 766. •1, "6-7. 88-2 Comp. Ga1. l'roc. Dec. P67 (Con-.,. Gm July 2 1. 1988) ~otal packogc opprood1) (SBA bundling 
or coosolida.ion) (101.al pack,ige xppro:ad1 11nd bmdling pl"~t'I' :111id suppc:rtul by n11ional h3$tl: (1) unific:111im ofmyriad s:nvic-c1 irrqJrovm optt111ion1; (2) 
ttduccd duplirotive managemml lime; and (3) tt<luced Admin <Olli)'. st£..J1izl_hir, CardloMtlrl.t 1993 U.S. Ccmp. Ga,. UD.1S 1 12, •I, 9.1•2 Comp. Gm. 
Pmt. 0cc. P6·1 (Comp. Gm. Augus1 O't 1993) (lttal package a11proach) (SOA btu1clling or cmsolid111im) (bmdling ofmedical n 11,1rn for nailliple clinin: 
upheld where consoliMtion rtandardiztd «dering and reduced costs :md decrcatcd proussi1,g m m): .t,r n1u, ,HOlltr qfSequcia Greta,~ Inc., 1993 U.S. 
Cm-.,. 0011. LEXIS 503. 'I.'13, 93-1 Con-.,. Ga1. Proc. Dec. P405 (Coo-.,. Gert May 24, 1993) (total package approach)(SBA bundlu,gorconsol ict.1ion) 
(t~al pac:ka3c approoch and bundling proper. ,-.itcrc consolidation ofregional rcquircn1ents enhanced O\.'Cl'all service. attracted better service provider. in
crca«d e0t1.mi1ion. and ttducfll govfflut1ent admi11istr.uiaa c-oi.u:;. Nit also /lb.tu ofBt.Jrrk.r A,,fdIJL Snv.• 1995 US. Comp. Om. LEXIS 413, •1, 9S•1 
Cornp. Gen Proc. Dec. P287 (Ca111>. Ga1. June 21 , 1995) (IOlal package approach) (SDA bundling or consolidhlion) (total package tt1'1>rood1 u1>held. gi,,cn 
"tlocrcalily" ofextra administrative ovm;ightrcquired for multipl.vmdort); ~Mm,ro/Airtral' Trawl ,ial. 2003 U.S. Canp. Ga,. LEXIS 96, •1. 
2, 2003 Con-.,. Gm. Pro<. Ott. Pl 17 (Ca,-.,. Gro. June 30, 2003) (total pa<kagc spproach) (SBA bundling or consolidation) (total packog, approoch ,.,d 
buudling propcrgiw:u legitimate n:quirancnl loco11101idat.tbrotd. gcog111phk rcquirancrU under a single procun,m:nt): .see also Maller q/Tt.umara. /11c.. 
2004 U.S. Ca1111. GaL LEXIS 143, •t . 2004 Ca,-.,. Gen. Proc. Ott. P l5 1 (Comp. Om. July 09, 2004) (sole•ororcc) (tc,al plrl:,gc approa<h) (SBA bmdl�,g 
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or consolidation) (upholding sole soorce consolidation ,,me it would m.ult in s:i8nificam rilicienctt-5 a:1d rrnvinjl,i~ and iinecessary to mttt the agency•s: 
need,); !!!..!J!N. B.H. Airuq/t Co.. f1tc. • 8-295399,2 (Comp. Gen. July 25. 2005) (total ptcloigc approach) (SBA b11idling or ca>Solidatic,1) (solc-sourte 
bu11dling upheld agcncy·a rtquin.,nall for tomolidatcd aviation logiitiC't UCC'Ciiary for military aviation rc-adirusv). 
1Ahlt:.rof: Pi~llmOlrl Propulsion~, UC, 2015 U.S. Co,np. Ga-L LEXIS 112, •2a, 2015Corrip. GctL Pr-oc~Dec. Pl 19(ConlfJ. Oen March 17, 2015). 
' Matter ofL0<khccd MMtin Sya. Integration, 2001 U.S. Comp. Gen. LEXIS 103, "28, 2001 Comp. Gen. Proc. l)ee. Pl I 0(Comp. Gen. May 25, 2001i 
••Su, , .g., Rttdrporl Aklri1N! & Pabrlcario11, B-293110.2; B-2935.56 (Canp. GaL Apr. 13, 20M) (noting tl1al "combining the two groups could make the 
rcquirttnait mart' auractive to sornc potmtiaJ biddcni, and ultimately rt:$Ull i, grntcr cw1~ctilk»1 ovc-rall"'). 
11 S,,, t.g., Rml,pon Akx:lli1N! & P1Jbrlcc610,1, B-293110.2; B-2935.56 (Comp. Gen. AJ.-. 13, 2001).
11Em,ry WorldwideAir01i,s, bic, v. U)litcdSta,.r, 49Fed a . 2 11 (2001), q/)'imH'd264 F.3d 1071 (Fed Cir. 2001 ),r,/.,aril,gtJ/dr<l1<ail,g,11bl>1edt~d; 
set dsoA1;.t Def,1ue I,,d.u,, /11c. v. U)1it,d Sate.r, 38 Fed Cl. 489, 500 (1997) (eq,laining tl1at "fw]h«< in fact 'tlie property or , crvi,es needed . . • ,... 
available from only one m:poosiblc source/ and the selling party knows d1at it i.J the only s<U'Ce. thm this cxc-c:ption i.s h•dJ)' a signiftcant dq;iarturc from 
ft1II aud open corupdilion. In 1Ct1ch a cim; if the agmcy ui-"cd co-npdilive procedurtJ and 1olicited ofT'cN: «- bick frun other Jources. 1h11t ac1 would be fl•ile 
bctau.sr the 51.1pplicr would be nwatt". in lidl�1g its price. that it \\11:j not bidding against 11ny conipctitim," Thc C01.-t firthcr clnborakd in a footnote. "[f]oll 
an open COl)1)etilton in such a case could bring benefits to the govcmmml whm the conntcling o.tlicu is not absolutely ca1ain that Qnly me responsible 
sourtc is available in d1a1. soliciting bids could prM.lcc a bid from Bil mexp«:tcd !Olftc ... 
llHvuk Sl"ippirf!, Inc .. B·194218 (Canp, Ga1, Aug. 30, 1979) (citing.lysu,in, E111,1/.,,ri1,gA.uoclaJesCo,poratlor1 B·l89260 (Ca1,p, Gen. O<L 3. 1977): 
.we. aJ.so U S. Elec1JY.1dy,1t1mia, ltte., B-403.516; 0-403516.2 (Comp. Geo. Nov. 12. 2010) (l1olding that in dd.cnniniug ii$ bta1dling n:quftn1ctlls, au i\gcflcy 
n•lif l1,1vc a reasonable ba1,:i1, fer CQ'tsolidating the requirements to med its nm:b). 
14 Virgi11/a Jilec. a,,d Po•~r Co. , B-285209; S.285209.2 (Comp. Gen Aug. 2. 2000) (A• the GAO has cxplai1ed. ''\,1,crc an agency res,a,ably doc, not 
anticipate that it will rec-rive con1>eci1ion for all ofili~quimncnti ifit solicili sq.nntc-ly forth em,. it property may combine them i"t a s:ingle proctnmmt'j 
" Wil Au«.s. < United Satu, 62 Fed CL 657,662 (2004); A.Bl' FrelR/11 .s}~.• 11'<. •· U,1Ued St,-u, 55 Fed. Cl. 392.409 n.13 (2:003) ~'11,c law is well• 
il:<.1.lkd that the drtcnni11at.ion of ra1 agaK)•' • prortrm1cnt nttdil and the Met mtthod f<r ac-cannodatin.g diem arc rnal.ltn primarily with the agcncy'fl 
dit o-ct.KK1.") (."'An ugency '1 dcciii;ion in ddcnni-,ing i~ necm .. is a mailer witJ1ii Uic b.-oad di.tadion ofngcncy officials(.)") 
" Em,ry Worldwide AirliJ,,s, 11,c, >t U)illdS/nll,r, 261 l'.3d 1071, 1065 (Fed. Cir. 200l )((Jl1oting Oli:em., Pr<Stn~ Ovt/1011 Parh Vo/p,, 401 U.S. 402, 
415, 91 S. Ct. 814. 28 L.Ed.2d 136 (1971)) (In awarding a 1ole-SOU1"<cronlnict, ., '!!fflcy'1 action i, entitled to• "prC1"1n,pli011 ofrcgularityf.r); .,,, aLro 
11,)astnlt'h1r, Deftm• 1-«hs.. UC v. U1iitd Sttes, 81 fed. Cl. .!7'. 393 (2008) (A "cool1'lcting ollic1r·s dtc~io,,. arc prtS\anptively proper."). 
11 /nip,ua C<J1utnd(Jl1i ~Qf1L Donwuko Gan-fl "· Unb.rdStnlLs.138 F.3d 1324, 1332 (Fed. Cir-. 2001). 
11Agust,,We.rlfnndN. Am., Ille. ,,. U)1iled$at<s, 880 F.3d 1326, 1332 (Fed, Cir. 2018). 
" Matttrof tAllia11, LLC. 2014 U.S. Comp. Gen. L£XIS 3:W. •10. 2015 Cornp. Gm Proc. Dec. P.lS (Canp. Gen. December 23. 201 4)
'°U.S. Eltrtro</y1m,l<s, /11C.. B-403516: B-403516.2(Cor,-.,. Gen. Nov. 12. 2010) 01olding that i1 ddamining ii. bundling r<quiremall>. an agency must 
hav1e a reason~le bll$ii for eor1$0lidal Ing lhr rrquffma1u to mttt ii~ nttc:1$) (citing B.ll Ai.rcrq/1. Co., /uc., 8-29,U99.2 (Ccrnp. Om. July 25. 2005); Tul
•""'< /11t:., 8,293221.2 (Ca 11J>. G<n. July 9, 200!)). 
11 See, t .g., Mattcr ofMTU MainL c .. , . Ltd., 2015 U.S. Conll). Gen. LEXIS 161. •11, 2015 Conll). Gen. Proc. Dec. Pl79 (Cm-.>, Gen. June09, 2015) 
n 2018 Annual Rtvicw ofDisca!tS Pri«itizcd under the Rdtarch and Ocvtlopma\t Blucprint, W«ld Health Organizalion. 
» Within HHS. NIAID iri Ott kad domm.k propw1mt for civilian biodcfc.nse. 
"4 World I Jeallh Organi1,atiougdJ n=ady for 'Disease X' (iwailable onliue at: http~:/Jwww.('r1tLranf20(~03112Jl191lth!di~ta<tt;X•hhu;r.cint•\...tlnlir,dg,h1n·11) 
" Public Law No: 115• 14 I, Sectioo 4 (m,.,,...,.ing explanal~ <101emcn1. Congressional Record - llou,e March 22, 2018, page J-11853} 
:»The Biological Wc-apon,Can,-a1tion at a Q-ossroadi . Broddngs institute. Bonnie Jenkins (9/6/1 7)(ava.ilablconlinc at: bttp,r(Jwww brookingtt cdufblog/q• 
dtt·fmn·ehMfl017/09/06'Jhe:l.'liolRSiCa)·W(9Dm(,c:Cm\/Q)lion·31·1·ttOMPld/)
71 Natiooat1Sm1rity Str.tlegy ofthe United Stale,: ofA1ncrin, Dec-c1nber 2017, pages 7-9. 
,. Joim s n,uegic Pion, FY 2018 - 1'>22, U.S. lJepanma,1 ofS1>1e & U.S. Agency fer lntem31.ional l)evelopm<n1, page 24 (Pebnlllry 2018). 
,.Joinl Slnltcgic !'Jin f'Y 2018- 2022, U.S. l)q,artmcnl ofStale & U.S. Agency fa- lntemalia,al Development, page 49 (February 2018), 
" Joim Sll'>regie Pion, FY 2018 2022. U.S. l)epanma,t ofSJJllc & U.S. Agency fer lnltmational 1Jevclopm<n1, page 59 (Pebn1,ry 2018). 
31 Se, AUD•CGI 16-40 (pag,:2, FN7). S.e al.re, Joui Forcca Convn•1d Operalim United As,i.tm,ccC..cStudy. Center fa- Anny LCJ<,om Learned (CALL) 
(No. 16·22). page 125: 

hsue: Lack orAir MtDtVAC Assets 
Discussion . Acquiring intcr•thcattr medical evacuation aircrnft. was ah1'bitual problem. Due 10 othcrprioriti~ (e.g., Iraq and Africa). 
'gray tail' aircraft wtre oftm una,'8.ilable or tod.. greater than llTce diys to arrive, To miligate this rid;., the U.$. Transpcrtation 
Cornmar.d conlrftetcd for transportatic:11 needs. but thi.! was often lalreliable (in one c:ase it took five days to tvaruat.c a patient with 
rntt1ingili$( •J). tu 11r1 irmn:.t1n, high•ri&k tuvirorunml (Hp«ially with 110 Role 3 a..« tU a\l'iillble), priOritiz.atiou of aif'ffltn ii mtn• 
liill. •.. 
Le.s-sons Leru-nedltnsll,ht.s!Recoow.,t1ld~dons • ... In -addition. the aircraft must be ~ed on the c:mtinttll (regicoally), Ci\•ilian 
contraC't medical niglns arc unrdiablt. 

• Upon i11fornaati«1 ind belitf. U1e CALL Rq,cxt is rcfcn:nci-ig ft Meni11gil.is MEOEVAC ptrfonncd b)' PAO under SAQ~{MA13C0022(Miu im1 DI,·019 
on October 2. 201 S). 
n.s:,,, e.g., 04 STATE 131726.Subjeet: RefcrenceCtblo, SARS MEDEVACS and Lmons Learned r 'lJtring1he2003 epidemic, pri\'lltemed<vac comp,nies 
essentially refused lo traruport individuals infected witl1 SARS"). s,, o/.ro GAO-04•5<>1 p~ 21•22. Su o/.ro 1 f'AM 363.2(i),(k)("Notc, h""'<Vcr, tl1at 
during the 200.i SARS epidemic. sane private mcdit11I cvat"W1tio11 canpanics: refused to trarupcrt individual» infected wit11 SARS.") ("Ultimately. il iii thc
mcdic:al rvaa,1;ttim comp1111y0 

$ drd,lQ'l on "tu:.-t.her they havr thr up11bility to tran.1)011 a patia11 if 1hr pn-$00 has an il~1cq: ofpublic hrallh c<nc:tm. If' 
anDlher new, comrnunicable di1easc is encounlettd, the commercii,I rmdical cvacuacioo c~anits may rc:fi,utc 10 transport p:11ien11 until more is known 
about the disease and iti transrniss.ion and p(ltcntial ri!ks to lhc paticn and the planes medical <TC\V, ") 

n Dcci,ion oftl1e c on-.,1rollcr Gen .. 1979 U.S. eo,,-., Gm L.EXIS '.?098. •3 (C<tnp. Gai August 30. J 979). 
Jot Ottision oflhe Ccm p tro lla- Oen., 19i9 U.S. Comp. 0 0-1. I..E).1 S 2098, •S-6 (Comp. Om . A1ig1 1SL30. 19i9). 
" 1Jees10n of the Comptroller Gen., 1979 U.S. Comp. Gen. l.F.XIS 2098, "5•6 (Comp. Gtn. Au~ust 30. 1979). 
"lJcc"ion ofthe C1>1,p1roller ().,, • I 9; 9 U.S Comp. Gen, LEXIS 2098, •12 (Comp. Gen Angust 30, 1979). 
11 Mau,rt;['luimlrtt, /uc.. 2004 U.S. Comp, Gen. LEXIS 143. "8-10, 2004 Comp. Gtn. Proc. Dec. P15 1 (Comp. Gen. Ju~• 09, 2004). 
" AbJ1trofT,,l11rua, hr., 2004 U.S. Con-.,. G<n. LEXIS 143, '8-10, 2004 Con-.,. Gen. Proc. Dec. P151 (Co1np, Gen July 09. 2004). 
»AT&J' Con,m,01/cat/O/IS, hlC• •. W/hel. I,,c, I F.3d 1201. 1205 (Fed. Cir. 1993). 
-40Allil!dA·kurioJ, supmnote I ll, at .56.S. 
• 1Alt-.JL.rof ?Axia: q/N. Am., l1tc.• 2017 U.S. Conp. Gm . LEXlS &1, .g.10. 2017 Con 111. Gen. Proc. D«. P 107 (Comp. Gat M..ch 28, 2017). 
" I 7 CONAKRY 4 7l 
" 17 USMJSSION SOMALIA 221 
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44 Airrraft C,un~ Sols. Inc. v. UnitNl Stattlil, 109 Fed. Cl. 398. 41.!5 (2013) (in INVA-related ccntract dispute, the Court dmied ttlitf and fou1d chat no 
CJCA-related Cardinal Chw-.gc occurred and that protester could have reasonably anticipated contested modifications, in light ofna;ltiplc air min:iat8 oon-
1cmplatcd b)' the cmlracL '"frPJltiplc and prornim..,n rtfcrc'l1ccs toflexibility. udaplation aud dua1gc.. a id .. lmiquc dndlc·ugcsi ofprotecting the int('T'Cill ofthe 
United Staf:C'f in AfgJmni~l.taL") 

N<rim,p Grumnran Cap. v. United States, 50 Fed. Ct 443, 468(2001) (modificatiom: rca1onably required to med. original rcquin:mcnts do not comlitutc • 
Cwdinal Ch•nse) (finding U1otmodiflcatio11 dad not I\Jndamcatally clnaigc Uic ph)'iicol or pafonmancc chante1<iiiliCll ofdevelopmental ")'ilan)). Maller of: 
Zodix of N. Arn, Inc•• 2017 U.S. Comp. Ge1. LEXIS 83, •&-13, 2017 Comp. Ot-n. Proc. Ott. P107 (C01t11,. Gen. MM'ch 28, 2017) (ch.111ges to purchue 
de&Cripfions ,nust. be,riewed a.gainst 1he Ollircty ofthe conlnK1 !PCCificalions. The C<Nrt fo1.11d that "the changes10 the contract could reasonably have been 
c11t.idl)ated by ('Of11)ditcn for the initial iOlicitatioo. and the chang($ to the contract \\'Ould not have had a PJbstantial impaC't on 01e fidd ofccmpetition for 
Oac original cailract award.") Matta- of Pcga,us Global Stra!cgit So~li<Ml5. LLC. 2009 U.S. Comp. Gm. LEXIS 62. • I 7-18. 2009 C..np. Gen. Proc. Dec. 
P73 (Comp. Gen. March 24, 2009) (ui>holdin;g Anny Sole Saurel! •ward imd noL finding a OCA viol1&1.iou gi\ltn ll1e need to continu:dly rvolvc and llJ)date 
dcfotk >)'.!ii.cm 10 cm.ulla- ii changing d,rem:) ('ii is br)·ond cavil that 1111 agency nett! nol risk injury topcn:orv,d orpn,pc=rty i,1 adcr ln conduct a cor,-.,ctiti,•c 
acquisition}). 
�J n~ Department subsequently applied for and rccrivcd a waiver to that restriction from the FAA on Octoba- 24. 201 7. 
'44 Prot1ibilio11 Agaiil3lCatain t1ights in tht'T1.1Tltory and Air.ipac~ ofSomalia. 81 FR 721 (ln/2016).
0 Ex'lension of the Prohibitiou Agaiu~ CcrU1in Flighl.s in the Territory and Aio,1ntce ofSomalia. 82 FR 58547 (l '1/1312017) (TI1ertfon::. as a result of lhc 
l:iignifican1 ct1llinui11gri.sk 101.hcsaf(C)' of U.S. civil avi.11ion in 1hc terriu,ry and ain.pace ofSomalia at alri111de,, below Fl..260, the FAA extends lhe expi"ation 
datcofSFAR No. 107, § 91 .1613, fromJaooary 7, 2018, to January 7, 2020. w1d maintains the prohibition al flight opcntions in the tc:rritcry and airspttc 
ofSomalia at altitud'" below Fl..260"). 
••See, e.g .. House Conwnunication I IS - EC29(};1, 1 l .Sth CCf18rttS (10/24/l 7)(continuins dcrlaration ofnational emergency with mpcd to Somalia) \Ab
iiltaC't: A lt.1.tt.T from the Sc.'('fl"l.lll')', Oq,>artment ofIlic Trt~ury. lnulS"miuinga aLx•month periodic rq,on. on the national m1a-gc.1lC')' with rcspcn LOSomalia 
O,al wa, dedar«I in l:xcc,•ivc Ord..- 13536 of April 12, 2010, punuanl to .50 U.S-C. 1<'>1 I(<); F\oblic Law 94-412, >«lion 4-01(<); (90 Slat 1257) and .50 
U.S.C. 170:l(c); Public Law 95- 223, Sec 204(<); (l)I Stat. 1627); tothe Commiu« on Foreim, Affoil1"). 
49 U.N. Sectrity Council RaokJtion 2372(2017). 
'°Gold,,,1\tfg. Co. , U11iffd $Oles, I 07 Fed. CL 264. 280 (0. Cl. 2012) (110 Cirdir,al Cl1!111Se "1acre ")ao indirMim in the record lhat diff <fflt off,ron would 
have cm1pdcd ... ortl1,1t d1eir price proposals would ha\/c bttn rci.tn,1d.1.rtd in ra:poru:c Lo" a modification), 
Mam, <ifP,gnsm Glo//al szraugic SolliW/1~ LLC, 2009 U.S. Comp. Gen. WXIS 62, ' 18. 2009 Comp. Gen. Proc. D«. P73 (Comp. Gen. Mar<h 24, 2009) 
(upholding Anny Sole Sow-ce award and not futding a CICA violation giva1 the need to comimal)y C\1olve and update defmse ')'Slffll to coulter a changilg 
lhttal) \it is beyond cavil that an .-gmcy nerd nol risk injuf)' Lo pcnonnel or propmy in order lo coru•.1c-l a cornpd.itivc 11cquisilion~;. Afa1t.Mof Zodiar.efN. 
A,.., Inc., 2017 U.S. Comp. Gen. LEXIS 8:l, *13, 2017 Comp. Gen. Proc. Dec. Pt07 (Comp. 0.0. March 28, 2017) (finding that the U.S. Army did 
not "impropaly re.lax the s~cifications btcausc original nature and purpose.- of tltc. solicitation and contra.ct" had not been ch&ngc.d. 'fhr Court also 
found that wt.he changes to lhc conttact ,ould rr..uonably h.wr bttn anticipared by rompctifors for the initial solicimtion, and thr fhanges IO thr 
contract would not ha"·c had a substantial impact on the field ofcompetition for the o.ciginal contract award.'').
11 109 Fed. Cl. 398 (2013). 
" AillJ"f/1 C/1arter S:J/uli<,1,r, Inc. v. Ul1i/tdS!n1u. 109 Ftd C.,_ 398,413, 2013 U.S. Claim, LEXIS 143, '39-40 (Ct. Cl. 2013). 
" Alr<rq/1 Cl-er S:J/ul/om. Inc. v. U,1/JedS,,,,,s, 109 Ftd a. 398.•I 13. 2013 U.S. Claiam LEXIS 143. '55 (C,i. a. 201J) 
s. Constmclion and Applic;1tia 1 ofC«111)Ctition in C<1•11tc:tingAc1 of198.:1 C'CICA"), codified in part al 31 U.S.C.A. §§ 3301.330-1, 3551 to3S$6.8I A.l •.R. 
Ftd 2d 333, 6 (1tpda1cd weekly) (acc ...cd: 3/1612018). Al , unvruirilOd by ALR: 
In Am-,fi C/w,r,rSchdion4 Inc. •· Un;Jrd $tat,~ 109 Fed. CL 398 (2013), the coun offcderol claims held that the government did not v;0Ja1e CJCA's 
rn11ndalc 10 obtain full and open competition by .solicit_irig a cou11te:rnarcotio: contrncl Uutl might ova-lap with a previous contract for •viation services 
in Afghanistan. The pl.1.intlfl"wa.s a ronrrutor pro\•iding air passeitgCI and rargo scrvirc wirh thf' United Stares Agfflcy (or lnr~narfonal Oi-vctopmfflt 
(USAID). It brought th.is post-award bid protest. rcquc:1tinginju1x:ti,·c and declaratory rclicf, alleging that the govcrnm01t ,io!atcd the Competition 
in Contracting Act by ordering conuncrciaJ passenger and cargo transpo.rt.ation within Afghanistan from anolhcr conuacto1. ll claimed Lhal this 
frustralcd open comr,crition by making 11 "'ca.rd.inal change" 10 a contnc-1 aO-er bids were .te<"ept(d aud d,e C'OntrAC"t awarded. The 01h~r contnf'lOr 
intef\-cncd in the suit The court not("d 1h.i1 CICA, 41 U.S.C.A. § 330l(a) (1 ), rC<\uires executive agencies, when procuring J("fVicCS, to "obffi.in full 
and open competition through the ui:e ofcompetitive procMurcs" unless: certain s:pccificd exceptions apply. A card.inal change muntiomcthing that 
potential bidders would not have expected to fall within the original procurement. The coun therefore analyzed the contextofscivica dt�saibcd in 
the original solirita1.ion ror .wi..'ltion support so-vius in v1Uious C":Ount:rit:s. Thal sotiritation provided country rpecifir d,:s:criptio,u: orre<]ui.red contract 
servires, rtquiring somewhat differcru st"IViccs in each location. Thus, tht' rourt opined, bidders would rt'a.sonabty assumt' 1har different types of 
aviation suppon servica would be required uodct the conuact in each c.ountry. The new conaactor would provide countcrnarcotks $CJViccs, and its 
contract provick:d for aerial transportation ofpctsonnd and cargo. The court found that the rcf~cnccs in the counttrna.rcotics solicitation sufticic:ntly 
akrt:ed prospective bidders to lhc p0nibility that the governmc11t wouW use l11c 1c.s:ulting co nu-act u • vchidt to obtain full sc:alc commciciaJ equiv 
alcnt pasi:cngcr and cargo services: rcgardksr of any connection to the specific countcrna.rcotics missions identified in the s:olicitation. Conduding 
tJ1at aerial transponation orpasscng.t:n and cargo within Afghaninan was with.in the scope of the solicitation, the cowt granll--d judgmc.,u on the 
adn1inisuativc: record for lhc government and inlt:J-venor. 
)i National Tramporution Saf~, Boa.rd. Publir Aircraft Safcry. Sart'~ Study NTS8/S$-0l / 0I, p.,gr V \Va.shington, OC: NTSO, 2001. 
~ OA0-04-64S: PEDBRAL ALRCRAFT: JnaccUflltc Cost Data and Weaknesses in Fled Managancnt Hamper Coit EffC"Ctivc Opcrationst page 30 
(June 2004). 
" 48 CFR 2.101 
u 48 CFR 2.101 ("sold competitively in $ubstantial quantities in the commercial markcrplacc based on ... maJl.:et pricC$ for specific tasks performed 
or oucromcs co beachie\'Cd under sra 1ldard commercial U!rmsH). 
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(U) APPENDIX D: BUREAU OF INTERNATIONAL NARCOTICS AND 
LAW ENFORCEMENT AFFAIRS RESPONSE 

United States Department of State 

Washington, D.C. 20520 

UNCLASSIFIED June29, 2018 

MEMORANDUM FOR NORMAN P. BROWN, ASSISTANT INSPECTOR 
GENERAL FOR AUDITS 

FROM: INL - Erin M. Barclay, Fx.ecut.ive Directo~ 

SUBJECT: INL Response to the Draft Report, "Management Assistance 
Report: Modification and OversighL ofthe Bureau ofMedical 
Services' Contract ror Aeromedical Biocontainment Evacuation 
Services Violated Federal Requirements" (AUD-Sl-18-XX, 
June 2018) 

The Bureau oflnte rnat:iom1l Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs (INL) 
welcomes the opportunity to comment on this draft OIG report. 

INL Responses to the OIG's Recommendations 

Recommendation 3: OIG recommends that if it is determined that one or more 
new contracts is necessary (Recommendation 2), that the Bureau of 
Administration, in coordination with the Bureaus of Medical Services and 
International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs, perform acquisition 
planning to establish detailed requirements essent ial to supporting the contracted 
air mission capabilities and assess those requirements annually against current 
condit ions. 

INL Response (June 2018): INL concurs with this recommendation. 1fsuch a 
determination is made by the Deputy Under Secretary for Management, lNL stands 
ready to work with the Bureaus of Administration and lv1edieal Serv ices to perform 
acquisition planning, establish detai led requirements, and reassess those 
requi r·ements annua lly. 

Recommemlafiun 4: OIG recommends that, if it is determined that one or more 
new contracts is necessary (Recommendation 2), the Bureau of Administration, in 
coordination with the Bureaus ofMedical Services and International Narcotics and 
Law Enforcement Affairs, execute th e contract solicitation using full and open 
competition , to the extent required by the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR), 
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and that any solicitation and award determined to be justified as a sole-source or 
other form of less-than-fully-and-openly competed procurement be confined to the 
specific goods or services that satisfy the FAR criteria for other than full and open 
competition. 

INL Response (June 2018): INL concurs with this recommendation. ff such a 
determination is made by the Deputy Under Secretary for Management, 11\TL stands 
ready to work with the Bureaus of Administration and Medical Services to execute 
the contract solicitation in accordance with the FAR, including meeting criteria for 
full and open competition, if applicable. 

Recommendation 6: OIG recommends that the Bureau ofAdministration, in 
coordination with the Bureau oflntcmational Narcotics and Law Enforcement, use 
the existing worldwide aviation support services contract or award a contract using 
full and open competition to establish air shuttle services between Kenya and 
Somalia. 

INL Response (June 2018): INL concurs with this recommendation. Once 
requirements are fully defined, [NL stands prepared, in cooperation with the 
Bureau of Administration, to provide air shuttle services as needed through its 
existing worldwide aviation support services contract or through a separate 
contract using full and open competition. 
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(U) APPENDIX E: OIG’S REPLY TO THE DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY 
FOR MANAGEMENT’S RESPONSE 

(U) In addition to commenting on the recommendations made in this report, the Deputy Under 
Secretary for Management provided general comments regarding the findings (see Appendix C). 
Below is a summary of the Deputy Under Secretary for Management’s comments and Office of 
Inspector General’s (OIG) reply as well as OIG’s overall comments.  
 
(U) Overall Comments 
 
(U) The Department of State’s (Department) lengthy response, to a large extent, misses the point 
of this report and relies on straw arguments. OIG is not taking the position that the Department 
should not have a biomedical evacuation capability or that the Department should not ensure, 
more generally, that its personnel in East Africa can be evacuated if needed. OIG also does not 
purport to question the Department’s policy decisions regarding how best to account for risk as 
a general matter. 
 
(U) Instead, OIG questions the Department’s use of a unique contracting vehicle—a non-
competitive, sole source award for a specific purpose—to address these needs. It is indisputable 
that there is a very strong presumption in favor of competitively awarded contracts; even aside 
from Federal regulations and statutes requiring competition in most cases, extensive literature 
confirms that non-competitively awarded contracts are typically more expensive.  Non-
competitive awards are, accordingly, proper only in unique circumstances. And here, as set forth 
in detail throughout the report, the original non-competitive sole source award was predicated 
on the notion that Phoenix Air Group (PAG) could provide a truly unique service at the time. 
That unique service was aeromedical biocontainment evacuation. Although the original 
contracting vehicle included references to other, peripheral services, there was no suggestion 
that the Department had contemplated, much less justified, any need to award a contract for 
routine air transport by using this non-standard mechanism. Through the modification, however, 
this sole-source contract, which was justified based on a specific need for a specific service at a 
specific time, was transformed into what was essentially a routine air taxi—a service that could 
be provided by any number of other vendors.  
 
(U) OIG’s concerns are not merely hypothetical: the use of this sole source award has led to 
increased costs that would not otherwise have been incurred. OIG’s analysis demonstrates that 
the use of the PAG sole-source contract to perform these routine air taxi services will cost an 
additional $5.9 million over the course of 2 years. Although the Department contends the 
contract modification allowing the routine use of the PAG aircraft saved money, this is only 
because the Department’s calculations exclude the majority of costs associated with the 
contract. That is, the Department’s analysis factors out the very features of the contract that 
make it more expensive and inappropriate for these purposes. 
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(U) Finally, OIG notes that much of the Department’s analysis appears to have been developed 
after-the-fact. To take one example, the information that OIG reviewed in the course of its 
fieldwork did not suggest that the Department had justified its contractual approach based on a 
“total package approach,” although this contention is now at the heart of the Department’s 
position. Similarly, OIG reviewed no information that evidenced that the Department had 
performed an accurate and supported cost-benefit analysis prior to entering into modification 
11. The evolution and addition of various arguments reinforces OIG’s belief that the 2017 
modification of the sole-source contract was not properly considered and that the option years 
for this modified contract should not be exercised.  
 
(U) Deputy Under Secretary for Management’s General Comment Regarding Overall Decision-
making and Budgetary Concerns 
 
(U) “The Department engaged in a careful decision-making process for this requirement and 
found that use of [SAQMMA16C0077] provided the best value solution to the requirement.” 
 
(SBU) The Deputy Under Secretary for Management stated, “In December of 2016 Congress 
appropriated $6.0 [million] as part of the Security Assistance Appropriations Act…for Mogadishu 
[Somalia] aviation support for [FYs] 2017 and 2018.” The Deputy Under Secretary for 
Management also stated that “at that time, the small U.S. presence in Somalia was operating 
without a dedicated health unit and without any medical evacuation capability. Overall U.S. 
policy concerning a diplomatic presence in Somalia is changing and 

Recognizing the uncertain budgetary future for the U S  Miss on to Somalia and that 
establishing a long-term [Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs, Office 
of Aviation (INL/A)] run federal aviation operation would require a longer-term investment that 
may not be available in future years, in March of 2017 the Deputy Under Secretary for 
Management staff requested that [the Bureau of Medical Services (MED)] advise on the 
feasibility of utilizing [SAQMMA16C0077] to support the U.S. Mission to Mogadishu.” 
 
(U) The Deputy Under Secretary for Management provided additional details concerning the 
approval process for entering into SAQMMA16C0077, and stated that each mission from Nairobi 
[Kenya] to Mogadishu costs on average $27,890. The Deputy Under Secretary for Management 
also stated that the significant contract overhead costs should not be included in the cost 
benefit analysis used to determine whether SAQMMA16C0077 should be used to conduct 
routine air transport because “based on an analysis of mission costs, overhead costs and flight 
hours, it is clear that [MED] derives the majority of the use and the flight hours on the contract.” 
The Deputy Under Secretary for Management also discussed the various options for aviation 
support, and stated “the Department does not agree with the [OIG] recommendation to 
eliminate the Department’s only on call aviation asset that can perform crisis response, 
biocontainment aviation support, and medical evacuation.” 
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(U) OIG Reply 
 
(U) Even recognizing the uncertain nature of future budgets, a contract for routine air transport 
between two locations should have been handled with existing aviation resources or procured 
through full-and-open competition rather than by modifying a sole source contract. As noted in 
the Results section of this report, the primary use of contract SAQMMA16C0077 is now routine 
air transportation between Nairobi, Kenya, and Mogadishu, Somalia. Specifically, between 
October 5, 2017 and March 30, 2018, contract SAQMMA16C0077 was used 72 times to conduct 
routine air transport between Nairobi and Mogadishu and only 3 times for other purposes.  
 
(U) In addition, the Department’s analysis understates the costs associated with the use of the 
PAG contract. To fully assess the costs associated with aviation services, the Department must 
take into account all of the related costs—not just the flight hour costs, as its analysis suggests. 
For example, the figure used in the Department’s response is $27,890.  OIG notes as an initial 
matter that its own analysis of all related invoices establishes that the average cost is actually 
$33,397, excluding overhead or fixed costs.  More fundamentally, this figure only includes the 
basic charge for flight hours. It does not include many other costs that are associated with 
basing the aircraft in Nairobi. For example, the Department pays $9.5 million each year just to 
have the aircraft located in Kenya and $1.1 million related to contractor travel costs for the 
Nairobi-based personnel. The true expense of each flight cannot be accurately determined 
without accounting for these costs. In short, OIG generally questions the Department’s efforts to 
exclude the higher costs inherent in this sole source contract from its analysis of the costs 
associated with the modification. Even if those costs could be justified initially because of 
specific needs for specific services at that time, when the contract was modified to change its 
overall purpose and location, those costs should have been fully considered in assessing 
different options. The Department’s decision not to do so meant that the underlying financial 
assumptions justifying the modification were inaccurate, as set forth in more detail in the report 
itself.     
 
(U) With respect to the Deputy Under Secretary for Management’s comment related to 
“eliminating the Department’s only on call aviation asset…,” OIG does not dispute there may be 
a need for crisis response, biocontainment aviation support, and medical evacuation. However, 
for more than 2 years, contract SAQMMA16C0077 has never been used to conduct an 
aeromedical biocontainment evacuation. Moreover, the Department has not established that, as 
of September 2018, PAG is the only option to address a trans-oceanic crisis response that also 
has a need for biocontainment capability. To the contrary, as noted previously, there are 
apparently other options.  
 
(U) First, the Department of Defense has other aviation assets that are potentially capable of 
supporting a trans-oceanic crisis response that also have a biocontainment capability. According 
to Department of Defense officials, in 2015, the large scale Ebola outbreak became a catalyst for 
the U.S. Air Force to develop a large system to isolate highly contagious patients during air 
transport. Specifically, in January 2015, the U.S. Transportation Command rolled out a capability 
that allows the Department of Defense to use air transport to move multiple patients with highly 
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infectious diseases, such as Ebola. The aircraft include a specialized isolation module that has a 
disposable liner and an air filtration system. The aircraft can maintain a negative interior 
pressure to keep contaminants inside the chamber. The U.S. Air Force procured 25 isolation 
units, which provides biocontainment for a combination of up to 9 patients.1 A U.S. 
Transportation Command official stated "now we have the capacity to isolate a single person 
and provide tactical and strategic worldwide patient transport capability in case of a biological 
event…It is the only capability of its kind other than the small-scale single-evacuation capability 
that's available on commercial carriers."2 
 
(U) Further, the Department of Defense has conducted multiple training events since the system 
was developed in 2015. For example, on July 18, 2018, airmen from the 628th Medical Group at 
Joint Base Charleston, the 375th Aeromedical Evacuation Squadron from Scott Air Force Base, 
Illinois, and medical researchers from universities in Indiana and Nebraska, conducted a joint 
training to implement and evaluate the procedures for transporting highly infectious patients 
from one location to another using aeromedical evacuation.3  

(U) Finally, OIG questions the Department’s decision to use an aircraft purportedly designated 
for aeromedical evacuations for routine air transport. This was not the intent of the original sole-
source contract for aeromedical biocontainment evacuation services, which was not based on 
any justification for procuring routine air transport services on a sole-source basis, or for non-
emergency operations. For routine air transportation, the Department should have used either 
existing aviation assets or procured the aviation services using full and open competition as 
required by the Federal Acquisition Regulation. 
 
(U) Deputy Under Secretary for Management’s General Comment Regarding “High-Risk, High-
Threat Environments” 
 
(U) “The Secretary [of State] has emphasized the need to provide adequate protection to our 
diplomats in high-risk, high-threat environments and [SAQMMA16C0077] provides the 
Department strategic mobility for crisis response, as called for by the Secretary and authorities 
recommendations.” 

(U) The Deputy Under Secretary for Management stated that “the Department submits that 
eliminating the [U.S. Government’s] only biocontainment capability by not exercising option 
years on [SAQMMA16C0077] would mean the loss of strategic mobility of the Department’s 
crisis response teams – a capability that Secretary Pompeo made clear was critical for protecting 
[chief of mission] personnel.” The Deputy Under Secretary for Management additionally 
described the various capabilities of the contractor in regards to crisis response and stated that 
SAQMMA16C0077 provides the Department with strategic options during the time of highly 
                                                 
1 (U) “Medical Evacuations of Patients with Highly Contagious Diseases: Update to Current Options, Capabilities, Policy 
Challenges, and Resource Gaps,” March 21, 2015, 3. 
2 (U) https://www.af.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/562739/scott-airmen-train-on-transport-isolation-system/. 
3 (U) http://www.jbcharleston.jb.mil/News/Article/1581973/airmen-and-medical-researchers-team-up-for-inflight-tis-
training/.  

https://www.af.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/562739/scott-airmen-train-on-transport-isolation-system/
http://www.jbcharleston.jb.mil/News/Article/1581973/airmen-and-medical-researchers-team-up-for-inflight-tis-training/
http://www.jbcharleston.jb.mil/News/Article/1581973/airmen-and-medical-researchers-team-up-for-inflight-tis-training/
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complex international crises. The Deputy Under Secretary for Management stated that 
“[SAQMMA16C0077] provides a solution to the void that existed during the time of Benghazi.” 

(U) OIG Reply 

(U) OIG does not dispute the need to provide adequate protection to diplomats in high-risk, 
high threat environments. However, this capability should be provided through a contract based 
on full-and-open competition, as aviation support is a commercially available service. For 
example, INL/A utilizes a contractor that has “extensive experience in operating in a number of 
locations and operating environments, including exposure to deadly hostile fire, outside of Iraq 
and Afghanistan.” It should also be noted that Department owned aircraft that could have been 
made available for the mission were uniquely equipped with Aircraft Survivability Equipment 
(defensive anti-missile systems), which offer additional protection from threats resulting from 
instability in Somalia. Aircraft in this configuration are not available through [commercial 
aviation services (CAS)].”4 Notwithstanding, contract SAQMMA16C0077 is primarily being used 
to conduct routine air transport, which was not identified as a service that was needed on a sole 
source basis or that only PAG can uniquely provide.  
 
(U) OIG has already addressed the contention that contract SAQMMA16C0077 is the “[U.S. 
Government’s] only biocontainment capability.” See response to previous comments.  

(U) Deputy Under Secretary for Management’s General Comment Regarding Scope of the 
Original Contract 

(U) The Deputy Under Secretary for Management stated that the “[multi-mission aviation 
support services] contract was properly awarded as a multi-mission aviation support capability 
at the time of award and throughout performance.” The Deputy Under Secretary for 
Management also stated that OIG “states that the ability to evacuate patients with highly-
pathogenic infectious diseases is no longer required by the [U.S. Government], rationalizing that 
at some point in time the threat to individuals under chief of mission authority vanished.” The 
Deputy Under Secretary for Management further stated that “the Department expresses concern 
with the underlying premise of the [OIG’s] position in this regard, with the view that divestment 
of the [U.S. Government’s] only proven biocontainment evacuation capability would potentially 
prevent the Department from fulfilling its obligation to establish policies and programs for the 
protection of [chief of mission] personnel.” The Deputy Under Secretary for Management 
provided a list of highly contagious diseases, and stated that SAQMMA16C0077 is also needed 
in the event of biochemical warfare or weapons of mass destruction. 

(U) Within this section, the Deputy Under Secretary for Management also addressed his 
rationale for modifying the scope of SAQMMA16C0077 to include routine air transport. 
Specifically, the Deputy Under Secretary stated that “the Department’s consolidated, total 

                                                 
4 (U) Information Memo from INL/A, “Comments and Technical Corrections – Information Provided by MED/DMD/OM 
at Management Assistance Report Exit Briefing,” June 15, 2018. 
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package approach was documented contemporaneously and included a clearly articulated 
rational basis.” The Deputy Under Secretary for Management also presented case law related to 
procurements that include a combination of requirements that permit operational efficiency. 

(U) OIG Reply 

(U) At no time has OIG suggested that threats to chief of mission personnel “vanished.” Rather, 
OIG is encouraging the Department to engage in acquisition planning and perform appropriate 
cost benefit analyses. In addition, full-and-open competition should be used to obtain the best 
value for the American public. OIG has already set forth information explaining that other parts 
of the Government may have an appropriate biocontainment capability.  

(U) With respect to the Deputy Under Secretary for Management’s statement regarding use of 
the “total package approach,” OIG disagrees with the Department’s claim that it justified the use 
of the PAG aircraft as described here. First, the Department has in place a worldwide aviation 
support services contract. Instead of modifying a sole source contract, this existing aviation 
support services contract could have been used for routine air transportation between Nairobi, 
Kenya, and Mogadishu, Somalia. 

(U) Second, as OIG discussed in greater detail in the Results section of this report, a procuring 
agency must justify the “total package approach” on some reasonable basis that demonstrates 
significant cost savings, avoidance of unacceptable technical risk to mission success, economies 
of scale, or the like. The “total package approach” does not support a modification that 
fundamentally altered the nature of a contract that was, in the first instance, awarded 
noncompetitively. Put another way, the contract here was not based on any justification to 
procure routine air taxi service on a sole-source basis. The “total package approach” does not 
justify adding to a sole source contract services that are available at lower cost from various 
other sources unless the agency provides a reasonable showing that such bundling will produce 
benefits such as those mentioned above. Conclusory statements do not suffice; the agency must 
demonstrate that it conducted a genuine inquiry enabling it to reach a rational decision to 
exclude other sources—in this case, other sources that could have provided air taxi service at 
lower cost.5 The Department has made no such showing. Furthermore, the case law presented 
by the Deputy Under Secretary does not support a situation in which an organization modified 

                                                 
5 (U) In Palantir USG, Inc. v. United States, 129 Fed. Cl. 218 (2016) the court permanently enjoined the government 
from issuing a contract because its market research contained only conclusory statements to exclude other sources 
without any examples or support. An agency is entitled to substantial deference in deciding what to include in 
procurements, but the Federal Acquisition Regulation contains at least a “minimal requirement of demonstrating that 
[the agency] conducted a genuine inquiry that could enable it to reach a rational conclusion not to consider" other 
sources. Palantir, 129 Fed. Cl. at 275; see also Matter of: Intermem Corp., 1984 U.S. Comp. Gen. LEXIS 751, B-212964 
(1984) (explaining that combining sole-source items with competitive items is permitted if agency demonstrates 
reasonable basis, but “[h]ere, the Air Force has not presented any basis at all for not breaking out the [component] for 
competition”); Honeywell Info. Sys., Inc., B-215224 (1984) (stating that there is no justification for single award; “if 
either an aggregate award or multiple awards would satisfy the agency's needs, . . . an aggregate award requirement 
is improper”); Interscience Systems, Inc.; Cencom Systems, Inc., 59 Comp. Gen. 438, modified, 59 Comp. Gen. 658 
(1980) (finding that procuring competitive and sole-source items together operated to unfairly limit competition). 
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an existing sole source contract and changed its primary purpose from a specialized mission, 
such as aeromedical biocontainment evacuations, to include routine air transport.  

(U) Indeed, the case on which the Department heavily relies, Aircraft Charter Solutions, Inc. v. 
United States, 109 Fed. Cl. 398 (Ct. Cl. 2013), did not involve a sole source contract at all but 
instead concerned a competitively awarded contract under which the Department procured a 
broad range of aviation support services to support INL/A’s anti-narcotics mission in various 
countries. The solicitation in that case, unlike in the present case, expressly stated that the 
“government is interested in a best value approach that can provide all necessary services 
efficiently and safely.” The solicitation originally covered four countries, not including 
Afghanistan, but stated that contract services were anticipated in Afghanistan in the near future. 
When the Department modified the contract to include Afghanistan, a previously unsuccessful 
bidder protested the modification as a cardinal change—an argument the court easily rejected 
on the facts stated. That case is not comparable to the situation here, where the original 
justification for awarding a sole source contract to PAG was the need for an Aeromedical 
Biocontainment System (ABCS) capability that only PAG could provide, but the sole source 
contract was later modified to permit PAG to provide routine air taxi services that could have 
been provided, potentially at lower cost, by various vendors as well as by the Department’s own 
aircraft. 

(U) Deputy Under Secretary for Management’s General Comment Regarding Compliance with 
Department Procedures and “Cardinal Change”  

(U) The Deputy Under Secretary for Management stated that “Modification 11 to 
[SAQMMA16C0077] was properly reviewed, cleared, and awarded in accordance with 
Department and Federal requirements.” The Deputy Under Secretary for Management also 
stated, “the Department maintains its position regarding the necessity of a biocontainment 
aviation asset, as divestment of the Department’s capability would be irresponsible and 
inconsistent with the Department’s obligation to protect [chief of mission] personnel and 
provide for the safe evacuation of U.S. citizens when their lives are endangered as required 
under the Omnibus Diplomatic Security and Antiterrorism Act of 1986. Review of the decision-
making process shows that the Deputy Under Secretary for Management retained final decision-
making authority based on price and non-price factors and did so after careful review and after 
multiple months of deliberation with INL, [Bureau of African Affairs], and MED. Additionally, after 
consultation with [the Bureau of Administration], [Bureau of Legal Affairs, Office of Buildings and 
Acquisitions], and the [head contracting authority], it is clear that all procurement-related 
processes and procedures were followed as required.” 

(U)The Deputy Under Secretary for Management also provided a table showing the extent of 
changes in the type of work between the original contract and the modification. From this 
analysis, the Department contends that there was no “cardinal change.” 
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(U) OIG Reply 

(U) As noted in the reply to recommendation 5, OIG acknowledges that the modification was 
apparently cleared by all appropriate levels of the Department. OIG does not, however, agree 
with the Department’s rationale at the time or now for that change. 
 
(U) To the contrary, OIG reviewed the information provided and concludes that the type of work 
performed and the costs associated with contract SAQMMA16C0077 significantly changed 
under Modification 11 and circumvented the competition requirement. Specifically, based on 
the information provided in the modification and intra-agency agreement, OIG concludes that 
the purpose of the modification was to change the original contract from one that was awarded 
to provide aeromedical biocontainment evacuations to a contract used to perform routine 
transportation between two Department posts.  Most notably, the modification required the 
contractor within three weeks to “[r]each Initial Operating Capacity (IOC), with the ability, space, 
and resources to conduct three missions per week and maintain N+12 medical evacuation 
response posture for all other periods” and, within six weeks, to “[r]each Full Operating Capacity 
(FOC), with the ability space, and resources to conduct three missions per week and maintain 
N+6 medical evacuation response posture for all other periods.”6 As discussed in the Results 
section of this report, the substantive justification for the original contract clearly demonstrated 
that the contractor’s unique qualifications related solely to the contractor’s biocontainment 
capabilities. In addition, it is equally clear that the contractor is not uniquely qualified to perform 
routine air transport services between two overseas locations. Accordingly, Modification 11, 
which added services that numerous other contractors could provide, went beyond the scope of 
the original justification for use of other than full-and-open competition because the sole-
source justification was for aeromedical biocontainment evacuation services.  
 
(U) In Air-A-Plane Corporation v. United States, 408 F.2d 1030 (Ct. Cl. 1969), the court stated that 
the basic standard for determining whether there has been a cardinal change to a contract is 
whether the modified job was essentially the same work as the parties bargained for when the 
contract was awarded. There is a cardinal change if the deviations altered the nature of the thing 
to be done. The Government Accountability Office has similarly defined the question as: 

whether the original purpose or nature of the contract has been so substantially 
changed by the modification that the contract for which competition was held and 

                                                 
6 (U) The modification moreover quite explicitly identified this different purpose: “The [Department] has a 
requirement for a rapidly deployable aviation capability transporting response personnel and retrieving eligible 
persons and critically ill patients safely, swiftly and securely to and from locations within Somalia, while continuing to 
support medical evacuation and biocontainment requirements on the African continent. With the move from Dakar to 
Nairobi, the Department will maximize the efficiency of aviation operations in Africa by leveraging spare capacity 
within the existing multi-mission aviation support services contract to support Mission Somalia from a base in Nairobi, 
Kenya.” Modification 11 to SAQMMA16C0077. 
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the contract to be performed are essentially different. In other words, was the field 
of competition materially changed due to the modification. 7 

 (U) In keeping with this authority from both the federal courts and from the GAO, when, as 
here, the original contract was not competed in the first place, modifying the contract, again 
without competition, by permitting a sole-source contractor to do work that could be done by 
other vendors at potentially lower cost is a substantial change, especially when such work 
becomes the primary activity under the contract. In the present case, Modification 11 permitted 
the PAG specialized aircraft to be used for routine air taxi services, which were not procured 
under the original contract, and allowed PAG to be paid for such services at the same high rates 
paid for the specialized biomedical containment evacuation services that were procured under 
the original contract. Moreover, these routine air taxi services became the primary activity 
performed under this sole-source contract. Under these facts, Modification 11 was a substantial 
change to the original contract scope. 

(U) According to Federal Acquisition Regulation, Part 6, modifications beyond the scope of an 
existing contract (out-of-scope modifications) must be awarded competitively.8 Modification 11 
changed the contract’s scope of work and was “materially different” from the original sole-
source contract. 

(U) Deputy Under Secretary for Management’s General Comment Regarding Compliance with 
Aviation Guidance  

(U) The Deputy Under Secretary for Management stated that MED substantially complied with 
applicable guidance and justified the [SAQMMA16C0077] to the Office of Management and 
Budget and Congress, and once [aware] of additional reporting requirements, MED completed 
all required submissions. The Deputy Under Secretary for Management also stated that “MED is 
in compliance with the Federal Aviation Interactive Reporting System (FAIRS). MED has 
submitted FAIRS reporting to INL/A to upload into FAIRS between January 22, 2018, and 
February 1, 2018, and MED also actively worked with INL/A and [the General Services 
Administration (GSA)] to retroactively update the FAIRS record.” 

(U) OIG Reply 

(U) During OIG’s initial meeting with MED on October 5, 2017, OIG discovered that MED was not 
in compliance with a number of 41 Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.) 102-33 requirements, 
including FAIRS reporting. At that time, MED argued that the contractor’s aircraft did not meet 
the definition of CAS, and therefore, MED did not have to follow the federal requirements. 

                                                 
7 (U) Webcraft Packaging, B-194087 (Comp. Gen. Aug. 14, 1979).  
8 (U) FAR 6.001 ( c) states that the competition requirements apply to all acquisitions except “contract 
modifications…that are within the scope and under the terms of an existing contract.” Therefore, out-of-scope 
modifications need to be competitively awarded.  
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During the audit, GSA advised MED that contract SAQMMA16C0077 did in fact meet the 
definition of CAS, and MED then took steps to comply with the regulations. OIG obtained MED’s 
FAIRS submissions and confirmed that they were submitted to INL/A. However, in verifying the 
information within the submissions, OIG found that MED had inaccurately reported the costs of 
the aviation services. Specifically, the costs were underreported by over 67 percent, as shown in 
Table E.1. 

(U) Table E.1: Actual MED Aviation Costs Compared to FAIRS Submission  

 
Time Period 

Amount 
Reported to 

FAIRS 
Amount From 

Invoices       Amount of Variance 

 
 

 Percent 
Variance 

June 2014 –  
December 2014 $2,639,964  $4,311,106  

 
($1,671,141.93) 39 

January 2015 – 
December 2015 $1,854,981  $11,916,776 ($10,061,795) 84 
January 2016 – 
December 2016 $1,940,017  $11,510,060 ($9,570,043) 83 
January 2017 – 
December 2017 $5,785,281  $12,516,858 ($6,731,576) 54 
January 2018 –  
April 2018 $2,114,379  $3,767,519 ($1,653,140) 44 
Total $14,334,622   $44,022,319  ($29,687,697)        67 
Source: Prepared by OIG on the basis of MED’s FAIRS submission information and Phoenix Air Group invoices. 

(U) Deputy Under Secretary for Management’s General Comment 

(U) The Deputy Under Secretary for Management stated, “The Department properly justified the 
use of CAS in accordance with 41 C.F.R. § 102-33 and [Office of Management and Budget] 
Circular A-126, [SAQMMA16C0077] exceeded all safety requirements, and the Department 
substantially complied with applicable aviation policy and guidance.” In this section, the Deputy 
Under Secretary for Management also stated, “ensuring the safety of Department personnel 
transported aboard [the contracted] aircraft is of utmost importance to the Department. Review 
of the contract and the adoption of more rigorous 14 C.F.R. Part 135 requirements shows that 
services under [SAQMMA16C0077] are held to safety standards and maintenance requirements 
beyond those required by other Department Federal Aircraft.” 

(U)The Deputy Under Secretary for Management also stated “from the Department’s 
perspective, there appears to be confusion…with respect to the requirements for federal aircraft 
and CAS operating under civil aviation authority. Unlike CAS conducting civil aviation 
operations, federal aircraft operate in an unregulated environment as they exist outside the civil 
aviation system and are not subject to the same level of scrutiny applied to CAS conducting civil 
aviation operations. This is why the Department requires that Government Technical Monitors 
(GTM) be placed at every location where federal aircraft are being operated. The adoption of 
more rigorous 14 C.F.R. Part 135 requirements shows that services under [SAQMMA16C0077] 
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are held to a recognized safety standard and established maintenance requirements beyond 
those required for federal aircraft. Further, by operating as CAS, the Contractor is subject to both 
scheduled and unscheduled inspections…Thus, the same requirement for an on-sight GTM to 
monitor day-to-day operations under SAQMMA16C0077 is not needed. In fact, [the Bureau of 
Administration] confirmed at the June 5, 2018, Exit Briefing that this is the standard for operators 
conducting regulated civil aviation operations under the Federal Aviation Regulations.” 

(U) The Deputy Under Secretary for Management also stated, “With respect to cost analysis, 
MED and [the Bureau of Administration, Office of Acquisition Management] conducted market 
research to ensure that use of [CAS] was more cost effective than use of Federal Aircraft as 
required by the Federal Management Regulation and [Office of Management and Budget] 
Circular A-126. Moreover, per 41 C.F.R. §102-33.50(a)(1), use of Federal Aircraft would have 
violated the Federal Management Regulation because of the CAS model’s superior cost and 
safety standards. Lastly, by relying on the Contractor’s existing (established by the [Federal 
Aviation Administration] and consistent with industry best practices) quality assurance system, 
the Department is meeting the requirements set forth in Federal Acquisition Regulation Part 46.” 

(U) OIG Reply 

(U) Federal aviation regulations do not give the Department the choice of which aviation 
requirements it would like to adhere to. As set forth in the Results section of this report, the 
important oversight requirements outlined in 41 C.F.R. § 102-33 have not been implemented 
within MED. Total reliance on Federal Aviation Administration inspections, which do not occur in 
Nairobi, is not sufficient oversight of a contract that provides routine air transport services for 
Federal officials between two overseas locations. The Deputy Under Secretary for Management’s 
response stated Somalia has “a deteriorating security situation and persistence of violence as 
posing an extraordinary threat to U.S. national security and foreign policy.” This security 
situation underscores the importance of having an aviation expert on the ground to provide 
oversight of operational, safety, and maintenance of the dedicated aircraft that is providing 
routine transportation between two Department posts. Additionally, MED was unable to provide 
OIG with complete information regarding the use of the contractor’s aircraft, which calls into 
question the adequacy of its oversight. 

(U) OIG understands the requirements for federal aircraft as opposed to CAS. GTM’s are in place 
at locations where federal aircraft are being operated because this is in accordance with the 
Department’s own Flight Program Standards and the Department of State Acquisition 
Regulation. Specifically, the Department of State Acquisition Regulation states that “the 
contracting officer may appoint a [GTM] to assist the [COR] in monitoring a contractor’s 
performance. The contracting officer may appoint a GTM because of physical proximity to the 
contractor’s work site, or because of special skills or knowledge necessary for monitoring the 
contractor’s work. The contracting officer may also appoint a GTM to represent the interests of 
another requirements office or post concerned with the contractor’s work.” Contract 
SAQMMA16C0077 meets the DOSAR definition – specifically, special skills are needed to 
oversee an aviation contract, and because the contract’s primary purpose is serving the needs of 
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the U.S. Mission to Somalia, the post would be particularly concerned with the contractor’s work. 
Furthermore, to clarify the comments made at the exit briefing, the attendee from the Bureau of 
Administration, Office of Logistics Management, was referring to the oversight of cargo 
shipments, not the routine transport of chief of mission personnel in and out of a high threat 
location. 

(U) In response to the Deputy Under Secretary for Management’s statement that the contract 
has “superior cost,” OIG maintains that the Deputy Under Secretary for Management did not 
consider a significant portion of fixed overhead costs when making this determination.  

(U) Deputy Under Secretary for Management’s General Comment Regarding Personnel 
Qualifications 

(U) The Deputy Under Secretary for Management stated “MED has qualified personnel to 
conduct contract oversight and with the requisite aviation expertise to manage the [unique] 
mission set.” 

(U) OIG Reply 

(U) The Department employs aviation specialists in INL/A, whose mission is to be the 
Department’s aviation service provider. INL/A has more than 75 personnel and 40 personal 
services contractors who have decades of experience in flying, maintaining, providing logistical 
support, and managing other aspects of aviation services. Many of the employees, prior to their 
employment with the Department, spent their entire careers operating or overseeing aviation 
operations within Government agencies, such as the Department of Defense. As such, INL/A is 
best positioned to oversee aviation contracts for the Department. OIG concludes that MED 
should focus on its responsibilities in executing the Department’s worldwide medical program.  
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(U) ABBREVIATIONS 

ABCS  Aeromedical Biocontainment System  

AGB  Aviation Governing Board 

C.F.R.  Code of Federal Regulation 

CGFS  Bureau of the Comptroller and Global Financial Services 

COR  Contracting Officer's Representative 

DOD Department of Defense 

FAIRS  Federal Aviation Interactive Reporting System 

FAM  Foreign Affairs Manual    

FAR  Federal Acquisition Regulation 

GSA  General Services Administration  

GTM  Government Technical Monitor 

ILMS  Integrated Logistic Management System 

INL/A  Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs, Office of 
Aviation  

JOFOC  Justification for Other than Full and Open Competition 

MED  Bureau of Medical Services 

OIG  Office of Inspector General  

OMB  Office of Management and Budget 

PAG  Phoenix Air Group    

U.S.C.  United States Code    
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(U) OIG AUDIT TEAM MEMBERS 

Regina Meade, Director  
Security and Intelligence Division  
Office of Audits  
 
Kathleen Sedney, Audit Manager  
Security and Intelligence Division  
Office of Audits  
 
Connor Geiran, Management Analyst 
Security and Intelligence Division  
Office of Audits  
 
Laura Miller, Management Analyst  
Security and Intelligence Division  
Office of Audits  
 
Meredith Needham, Management Analyst 
Security and Intelligence Division  
Office of Audits  
 
Christopher Yu, Management Analyst 
Security and Intelligence Division  
Office of Audits  
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